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~NEW YORK, AND DOVER, N. H;, FEBRUARY 28,1870.

AL ISRTN
STAR,

MORNING

THE

when she left the Docks at Birkenhead. - It
is a complicated case,

A Weekly Religious Newspaper

satisfactory settlement should be

but costly and elegant. It never: had any
baronial halls,and theonly castle which was
ever in the city has long since been razed to
the ground to give room for its rapidly inThe Custom House and
‘creasing trade.
Post Office, the Exchange Buildings, - St.

OFFICES, § No, 30 Vesey St., New York City.
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To whom all letters on business, remittances of
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Y

Terms
vance,

George's Hall and the Free Library and Mu-

$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly in ad-

$2.50.

;

seum, are the principal public buildings
which every American should not fail to
see. Having a keener appreciation of the
useful than of tho ornamental, I was particularly interested in my visit to the Free
Library and Museum which was crowded

i

REMITTANCES must be made in money orders
bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neither o
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All
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Papers are forwarded until an
ceived by the Publisher for their
Tel payment of all arrearages
y law.
Each Subsciber is particularly

explicit order is rediscontinuance, and
is made, as required
of

his

not be otherwise,than that a vast amount of
good is done by this institution. The Museam is second to few of its class ina col-

sibsecrip-

tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office.

lection of all that

- NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the

newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
age on

on,

moneys

sent for

premiums, no

the

AF We send no books
gion, or otherwise, with

Star

tages.

in ad-

et Horning Star,
—

of that noble mar of God.

®

The tide bears other barks apast,
As up and down it flows;

go constantly filled as thé Myrtle St. chapel,
in which the Rev. H. Stowel Brown preaches and has preached for.over twenty years.
1 heard him twice in hisown pulpit, and
listened to one of those popular lectures
which he gives every winter,on Sunday afterndons, to immense audiences,

1 find a sweet repose.
Some float, all wrecked, far out to sea;
And some are cast ashore,

With broken mast and sundered knee,
And widely scattered store.
But there’s no earthly wind nor wave
That terror has to me;
For storm and tempest 1 can brave,
Can I but hold in Thee!

course, and

the

Sea.

tures,

In my lastdetter I spoke of the numerous ale houses and the fearful prevalence
of drinks amongst all classes of society.
Farther observation has only confirmed in
my mind what I then expressed.
A large
meeting is to Qe called next week, by the
authority of the Mayor of the city, to take
into consideration some measures to suppress this increase of evil. I only refer to
this matter again, however, to give you
the benefit of .the only well-founded arguever heard in favor of moder-

ate drinking. As I went one day intoa
¢* public house”"—(I mean a licensed ale
shop) —to make inquiry concerning a certain locality which I wished to find, two
“‘cabbies” entered and called for beer,which

they drank with the usual salutation:
“Here's luck.” I asked them if they knew
what kind of luck that was they were drinking, and before they had time to reply, I
added that it was bad luck to themselves,
to their pockets,

to

their

wives,

to

their

childeen, and to everybody besides.
They
admitted the fact,but thought the poor publican ought to be supported.
The poor
fellows could be wonderfully benevolent to
the grog-seller, although it should make

them cruel to their fumilies.

But the old

lady dealing out the beer, took up-the case
~most

éarnestly,

and

said:

¢ Indeed,

there

are none who oppose the abuse of liquor
more than we do, for if a person drinks too
mich, he dies, and then we get no more of
his money.”

This was honest,

and,

from

the publican point of view, is perfectly logical.

t

Just now Liverpool is passing through a
severe commercial crisis. - The cotton and
cane dealers have lost money by the thousand, and ship owners tell a similar tale.
Her

iron-mongers

are

coining

money ;

those engaged in the timber trade do a
good business, and the whole city seems to

be instinct with commercial activity.

An

old and wealthy quaker, a citizen of Liverpool,attributes the serious reverses, through

which this city bas been passing, to three
cduses; First, the fearful amount of liquor

consumed by the masses; secondly, the
collapse of the Confederacy, which made the
cotton bonds, so largely invested in by Liverpool merchants, not worth the ,paperon
which they were written; and lastly, the

judgments of a just God against a people
who have ever sympathized with slavery,

not only during the late fearful rebellion in
the United States,

but all

along

through

England's own struggle to rid herself of
this ¢* sum of all villainles.” And just here,

I'may state, that there is not gnother spot in

the whole British realm, where

ter could be obtainedfor the | bu

such a sheland

arming of such a vessel for such: a work

asthat' wpon which the Alabama entered

«row

ml valal ods (it

especially

in

his

own

home,

that quiet vein of humor which runs all
through his sermons and spices his lec-

$B

LIVERROOL, JAN. 22, 1870.

ment I have

chiefly for

Denivorg
18 Ku
weit linaw jo)

babbles

over

in

witticisms,

anec-

dotes and criticisms that make him a most
delectable companion. Opice his work is
done, his cares are ended and his heart
makes merry.

" But you will ask:
popularity and

‘“ Upon what do his

influence

over

the masses

depend ?” First, let me say that his influence

pervadesall classes of society. In his congregation and church are numbered some of
the most wealty and influential citizens of
Liverpool, as well as some

of

the

poorest

widows and humblest laborers whose struggles with poverty afford them a scanty subsistence. With neither the rich nor the
poor does he mingle, for a large share of
his time during the week is spent

In lectur-

ing and preaching all over England, Scotland and Wales. His power therefore docs
not depend upon this.
Three things can
not but strike the most casual observer of
this talented preacher.
The first is; his
immense constitution and consequent power of physical endurance; the second is,
his strength of:purpose and dogged perseverance; and

the

last,

although

not

least

prominent,is the sound common sense which
pervades every word he utters. Upon these
popularity depends.
three qualities his
There is nothing new in what he says, although his way of putting it is independent

and shrewd, His manner in the pulpit is
not graceful, his dress exhibits a great deal

:

The State Constabulary force, which heretofore has numbered 150 men, has just been
reduced to 63 for the entire State. Major
the

regrets

Jones, the chief constable,

ne-

reduction, but as

cessity that compels this

far as the people are concerned,there seems
to be much satisfaction expressed, and a
wish that the whole may sooner or later be
discharged.
A novelty, and yet one of the-hopeful
signs of the times, is found in the Rumford
Co-operative

establishment

an

Kitchen,

that supplies persons in all parts of the city
and which,

with warm dinners and lunches,

althoughstarted but'a few days since, is already proving a decided: success: The in-

the

who

ters and writes is the result of mature consideration and careful thought. His health

stitution isnamed for the gentleman

sistant who is .winiffng his way “rapidly
amongst the people. Let me here say that

city, readily accessible to every one, neat
order boxes, containing a bill of fare and explanation of details. Twice a day the or-

when

orders is, to place in different parts

it is used in

Baptist,

I use the term

Freewillers,

it proposes to fill

way

started it and the

are

ders from these boxes

It has no reference
the English sense.”
whatever to Hypercalvinists nor extreme

the working and poorer classes of society.
Just now Mr. Brown may be said to be at
the summit of his popularity. It is conceded by all parties that no minister of the gospel has sucha hold upon the affections and
such an influence over the hearts of the
people as he. Of this power and position
Mr. Brown-is profoundly conscious, although by no means elated by pride nor
weakened by vanity.
In private inter-

But still my moorings keep me fast,

Over

the

is failing,and the church have secured an as-

There is how-

do?”

so far

MISCELLANEOUS.

Everything he ut-

Baptist denomination.

ever no house in all Liverpool so well and

But still my anchor strong doth hold,
Whichever way the tide;
Through sup and storm, through heat and cold,
I shall securely ride.

—

with

extensiye

be

recovered,

to give

preacher, but lacks the constitution

soon

his many friends to learn that he is

The
punctually served.
cover a very wide range, from

be

to seli liquor to be drunk on the premises,
and contains provisions to secure thorough
inspection of liquors sold, and to prevent

of his

church

and

‘¢ tippling”

opened at No, 2 Tremont Temple, one of the

to which Mr.

pose. Mr. Howard Gannett, is to have charge

Birrell was

called

whenhe first came to the city.
failed to carry out its promise
open should

he

as

church that talk so and feel

The church
to become

of the book business and

failed,

and

a member

of Mr.

Word to the masses, and with free seats.

There is a layman, by the name of W. P.
must

refer

a Baptist,

too,

to

before I conclude.

whom

I

He has a

business to which he diligently attends, and

preaches every Sunday and Thursday evening to audiences which average two thousand. His popularity amongst the working

classes is not second even to Mr.

be

will be assisted by

ty for New Ecgland. The friends of this
new movement are to be congratulated
upon the auspicious commencement of this
enterprise, as’ it is one long needed, and
which will prove of immense advantage to
MASTERS.
the denomination.
Feb. 17.

Birrell’s church has purchased the building
and employs evangelists to preach the

Lockhart, and

to

Rev. W. C. Child, the Secretary of the socie-

He

resigned, and his friends built the splendid
chapel in which he still preaches. . The old
church has

is

best stores having been fitted up for the pur-

pastor

accept the pastorate.

Depository

Baptist

Brown's.

“Church

Incivilities.

The Christian Union furnishes these
hints. They will be readily recognized as
the product of its Editor in Chief:
Thé fact is, one may have his mind so
entirely raised above the world, on Sun-

He has organized a church out ‘of the ma- day, as to forget a great many little duties
terial that has been ccllected together by quite allied to that benevolence which the
his labors, and it promises to be one gospel indicates. No Christian man has a
of the most useful Christian churches of right to make another person unhappy or
the city. He aims at nothing new, nothing even to annoy him, through self-indulsensational, nothing dramatic.
He is a gence, carelessness, or selfish devotion.
rough,
earnest
looking Scotchman; his We may classify the petty incivilities of
soul is greedy for witnesses for Jesus, and church life thus:
1. Smells.—Violent perfumes, especially
he is readyto become anything or nothing
so as to lead souls to Christ. His preaching those containing musk, are disagreeable to
is plain, pointed and dogmatic.
He nev- most persons, and to some positively diser tells what he thinks or supposes God’s tressing. There is no smell so universally
will to be or God's word to teach; but pleasing as no smell. Never scent yourcomes before the people with all the bold- self when going into a crowded assembly.
ness of John and all the assurance of Paul, The same is true of the residuary smell of
and pointedly, but lovingly preaches Christ tobacco, which hangs about the garments
Jesus as the only way of salvation for hu- and afflicts the breath of those who habitmanity. Would to God that we had more ually smoke. But tobacco almost invariasuch unministerial ministers! Would that bly makes men self-indulgent and regardall our church-members, who might and less of others’ convenience, More brutal
ought to preach, had it laid on their con- yet are they who go to church reeking, like
sciences

so

heavily

that they

should

not

a Dutchman’s

soup,

I presume

you

mean,”

sissippi, and that she would take her seat at the
family board without any flourish of trumpets.
And so it was done as far as the House was conA bill for her admission, drawnin the
cerned.

precise terms of the Virginia bill, was passed
without debate.
Not so in the Senate.
Mr.
Trumbull and the m jority of the judiciary com-

mittee are not content to sit quiet under their
defeat on the Va. bill without one more attempt
to regain the lost ground, and so the battle of no
“fundamental conditions” is being fought again.
Senator Carpenter delivered the ablest speech he

there

so, than’

are of those who don’t?” The whole class.
listened attentively to the boy's queries, put Lhas made as yet, against the imposition of conwitk the air of one who evidently thinks he ditions, while Senator Morton is ‘the principal
has a strong case. The teacher saw all; champion in their behalf. The position of Mortook in the full import of the question and ton is a new one in American politics. He arits bearings. Did sheenter into an argu- gues that the clause of the constitution, which

the abuse of liquor by drunkards.
new

sect,

declares

Christian

ment in defense of sects, or of the

Then one said unto him, ‘Lord,

ago.

there ‘few that be saved?’ - To-day one says
to me virtually, ‘Since there are so many

to you from the lips of my Master: * Strive
you to enter in at the strait gate.” The
intelligent glances from eye to eye, the deep
blush ‘of the answered inquirer, and the
appreciative smiles that met the eyes of the
teacher, assured her that not in vain had
she remembered the words of the Lord Jesus.
is

Events

of the Week.
I

THE BIBLE IN SCHOOLS.
The advocates of the use of the Bible in
common schools have received much en-

osition, I think.
.
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS,

The House Census bill was defeated in the
Senate, and the new census will be taken under
the law of 1850, and under the direction of the
United States marshals.
This smashes a good
many slates, but there is no help for it.
Georgia reconstruction will present some interesting questions yet. Messrs. Hill and Mil-

ler, senators

couragement during the past week in the
decision of the Cincinatti case. The Saperior Court has- decided to retain the Bible,

and the injunction against excluding it is
made perpetual. One Judge reviews at
length the legal and technical questions of
the case,

and decides

that

the

Court

has

full jurisdiction, that the Constitution and
laws protect all religions and contain the
A dissenttrue philosophy ef government.
ing Judge takes the ground that the Constitution does not require religious teaching in schools, much less the Protestant
Christian religion; that the Board of Edu-

cation had full jurisdiction over the books
used in the schools; and

that the

aim

was

there will be few European ministers there
Wig

H

3

|

i

15 one of the best that could
EIR

}

HR

will ing about inquisitively, is impolite,
be made,and

©

y

ident that Gen. Terry

and

Gov. Bullock

have

been guilty of usurpation in their recent proceedings,
but met with very
little success.
Congress and the President fully approve their
action in the premises.—Cuban stock has taken
a sharp turn upwards.
The assault upon American citizensin Havana, and the murder of one of
their number, with other outrages upon our

citizens,

are producing

a marked

effect. The

Secretary of State has been directed carefully to
investigate these matters, and in Congress the
disposition towards recognition of Cuban belligerency has been much increased.
Mr. Sherman’s resolution, directing the Committee on
Foreign Affairs to report upon the propriety of
such recognition, and the colloquy thereupon,
were more encouraging to Cuban sympathizers
than anything that has yet occurred in Congress.
Nevertheless recognition will not take

of the actual status of

place till more is known
the insurgents.

The House of Representatives had a venerable visitor on Thursday last in the person of Mr.
John Kitts, who was born in 1762, and was
present as a soldier in the Continental army at
4 the surrender of Cornwallis,
He was given the
privilege of the floor for the day, on motion of
Gen. Banks, and was the recipient of much atSPECULATION IN CADETSHIPS.
tention from the members.
A purse of $200,00
Considerable excitement was recently was made up and presented to him, as he is in
created in Washington by an advertisement
straightened pecuniary circumstances.

simply to make the free schools correspond
with the tendency ofthe age.
The counsel
for the Board will carry the case to the Supreme Court.

in a morning paper, offering a4 cadetship
was
for sale. A committee of investigation,
immediately

appointed, and facts have been

BUTLER’S RETORT.

pT

“Shoo,fly” has invaded the House of Representatives and created quite an uproar. It farnished the

agreea-

most effective repartee that has been given on the

ble to the offenders. Several members of
the House have been implicated, and conclusive proof adduced to show that the ap-

floor of Congress fora long time.
Mr. 8. S. Cox,
physically diminutive, but very active and bustling (not to say buzzing) member, saw fit to attack Gen. Butler. He did it by way of a mock
defense of Butler, but, meanwhile, sticking into
him the sharpest shafts of ridicule that he could
fling.
Butler left his seat and came over to the
Democratic side near to Cox, and listened to him
throughout with imperturbable gravity. Cox sat
down, evidently very well pleased and satisfied
with his effort,
and his Democratic friends
gathered around him to congratulate him upon
his performance.
Butler marched back to
his
geat with the steady tread of an ox, and then

disclosed that will be by no means

plicant who was supposed to pass the best
examination, and therefore received the ap-

pointment, was really the one who had the
most money, and would spend it the most
liberally. Indignation at such a course
runs very high,’and the proposition to expel the offenders from the House

and

turn

them over to lasting infamy, meets with’
hearty approval. It remains to be seen
whether a jucidious policy will warrant

TEMPERANCE IN MASS.
onions. There are scores of people who
have lost all profit of a Sunday service by
of what the Fiench call neglige, for heis
committee having the
legislative
The
the sickening smells which surrounded
often said to appear in the pulpit with red
matter in charge have reported in favor of
flannel instead of white linen, and his voice
them.
i a license law. It authorizes tavern keepis far from having that sweetness which is
2. Sounds.—Whispering in church dur- ers and victualers to sell liquors to their
considered so necessary to a good oraing the service is an affront to politeness. guests to be drunk on the . premises; and
Much of the coughing which goes. on in druggists, grocers; brewers, &ec., to sell litor.
‘
Boston
Notes.
church arises from the poisonous gases and quorsnot to be drunk on the premises.
with
full
But his dérmons are teeming
(YK
personal efluvia which exist in unventi- The prices of licenses range from $500 to
and
vigorously
matter,
substantial
good,
RELIGIOUS
MATTERS.
lated
churches. But the power of the will $1500. It is supposed that the effects of
plainly expressed. He has no flowers, no
over
the
muscles which do the coughing is such highwpsiced licenses will be to make
From
what
can,
be
gathered,
it
appears
over
handle
the
at
flourishes, no flying off
very
great.
A heedless person will cough every legal dealer interested in the law's
that
quite
an
unuual
degree
of
religious
and
verities”
‘‘eternal
visions,”
‘beatific
twice
as
much
as is needful—will cough at enforcement, and that illegal dealers will
interest
pervades
the
evangelical
churches
of
« transcendental glories.” He despises dithe
worst
time
possible, will cough plump
There
Boston
ard
vicinity,
There
is
shown,
at
he
which
on
text
a
soon be suppressed by monopolists.
visions and rarely takes
hangs a theme, Most of his discourses are the present time, a greater interest in public upon the necks of those before him, instead would be more than a local interest in the
expositions of + consecutive portions of worship upon the Sabbath, than has been of embalming the sound in his handker- trial of such a law,as there already is in the
In the
Scripture, honestly applied to daily experi- observed before for years; there is also chief as, with alittle skill and politeness, settlement of the question itself.
ence and daily struggles. He is a man of more thoughtfulness among listeners to the he might easily do.’ We would not forbid meantime there has been a temperance conimmense size, and has never known what koly truth, and in most all denominations men who cannot sing to ‘‘make a joyful vention in Tremont Temple, and an indeit is to feel an ache ¢r pain in his whole numbers of anxious enquirers,while conver- noise”—but it should be a softly noise. In pendent party formed, notwithstanding the
system. His work is therefore a pleasure, gions are occuring here: and there to quitean all cases when it is a man’s duty tosleep in | earnest protests of leading temperance men
and being a thorough student, he is prepar- extent. Baptists, Congregationalists and church, it is his duty also to snore with the against such a movement.
ed upon almost every subject to express Methodists, are. all alike enjoying their soft pedal down.
TAXES IN UTAH.
8. Sight.—Every one likes to see the min| himself with clearness and force, He has special intluence. At the meeting of OrthoBrigham Young refuses to pay his taxes.
achieved success, and he deserves it.
Few dox ministers, held to-day, ‘in Boston, ister.” It cannot be done through your
The assessor at Salt Lake City, having the
bebeing
help
cannot
you
True,
body.
several
of
them
spoke
of
the
interest
in
men have hadto struggle harder, and fewof the Revenue Bureau, notified
er still have plodded their way successfully their churches, in many of which extra fore somebody unless you are on the back approval
out returns of the income of
make
to
him
through such opposition and discourage- meetings are being held, resulting in con- seat. But, with a little thought you may
very much help those behind you, Any the church property. Brigham insolently
ment as characterized the first few years of stant conversions.
therefore, proceedThe Charles Street, Baptist Church has conduct which shall divert the attention of refused. The assessor,
his ministry in Liverpool.
He goes to
and assessed the
himself,
®stentaas
business
the
such
do
to
service,
the
from
theGrand
doors to all who will others

shutting it,reading books or papers, or look-,

elected by the legislature of Ga. be-

“fore the expulsion of the negro members, claim
that they are legally elected,but the legislature,under its new organization, has elected a new set
of senators who will claim theirseats.
Mr. J.
E. Bryant, the turbulent member of the Georgia legislature, has been here, at the head of a
delegation, to convince Congress and the Pres-

with the smell of sucha pibcedure.

tious playing with a watch or opening and

United States shall guarantee

It is more in the nature of an original undertaking than that of guarantee.
Mr. Morton can
maintain'his proposition if anybody can, but the
American people will hardly sustain his prop-

are

rest day nor night, until they went out intothe highways and compelled men to
come in ‘to the royal banquet and feast upon the fat things ‘prepared in heaven but
spread out on earth,
R. C.

thrown wide open its
America next year to attend
Christian Convention to be held in New eome in, andin the future willhe known
York, and I do not hesitate to predict that
supparted as a (ree church, ; This mave

that ‘‘the

taeyery State inthis Union a republican form
church? That was what he wanted, but of government,” confers the power neeessary to
smiled
She
needéd.
he
that was not what
preserve before destruction, as well as to restore
kindly as she answered, ‘‘ How little dif- after destruction. This, as Carpenter forcibly
ference appears in the questions of to-day argued, opens a very wide field, and would aband the questions of eighteen centuries sorb nearly all the reserved rights of the states."

shops,

would be glad to stand upon Mr. Spurgeon’s
ground of open table but close church.
The only close church in reality was the one

The

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 16, 1870.
ADMISSION OF MISSISSIPPI.
3
It was supposed that, after the long and exhaustive discussion over Virginia, the door of
admission would be opened very quietly for Miss

ridi-

«¢ water duckers,” and the Baptists say the
Episcopalians are next to the Catholics.
Now is there any Christianity in such talk,
and aren't there a good many more in the

allows none but inn-keepers and victuallers

deacons

and

order may 1 sinners in the church, are there not, after
a dinner of
I take my answer
all, few that be saved?

bound by its title deed to practice close
communion, although the pastor himself is
decidedly open in his sentiments, and a
share

define sharper than

and I've heard the Methodists call Baptists

can

hibits

large

‘Washington Correspondence.

suggested the teacher. The boy answered,
« Yes,of course. I've heard Presbyterians
speak of Methodists as shouting Methodists,

distributors

except one, and the majority of them open
churches also.
= Mr. Brown's
church
is

and

niust

¢ Well, I mean run down

uals of each

several courses for a party of any size, down
to a lunch of a sandwich and apple-sauce.
On Sunday the kitchen is closed; but dines in Britain require, is a belief in the car- ners are provided Saturday evening which
dinal doctrines of the Bible as understood can be easily warmed over for use.
new liquor bill, presented in the
by evangelical Christians, and a majority , The
be stringent
should
yesterday,
of the deacons, with the pastor, tobe bap- ‘House
enough to satisfy everybody not hopelessly
to the Liverpool
As
tized believers.
wedded to the prohibition theory. It prochurches, they are all open communion
bar-rooms

unless the government is firm in its purpose.
Officers of the Revenue Bureau in Washington have been to see General Sherman
about military aid in enforcing the proper.
collections, and he says they shall have all
the help they need.

cule each other. Each sect thinks its own
right and every other .wrong.” ¢¢ Individ-

of the

so organized that every neighborhood

‘You

that.”

to be collected,

pedestrian

pany of teams and

the strictest of the Close Corh-

:

nothing at all. Evidently the church leaders will evade the collection of these taxes,

¢ Asthey do?” repeated the teacher,

slowly.

and twice a day are they filled by a com-

A
P.”
I am told that the pulpit of the late munionists nor the loosest of thé:open.
that
church
a
is
England
in
church
‘Baptist
Rev. Dr. Raffles is ably filled by a minisor may
ter whostill holds an audience sufficient- may or may not be Calvinistic, may
may or may
communion,
cldse
be
not
lv large to fill. the capacious chapel
believers alone.
which was erected to accommodate the not-be composed of baptized
that many of the Baptist churchall
Indeed,
crowds who came to listen to the eloquence

I’m anchored in my Saviour’s love,
The tides may come and go;
I’m floating now with them above,
I’m floating now below.

from

the wife,

months,

two

within

will

able to resume his duties among his people.
Mr. Grimes has been a great sufferer dur-

mother and the Christian. Each preached
a funeral sermon for the wife of the other,
and both sermons have been published in
memory of the sad bereavement. Mr. Birrell has a clear, logical and highly cultivaied mind, and a tender, sympathetic heart.
In his character he has the rare combina.
tion of unyielding firmness mingled with
‘what I haveno other term to designate it by
He is a good
than Christian sweetness.

mercial transactions, there are but few men

Anchored."

Letters

ing his illness, and it will be. a pleasure to

homes,

months,

-

A teacher was once engaged with a class
on a lesson from St. Luke concerning The
Strait Gate, when this question was put to
* Don’t you think it is wrong and unher:
christian for the various sects of the Protestant church to talk-about one another as they

port and sympathy of all Baptists. The Rev.
L. A. Grimes, Baptist, who has been ill for

than two

over affirnis, on his oath, that he will pay

Argument in Brief.

lesson :

No- 8

{

The following incident. teaches its own

enterprise

have been and are still the warmest and
most intimate friends, doubly endeared by
a painful providence which took from both

Leaving out of consideration

are, as has been well stated by a talented
non-conformist, minister, ‘‘Papists minus the

The

is in worthy hands and has the cordial sup-

of each other as one can well imagine, they

I need

of note here except some talented clergymien of the right stamp, anda large numherof notorious clergymen of the wrong
stamp—men who crouch to Popery, and

garnered.

more

his power are far more

men of Liverpool

be

Although he and Mr.
past thirty years.
Brown are two men as near the antipodes

those who are noted for their immense com-

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1870.

>

instructive,

fruit will

have but little space for a description of the
Rev. C. M. Birrell, who has been pastor of
the Baptist] Church in Pembroke St.for the

is

| say but little.

out to be sold on commisthe privilege of returning

iw

=

Of the public

pereent-

is allowed

and

the Master's videyard a place wherein much

a
Sa
‘Stowell Brown.
I have said so mnch of Mr. Brown that I

morning until 10 at night, on every day in force to his utterances. As a minister,howthe week except Sunday, to all who may ‘ever, although his influence igless in Liverchoose to avail themselves of their advan: pool than Mr. Brown's, still hig “name and

for the payment.
2, If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.
ue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take

Agents receive

is rare

and the library isby far the largest in the
city. Both ofthese are open from 10 in the

post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s
or whether he has subscribed ‘or not—is responsible

4&5 When

It can

all ranks,ages, and colors.

+] full with

requested to note the

date on the label for the expiration

effected.

The public buildings of this city are few,

No. 89 Washington St., Dover, N. H.,

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME,

universal

desire in England is that an amicable and
1

For the Family.

and the

An

whom the American churches will more no doubt result ih the building up of this
gnd * making of this part.of
thoroughly appreciate than the Rev. H. ‘ancient church,

a

church for about $60,000, and the tithes for
about

$2,000,000.

‘The

Mormon

proph ot

declares the taxes exorbitant, and more-

rose deliberately

toreply.

The members of the

House left their seats and gathered round him,
expecting he would repel the keen attack upon
him.
But he calmly replied, in a few sentences,
to other members who had participated in the

debate, and then, in conclusion said: *““As to the
vituperation of the gentleman from New York

(Mr. Cox) he will hear my answer to him by every boy that

whistles

hand-organ,

‘‘Shoo, fly; don’t bodder me.”

it onthe

street and every

unexpected
ery of the

character, and the manner of delivreply, convulsed the House with

The

laughter.

THE CURRENCY BILL,
The Currency bill, which passed the Senate
sometime since, hangs fire in the House, and it
is doubtful whether it can pass. Its effect is to in-

creasé National Bank curréncy and practically

to retire an equal, or indeed, a greater amount of
greenbacks, and thus slightly contract the cur-

rency.

The Western members are opposed to

thie. They want greenbacks, and more of them.
a
On Monday last, the House refused to table

resolution instructing the Committe on Banking
and Currency to bring in a bill for an expansion
|, the extent of fifty millions of dollars, : The
vote was, yeas, 73; nays, 93.

N.H, CAMPAIGN, _ %
has invited
The Republican State Committee
Hampshire and
Hon. H. L. Dawes to visit New
address the people during the pending o

deelaris
and. this morning his reply
ing his hearty sympathy with the Republ
of N. H., and announcing that he will make arrangements to comply with the request, ~~ W.

Keep. lst of your friends; and let God be first

in the list, however long it may be.
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win and sorrow.
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THE MORNING
‘and, as you pass down one avenue and up
another, this gentleman, who is the superinvendent of this department, knows where
to put his hand on a copy of every. edition
of the Scriptures published by the Society.
In English, there are 78 different editions

i

CI

We are at St. Paul's

Cathedral.

There

with me a little way.

is a new

ness was

ing the basement

and

On the twelve cents; and a Ruby

52mo. New
Testament for four cents.
The
Society
also provides portions of the Scriptures.

voluntary contributions, of a sum sufficient
to print an edition in the Welsh language.

epistle, and to

it from

time

time.
But let us glance at the foreign

minister in

a Baptist

change

London, thought that the plan might include the general distribution of the Scriptures ; and,by request, prepared and published an appeal on ‘The excellence of the
Holy Scriptures;—an argument for their
more general diffusion.” This was early in

had made

es. Here are the Spanish Scriptures; and
the whole of Spain is open to the Bible.
A little difficulty has occurred here. Books
are not allowed to be imported into Spain;
but the Society has ordered a million copies
to be printed there; and the stock here can
1803; and on March 7th, 1804, the Society be disposed of by degrees to Spaniards who
was formed; William Wilberforce, Thomas
visit England.
Here are the Scriptures in
Wilson and Zachary Macaulay, being among the Chinese language, and 170,000 copies
its earliest friends.
were sent to China during the last year.
The men who formed the Society bad no Here is the Madagascar Bible, reminding
" jdea of the dimensions to which it would us of the wondrous work of God in MadaAnd here are the Tahitian, the
They formed it with a desire to gascar.
grow.
glorify God, and to, meeta pressing want. Tonquin, the Samoan, andthe Rarotonquin
And God has been crowding work upon editions, bringing to mind the triumphs of
them and their successors, from that duy to the gospel in the islands of the South Sea.
this; and has been blessing them in doing Here are a number ‘of French editions,of
it. During the first four years of the ex- which 90,000 were distributed last year;
istence of the Society, the number of copies and here are the Italian, of which 49,000
of the Scriptures distributed was 81,157. were distributed. And there are numerj
.
During the one year, ending May, 1869, ous others.
the number of copies of Scriptures, and
The blind have not been forgotten. - Her
portions of the Scriptures, was 2,400,776;
are sixty-six different copies of portions of
and the total, during the sixty-five years of the J
in embossed characters,
the existence of the Society, is 55,069,865
(M
system,) in English; and one of
And

and

Society,

it is calculated that this

others ‘which have since been. established,
have in that time, distributed ninety-six

of God.

Word

millions of copies of the

When the Society was established, the Bible had been translated,in whole or in part,

St.

n’s gospel, in Welsh.

The

On

two hun-

now

84 cents, and of Matthew in

two

both in ancient and modern times, and it
cost them altogether £12,000.
In 1863,

has greatly blessed it.
much more abundantly.

$2,04.

This

Society last year

129.

they received notice from-the Metropolitan
Board of Works that their house must be
removed in order to construct a new

income

was £186, 597,

ing

$903,-

TItis doing a glorious work.

God

he

old

InFeb-

interesting

valedictory meeting at their old house. At
that meeting, Mr. Joseph Foster was presHe had been a member of the Coment.
mittee forty-two years; and he said he had
been well acquainted - with the Society
through all the sixty-four yearsof its exThus he was the connecting link
istence.
From that
between the old and the new.

eye-sight

may
tomed

do so
Ww. H.

ing for an occasion, not a cause, for desert-

A minister of the gospel should be the
last man to lose faith in God.
We shéuld
be prepared to make sacrifices if duty requires it, for ¢* even Christ pleased not him-

we preach are not enough Christianized to
provide for our temporal necessities, we
can devote a small portion of our time to
tent-making or sone other honest labor, re=
membering that Jesus, for our sake, became poor. It will not increase our reve-

ing being finished, it was solemuly dedicated to the service of God in the dissemination of his word.
On Monday, May 3, 1869, the Archbishop

preached

Ne
Eee
Ee
AS
.
ee

sword of the Spirit,

‘God,” tothe officers

nues to sitdown and whine

a sermon at St.

Papl’s Cathedral, from Ephes. 6: 17, ** The
which

is

the

Word of

of the Society,

Lord Mayor ard Sheriffs of Loudon,

the
anda

hurtful

luxuries of life; and if the people to whom

time till May, 1869, the Society occupied
temporary offices, and then, the new build-

of Canterbury

If poverty threaten us, let us crucisome of the

because unre-

generate hearts do not overflow with benevolence or because our brethren are not willing to make greater sacrifices than’ we do,
or for any other cause.

large number of clergymen and others. On
the 4th, a very interesting devotional service was held in the large warehouse atthe

Instead. of mourning’ over our present
trifling inconveniences, we should sing the:

new building; the Earl of Shaftesbury, the

prison doors fly open of their own accord.
If our brethren do not support us in our

song of Paul

President of the Society, presiding on the

and Silas until, ere long, the

occasion ; and a number of prominent min-| Work as they should, even if they oppose
isters of various denominations, taking part: .ug;"God’s arm is not shortened, and ‘false
WhatAnd onthe 5th, the regu- brethren” cannot hinder his work.
in the services.
lar Annual Meeting of the Society was held ever obstacle may bein our path, the pillar
of cloud and the pillar of fire go,

in Exeter Hall.

But let us goin and see this building,

It

is’ large and convenient.
The entrance
hall is open to the top of the building: and
receives the light through staihed glassin
the roof. The walls of the great staircase

are divided by pilasters,and are marked off

committee

rooms,

&c.;

us.

Saith not the Scripture, Christ hath given
us “powerover all devils,” and ‘in due
season we shall reap if we faint not”?

in panels, some of which are filled with
The floor is of marble.
Sicilian Jasper.
The front of the building is océupied by
offices,

before

and-the

What, then, shall be able to separate us
from the love of God and his glorious gervice? Shall the breath of man hold us back

more

than the Spirit of God impels us for-

ward?

Shall the perishing toys of earth

outweigh the

eternal rewards

of

nament; but it must

be remembered

that

ing, the debt was only £500, and more than |
is
heen contributed sinoe that time to|
thhas

-

Men begin to mix up their knowledge
and their

guesses, their, fancies, their in.

to Christ.

=

and

to

look

over

it is a great

be ,able

to

read

old

saving of
easily one’s

handwriting. If any ministers, who
be willing to read this, are accusto

preach

from full

notes,

it must

decently, and | anything religlo n
things are “done
the name.
: All around the rooms are claim

ey likishe; fo

They confound

at 18 bold

every Sabbath, equal to the crowd at Plymouth church. Why ig it? Some say—because he throws away his manuscript, and
speaks extempore. No,it is not; for he did
that more than half the time before. The
reasonis, that he has changed his style.
He calls plain things by plain names. He
puts truth in the concrete instead of the abstract. - He makes his hearers fecl the
hold that religion has on business-affairsand family-life, And, while cultured persons are as deeply interested as ever (for
really cultured persons have some common
sense), the common people also hear him
gladly. Would to God, that every pastor in

Power in the Pulpit.

:

5. As to the incorrigibles, let them go ;—

the nation could hear, and, after his measure, obey the summons,—*‘Go and do thou
likewise !"—Cong. & Ree,

Managing

Butthere are no other men in

Teachers’

-

Meetings.

the town who carry half their personal
weight. They cannot turn rakes into saints, | The Brooklyn Union made a full and init is true; or bring in the millennium at a ‘teresting report of the meeting of S. S.
In a snow storm, on the 25th of ‘Jan., we’ day's notice.
But they are at the head of Superintendents recently held in that city.
left our family and many friends in Farm- whatever good thing is getting under way ;
We extract a paragraph respecting the
ington, after commending them to a faith- and it is hard to start anew enterprise that
method
of conducting Teachers' Meetings:
ful God. The elements often seem to con- has their faces set against it. There was a

A

Western

Tour.

rf

spire to give an outward
thought-pictures
through
were the farewells. The
ing flakes flew aslant, as
through the light drifts
hours. Then, at Danville
we waited for our train
time,

the

storm

Here,

at

changed

Sometimes he questioned the teachers;
shading to our case of that in New York during the war.
The managers of the great fair for the Sanlife.
Trying itary Commission, were to have, as a part sometimes he treated the Bible lesson as
thickly-descend- of it, a grand raffle. They asked the min- for adults; at others, as for intermediates;
and at others as for a younger class. He
The ministers .thought that subjects which would interest
our train dashed isters to support the fair,
for some three hinted that the raffle should be dropped: children were apt to interest the old people,
Junction, where The managers resolved not todrop it. "he lgput subjects that interested old people
ministers resolved thatthey should.
And,
interest the young.
an hour behind though the fight was hard, they had to do would not always
Once in every four weeks the teachers met
to sleet, and

midnight, ‘came

as

it.

ready to

open,

inisters are not nobodies,and

no man

and . took

supper

together.

The

ladies

of sense depises them.
held the meeting in the afternoon, and at
But why does not the pulpit carry more 6 o'clock the gentlemen came and they
power, and draw more hearers? It is easy had snpper—a plain supper.. For the supto answer, because preachers are not heart- per they assess the teachers twenty-five
ily enough in earnest. . True enough, no ‘cents, that is, those who come; those who
doubt.
But that is too general an_answer
to give.
Is there any more special reason ?
Because, then, they do not speak so as to

get the ear of the people.

the encounter

But why

do

they not? Some of them have absurd, fastidious tastes about the choice of words—

with the custom house officers, who must
at first make us think we were to open and
show all our baggage.
‘Uncle Sam” was
not represented among these dignitaries
just at that moment, and so we Yankees
had not a fair chance. With keysin hand

or

whether

you

must

tastes that are as foppish
anxiety

as any dandy’s

about the color of his cravat.

But

far more of them are simply afraid to use a
plain, homely word.
;
They are bold enough as to some things.
But they are cowards here. Men who, before the war, could face a scowling congregation of hunkers,and preach abolition, men

‘we stood in the cold, damp

bend

er Brownfield or Brimfield is the placeto
which a pressing letter may, in a great
exigency, be sent in- all haste by mail; or,
whether such important letter be sent to a
town in N. H. or N. Y! But what postmaster can tell, in some pases, which of the
two is meant? So, if your place of residence is written so that your correspondent
must guess at it, great confusion may en-

gue in business affairs, even the most
weighty.
!
:
Fifthly,—it is due to the cause of truth

and

right.

A

vast

correspondence

must

needs be carried on in the interest ofre-

nection

here.

A providential escape, per-

baps, and merchandise was strewn in fragments by the broken rail, just in season to
save our train of flesh and bones from
mangling and dislocation, and some, doubtless, from a sudden death.

Cinada is a long country, if you

go

and to daily business, he will have nothing
to say
speak
goods
about

of ‘‘our secular concerns,”
He will
of farming, or shoemaking, or the dry
trade, or whatever his people are
through the week:
And when he

rebukes and warns, you will not hear him

going off into any vapid generalities about

the exceeding sinfulness of sin.

"He will

go among his people, and find out, by talking with them, how it is that men in their
special lines of business do their cheating.
hen he will take his information into the

through it by the Grand Trunk Railroad.
We were told that our train was the ‘“‘great
British mail express.” But we Inferred it pulpit and use it in detail,
was the thunder and not the “lightning exIt is strange that we have never learned
press,” by the great noise and little speed ith
‘the Master's style of teaching to throw
off the pulpit conventionalities. © The truth
made.

Toronto is the finest looking city we raw is, the antiquated style of our English Bible

don’t are not assessed.
Mr. Parsons, of the Grand

Avenue

Mis

sion, said he got his teachers together
every week, and
they usually met in
private houses. He always took the lead

of these meetings,

because

his place to do so.

he

thought

it

He was in the habit of

asking each individual

questions,

and

the

ladies took as much part assghe gentlemen.

At these meetings they sang
or four
times, one, two, three or four verses, so
that the teachers would become familiar
with the tunes.

On two or three occasions

man was very sick, and

apparently about

to die, he wanted no prayer, avd none was
offered.

>

Whether the family that fails of prayer in
the pastoral calls of the minister meets with
a great loss or not depends very much en
the kind of prayer that would have been
offered. There are prayers—mere forms

of prayer—that are of no value; and noth-

ing is lost by

their

omission.

But there

are prayers of faith and of the heart, fervent, effectual prayers, that avail much,and*
may be worth more to a family than thouands of gold and silver. They may be instrumental in calling down blessings upon
them that shall outlast all the riches of the
world.—d4m, Mes,
-

Er

ng virte,
ily dah, Teurtiostly’ pray all [is 4 fine place,
on (Ee hte oF ka Onto.
anything
Virti Faso fro én,
who are" tidlty
Herin, to' Set ibn vowsdid" resort ‘|’ hot weather ‘or
enough to Christian
about the work of reformation.

It'can be

hes'th orpleasure seekers.
.

gl 4

:

Music, he'has had a multitude around

gives his wordsa stiffness that does not be.
‘and philanthropy. No such obsta- in the provinces. Its streets are well laid long to them. What homely things he To show us the worth of time, God, most
n Kindly offeredto imagination and fancy, Iason and un ligion
But Fentléniahas
cle as this, surely,
should clog the Wheels, out and broad, and the mercantile blocks, takes for illustrations! Trees, vines, bram. liberal of all other things, is exceedingly
Letus
fru
iby _ warehouses.
(1
pw 4
ble-bushes, sparrows, ravens, lies, fish| derstanding, conscience
and will, affection of beneficerde, Tha ivy fn strengthof, public houses, government buildings, and nets,
specksin men’s eyes, wine bottles,
not be wasted thus, and perplex- many Of the private residences here are
demanding
together, nor grants
and passion,un itil they ome te call any- tngmen andshould
donkeys tomibling into
pits, children’s ue n second till ho Bat w shriots he
Br
fnjurons
misstate)
entd
shobld
Hot
|
very
expensive
anid
imposing
edifices.
Tt
h the ing po
fre; guy,
Sheba in the marketsplacer; pearl-trad-

tellect and their passions.

PJ

ministry.

S.C. KimBALL,

are

who

How much difference it may make, wheth-

heaven?

Shall gold and silver seem’ to us more pre-

all the moneyit cost was contributed for
openof y
this special purpose. On the da

whom

doctors,

of

would shock our

wind waiting our turn. -It came at last,
they had had a supper, and he thought
your head close to the desk in the difficult and we insisted that baggage checked in who, now, canlook rumsellers in the face these social gatherings were doing them
endeavor to decipher your ill-shaped or the states, . to go through C. on the road, and preach temperance, are scared at the a great deal of good.
apparition of a blunt old Saxon nounor
The chairman asked if they usually inmixed up hieroglyphics.
not to be stopped or delivered to the owner verb.
.
vited the husbands of the teachers to tea
Secondly,—for the sake of our friends. till he got into the states again, should not | ° The words that common men use every where they were not connected with the
It is pleasant to receive good letters from be opened by the custom house officials. day, in the shops and along the street, are school, and the answer was in the affirmdear friends, and,in various conceivable We gained our case, after some show of too plain looking to get into the pulpit. As ative, Mr. Bell saying that in his school
men must change their dress when they go
respects, it may be very useful, too. But skill in foreign diplomacy, and our traps to a king's court, so must ideas when they they usually came without invitations.
Mr. Woodhouse, of the Warren Street
if the first feeling on receiving a letter from were marked to go on all right. These de- enter the church. The preacher must keep Mission, said they carried on their meetlays
brought
us
late
to
Montreal,
and
we
up his reputation for culture and refinement. ings a little differently
a fflend, is a kind of shudder at the anticifrom any of the
of the superintendpated difficulties of interpretation before were deprived of our rightful two hours’ It might damage that to call things by the other schools. Instead
names that
everybody knows them by.
you ;—if you have to dig, and guess, and view of that old gray colored British town, Some college-sophomore in the congrega- ent always conducting the meeting, one of
the teachers was informed the Sabbath
groan over the misshapen and conglomer- looking, as we caught our only view of it tion might shrug his shouldérs.
Some previous to-the meeting that he would
through
a
fog
from
the
opposite
side
of
the
ated characters, and are only too happy, if,
boarding-school miss might turn up her take charge, and during the week he has
at last, you approximate the ideas they en- river, as if built almost entirely of granite. nose. And so a plain fact or thing must be time to prepare himself for the meeting.
shroud ;—why, there's some sensible abate- The sight of it was suddenly shut off as we tricked out in some fine word, in which it They expected to hear from every one of
figures about as fitly as an organ-grinder’s
On one Saturday evening
ment to the pleasure of reading a letter, darted into the famous Victoria Bridge, monkey in his blue trowsers and red jack- the teachers.
of each month they had a devotional meeteven from a dear friend. Some letters are which is of cast iron, some two miles in et.
;
ing, at which reports of class visitations
a wicked infliction. True, they may call length, resting upon numerous strong piers.
Business is ‘the avocations of life.”
A were made, and the rest of the time was
His devoted to singing and prayer,
the Christian graces into lively exercise, if Here we were to find refreshments. But the man’s face is his ‘‘ countenance.”
A - shop is
Mr. Wilder referred to
the manner in
the receiver possess such graces;but no train, now long waiting for us, gave scarce- nose must be never mentioned,
‘‘ emporium of trade.”
Kitchen work is which the teachers’ meetings of the Old
thanks to the letter writer. Itis quite as ly time to heed the call,—*all aboard,”— an
*¢ culinary cares.” Dry goods and grocer- Foster Mission School in Chicago were
likely, however, to call old Adam into vig- and off we glided, near noon, without our ies are ‘‘ commodities.”
Clothes are ‘‘rai- conducted.
At these meetings they made
orous exercise, without any very benefi- breakfast, We caught up a bit of clean ment.”
Bootsare not to be named.
Streets ita special rule that no, one should leave
Farming is ‘hus- the room until there had been a shaking
Kind are ‘‘ thoroughfares.”
cial result.
I have some friends,—but I snow to wash in, and sprang on.
won’t expose them, on the whole. Suffice friends at home had wisely . anticipated bandry.” A girl is ‘a young maiden.” A of hands all around. This led to such a
is *‘the iron horse.” New York strong affection for each other that when
it to say, that friendship is a good thing, a such an emergency, and an ample box of locomotive
is ** our chief commercial mart.”
And so the mission was disbanded and they went
eatables
was
opened,
and
our
inner
man
very good thing; but its chain is kept
on.
into thé Presbyterian Church, they were
:
bright, all the more, by care in writing was refreshed.
Now what is aman to infer from all this known or called the Foster Mission Bible
readably.
:
We were surprised to find Canada so rhetorical starch and buckram, but that his Class.
Thirdly,—for the sake of gentlemen of flat. Much of the way, till near Toronto, every-day duties are too valgar for God's
notice? At least, he will conclude that beA Great Loss.
the press. I pity the men whose hard lot and then again nearlake Huron, appeared tween his work and his worship, there is a
A few singularly shaped great gulf fixed, and that neither of them
it is to put into English uncouth and sheck- to be swampy.
‘* We met with a great loss at our house,
ingly misspelt words; and then, forsooth, (hills, perhaps three -hundred feet bigh, east has any business with the other.
And sacred matters are served in the yesterdsy,” said a woman to me, as I called
are counted blameworthy if typographical of Montreal on the south side of the St.
Aud what was
way.
Nothing gets the name itis upon hersome time ago.
|errors, so called, occur.
Chirographical Lawrence,
looking
like huge ‘boulders same
known by outside of the.church., Going to the loss that she regarded as so great?
‘errors, rather. I have heard of printers dropped down on the plains covered with church is “frequenting the sanctuary.” The There bad been no death in the household.
Parents and children were all alive and
swearing at certain manuscripts, which is moss and stunted evergreen, and the bluff Bible is‘‘the Divine oracles.”
Ministers
every way wrong, nor does it'mend mat- rising, north of Montreal, were nearly all are *‘ the ambassadors of the Lord.” The well. Nor had death been among the catNor
ters. But it is ‘wrong to give them such the elevations that we saw to break the spread of religion is ‘‘the prospering of tle, or sheep. All there were safe.
bad any article of property:tbeen purloined.
Zion.”
Heaven
is‘
the
better
world
;”
and
terrible provceation. I'd burn some of those monotony of the dead level. The tilled
All their possessions were secure. © What_
hell is “‘perdition.”
:
undecipherable scrawls, if it wouldn't cause: portions of land appeared to be .farms or
* Now, ifa minister would get the. ear of then ? I think you could hardly guess.
The loss was simply this: While the mintoo much wrath fromectreless, yet sensi- ‘lots of different sizes, fenced with consider- the people, he must call to them in some
tive correspondents. For they who freely able more regularity than farms in New different language from that. He must use ister was in the midst of his pastoral call,
he was incidentally summoned out of doors,
give trouble to others, are, I opine, mighty England. A house containing one room the speech notof an Old Mortality, with and did not return; and
thus the usual
his
back
toward
the
nineteenth
century,
sensitive when things touch them.
Ye from ten to twenty feet square, and per- and his face looking into the dark ages, prayer was not offered; and thus, in the
good ministers, ‘who preach that people haps a barn some larger, according to the but that of a live man of the year of grace view of this good woman, the family had
should not swear, look to this, that you do size of the farm, were scattered without 1870.
Such'a man will feel that he has sustained ‘¢ a great loss.”
Not all, not many, I fear,would thus have
not stir the wrath of printers by your much order over the country, each indicat- bétter business than catering to any literaconsidered it. The greater part would have
ry
epicure.
As
a
doctor
prepares
his
medschool-boy scrawls. If you do, and they ing something of the financial and moral
icines, not for a patient's palate, but for kis regarded it'as no loss at all.+ Inmy pastorcondition of the occupants. The villages, vitals, so such a preacher will shape his al visits, I have usually made it my pracare profane in consequence, some of the
guilt may lie at your door. Not that any generally small and monotonous, were re- words, not for his hearers’ taste, but for ‘tice to pray with the families of my people;
at the Star office would so vent themselves. lieved some by here and there a fine resi- their souls. He will not be afraid to come and when I bave not been invited to do so, i
He have generally asked the head of the famBut even they might become over angry in- dence or some public: buildings, which, home, and down, to things abeut him.
will, for instance, name a town or street ily whether I should offer prayer; and usuthough
quite
antique
in
appearance,
were
wardly. In sober earnestness, it is not
th
48 any occasion to mention.
He ally there has been a polite assent; but I
right to make so much trouble for a fellow- very expensive and fine edifices, some- will not tilk of **our- honored chief magis- have met with occasional exceptions.
In
creature, who has never injured us; no, not times having beautiful parks, shade-trees trate,” but of General Grant; not of ‘‘ a one instance the blunt reply was, ** I have
“You may if
and flower-plots.
A smashed freight train, neighboring city,” but of New York
or no objection;” in another,
even if he haa injured us.
y
you want to.” Andin one instance there
Fourthly,—for the sake of the public. off the track by a broken rail near Toronto, Boston.
When he comes to apply religion to life, was a positive refusal, = Although the jpook
detained us, and we missed our R. R. con-

back by the warehouses. In the basement cious than the souls of men? No, we will
is a strong room, 32 feet by 18, vaulted in not sell our birthright for a mess of pottage,
+ brickwork, the roof being supported on col- but at the loss of all things, for Christ's
umos of Reigate fire-stone. In lookinga t | sake, we will preach the gospel to every
some portions of the building, you may creature. Instead of repining over trifles,
think that too much has been spent on or- we will thank God that he has exalted us
to the blessed work of the gospel

to

manuscript,

ing the post of duty.

self.”

of

make a vast difference as to your impressiveness, whether you can readily use your

our hearts are not right, we are only whit-

fy our pride, give up

sometimes,

manuscripts;

one, for

the new building was commenced.
ruary, 1868, the Society, held an

from

convenient,

That which causes us'to faint is within us,
not around us. If we faint, our hearts are
£24,000, and received from them £17,500 to be blamed, not surrounding circumstancfor the old premises. - A subscription was es. If our hearts are right, God will give
raised to procure the necessary funds, and “us grace to help in every time of need; if
the

some

penmen,

his pulpit!

such kind

nary, audience of -highly cultivated hear- ers. But since his people began repairs on
their church,
and went into the Academy of

Selections,

Then,

we journeyed in the course of the P. M.,
can so easily kill folks by unreadable pre- the cold rain set in and froze on the track.
scriptions, and from all lovers: of their This, and a freight train which our hard
kind.
:
laboring engine had to push on for some
Firstly, then, as some of the old divines ten miles, made us three hours late when
might have put it, we ought to write we changed cars on theline between the
legibly for our own sake.
One finds it United States and Canada.

from- Blackfriars Bridge to the Mansion
House. They therefore purchased a new
site of the Board, near by

a hearing, or rather a read-

ministers,

abominable

Working without Faintness.

street

that its im-

with exactness in business,

to ask

from

a good hand as a pastime.

the woods.

Learned reader, don’t be impatient, for perchance you need a kind hint.
I wish, Mr.

Editor,

for any

will know it,or not—the people are hunger-

Why has the pulpit no more power? It
has a greatdeal.
There is more croaking
but, all you who need this beseeching, and about this matter than the facts will justify.
are willing to make an effort, pray, set’ L.You would think, to hear good men bemoaning and bad men scoffing, that the
| about it before the winter ends.
ministers in a town had just about the influD.D.T.
ence of a half-dozen solemn-faced "owls in

with patience, goodness, charity, long-suffering, and I know not how many virtues.

of the

or

May

has to do

girls could learn to write and

4. Let no one think this beneath him.
No _rightly-judging Christian ever will.
Every item of our ability should be given

place to things that don’t have near so intimate a relation to “life and godliness.”

>

I will only add, that the

Writing.

very trouble ; so common-place

volumes,

$1,32; while Genesis in three volumes,is

Legible

these into

sense of propriety.
But—whether ministers know it, or ever

see that they retain it, afterwards.

portance is not duly considered; and, like
some other common-place matters, it gives

andthe | own

dred and twenty, and of these, one hundred
and sixty-eight have been prepared since
1804. .
The old house of the Society was in Earl
‘Street, Blackfriars, a very noted locality,

acquire

“A common-place topic!” Aye, that's the

epistle of Philemon, may be had for four
But cents each. The prophecies of Jonah and
into about fifty different languages.
the Society has promoted the distribution, ‘Haggai, and the epistles of Jude and Tiprinting or translation of the Scriptures tus for six cents eachy and the Song of
into one hundred and thirty-eight languag- Solomon, the epistles to the Galatians, and
es or dialects, directly; and into forty-four Ephesians, 1st and 2d Thessalonians togethothers, indirectly, making a total of one er, and the epistles of John, together, for
hundred and eighty-two. The number of twelve cents each. The gospel of John is
versions of the Scriptures is

boys add

Rl

- These works

prophecy of Obadiah,

acknowledge
J. N.RicH.

are necessarily expensive.
But there are
few blind persons so poor as to be unable
now to buy some portion of the Word of

‘God.

up her mind to

Christ before the world.
Lets not forget the aged.

like

too refined

speech as Jesus used.

used to say. atlainable by all]
fingers.
usually, without

draw pictures, while very young, and thus

told me that she had been trying td*livea
Christian in secret ever since she was thirteen years of age, but all that time had felt
condemned for hiding her light, and now

languag-

bringing affairs

an accident, some three hours. By the
Michigan Central route we came to Chicago in the night express; consequently saw
but little of the country, till we came near

‘from almost
every point of compass.
From here we followed the lake shore to
Chicago, through an uneven, sandy region.
Here we found warm-hearted friends awaitvery great difficulty. % |ing our arrival, and cordial entertainF.R.
8. Thebest way isto set little fingers at ment.
it, and keep them at it ever after. Little
Improvement :—as they
1. “A legible hand is
who have a thumb and two
2. It can be acquired,

house, and she arose and told the blessed
story.
:
:
Another lady, about sixty years of age,

to

Weare

And the arrival of the Lake Shore train, detained by

for just this naturalness and “plainness
Michigan city in Indiana, at daylight. ing
in the pulpit. We have a notable instance, and pains to- ascertain its meaning. A Passengers, professingto know, said that justmow, in Brooklyn. It has been men.
Christian letter is one that is written Chris- this road does not run through the best tioned by another, before, in these columns.
The last But it would bear"fo be repeated till eve:
tianly. It is inexcusable, friends,—itis, to farming regions of Michigan.
preacher in the land had read it, Dr. R. S.
make your words look like pot-hooks and named city is a lake port of some impor- Storrs, Jr., with a national reputation, has
tance,
and
is
reached
by
rail
and
shipping
trammels, But ‘‘a word to the wise,” &2.
had till recently, a large, but not extraordi- -

found that peace which she had so long
sought in vain by works of law. One
evening we had a prayer meeting at her

ty, finished only afew mouths ago. { The So- Thus the Old Testament may be obtained in
from a twenty different parts, each bound in cloth,
ciety was formed in 1804. It gros
1 at five cents each; and the New Testament
number
a
by
experienced
difficulty
in twelve parts, each in cloth at two cents
sons in obtaining a supply of the Script
Rev. Thomas
eich. How convenient, to be able to put
for distribution in Wales.
Charles, of Bala, suggested the raising, by in your pocket a neat copy of a gospel or

we wish to do good in this way.

letter aside, because it costs too much time

lotig years, with a moral life, .but never
felt at peace; on the contrary, she had the
Society was $1,08, and the cheapest New sense of want and condemuaation, till about
Testament 32 cents. Now there is a pearl six months ago, when, in her room alone,
Bible, 24 mo., bound in enameled cloth, for, she sought salvation through Christ, and

front, you see “British and Foreign Bible Society.” Itis the new building of that Socie-

Rev. Joseph Hughes,

She spoke

the cheapest English Bible on the list of the

the value

of the land, £36,500, or $176,660.

prospects.

clothes, to say nothing of child-birth, and
other matters never mentioned among usto
ears polite—fancypne ef our grave divines

by experience. Don't compel the neglect
ful Christian or careless sinnerto cast your

re-

read the Bible herself, she had sent for me
in order to seek instruction.
:
In answer to my inquiries, she said she
‘had “tried to satisfy her conscience, all her

it is six

attic,

the

death,”I

with much caution,and ‘said,as she could not

©" One of the most remarkable. things. is the
It has a low price of these books. Fifty years ago,

It cost, including

unto

with her in

46 of other portions of the Bible, making
153 in all. Besides these there are several

very imposing appearance ; the frontage is
115 feet, and the depth 70 feet ; and, includstories high.

‘not

conversation

commenced

unfinished state; and here is that to which

your attention.

probably

done. Itisa duty todoit. Nor is this so
From here our ride was in an easier car,
very light an affair as many may think it. making good time to Detroit Junction,
We should write neat and legible letters, if mostly in the night. Here we awaited the

writing of Christian letters is a great instrumentality in doing good, as some know

of age, and after ascertaining that her sick-

.in which many of the buildings are in an hundred editions in 41 other languages.
1 wish to direct

summonedto

of a woman eighty-four years

spect to her future

new street,

down this narrow lane,into thi¥

few weeks since, 1 was

of the whole Bible, 21 of the New Testament, 8 of the Testament and Psalms, and

turn

We

to show'yougd

building I wish

Come

A

thie bedside

=

Yor

A Remarkable Conversion. gi

shelves; racks are also put up in the center;

British and Foreign Bible Soc.
RRA

FEBRUARY. 28, 1870.,

:

er

ra |¥

a

ats CF ho never

Time is money,
but it does not always fol

\ O80

bushel

8,

prog rt cations SiR and bahwl masse iii
waiting on the table, the patching up of old

pcr

Communications, -

STAR:

5

low. that those who have plenty
of the for.
mer are provided

large quantities,

with the latter in very
™\

4
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Ag

THE
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Father, I know thatall my life
.

And the changes that are sure to come,
$0 ayo ngelit mind ’
yet for
‘B utwrI askiy bey

Intent ey pleasing Thee.

.

"I

| which we are. all- marshaled,
-is. notf emblazoned with the name Arminius, or Cal-

ask Thee for a thoughtful love,~

1 Fhcopeh constant watching, wise!
Ti i She lad with joyful smiles,
Ww
e weeping eyes ;

vin, or Wesley, or Krox ; but another name

"is on it, and the letters of fadeless ght illuminate it from staff to border.
tis the

And a heart at leisure from itself,
To soothe and sympathize.

name by which God is known in heaven
The creed of a
and on earth—Love.
church is good for nothing save as it aids
the church to better express its life and purpose and faith in Jesus Christ, and its

I wuld not huve he Nestiesy will

t hurries to an
- Seeking for some great thing to do,

Or secret thing to know ;

yearning sympathy for man.
The life
which ‘is yet to be lived ere our Lord and

as a child,

I would be

And guided where I go.

King shall éome with his. holy angels,
‘marching visibly through the heavens in
long and majestic
processions of power,
will not be inspired by the past, but by the
future—that future in which Jehovah yet
‘| veils himself, patiently biding the hour for
e perfect manifestation of his presence.
he present, which some hastily call the
hour of noonday glory, will appear to the
ages. ahead, when, teeming with life, they
shall look backward upon it, as the dawn

Wherever in the world I am,
In Ww!
oe’er es
I have a EE owshin

wi h hearts

To keep and cultivate;

And a work of lowly love to do,

-

For the Lord's own welcome wait.

80 I ask Thee for the gaily strength,

To none that ask denied,

.

And a ming to blend with outward life,
While keeping at Thy side;
Content to fill a little space,

If Thou be glorified.

and twilight period of the church.

And if some things I do not ask

throne

In my cup of blessings be
I would have my spirit filled the more
With grateful love to Thee;
Mere careful but to serve Thee much,
And to please Thee perfectly.

There are briars besetting évery path
That call for patient care;
There is a cross in every
lot,
And an earnest need for prayer;

But a lowly heart that leans on Thee
Is happy everywhere.
In a service which Thy will appoints,
There are no bonds for me,

For my inmost heart is taught the truth
That makes Thy children free;

And a life of self-renouncing love
Is a life of liberty.

The Friendship of Christ.
——

‘From one of Rev. Mr. Murray’s Sabbath
evening discourses, delivered in the Music
Hall, Boston, we extract the following im-

pressive and cheering passages :
:
I ask you to note the class and moral
character of the people to whom Christ
was a friend. The text says that he was a
friend of ‘‘publicans and sinners"—that is,
of those who are morally all wrong; whose
_very name and office had become a byword and synonym .of wickedness and
evil-thinking and evil-doing. The Saviour

Ipreich, as moved by the spirit of sincer-

ity, and I trust of enlightened understanding, is a Saviour of men and women who

is

ure, whose natures, spiritually considered,
are all in ruins, that Jesus comes in the
. spirit of friendly assistance to-night. You

stand, it may be, amid broken purposes
and overthrown resolutions and shivered
hopes, and Christ, the great builder up of
prostrated virtue, comes to your souls this
evening, and, looking upon the ruin and
Josie which sin has caused, upon crushed
and buried expectations, says to you,
0
“Come, let us clear away this rubbish, and,
working in harmony, your will with mine,
side by side, we will raise out of these fragments a structure of which the heavens

shall not be ashamed.” It is astonishing

how far a little human material will go in
such an undertaking under the supervision
of Christ.
:
This is the spirit which pre-eminently
characterizes Christianity. It is to the gospel plan of salvation what the odor is to
the flower—the most subtile and exquisite expression of it. The very chiefest
reason why Christianity has a right to
claim your adherence is because she comes
to you as a friend and assistant. She goes
up to a man and says to him, ‘‘Here, you
are having a hard time of it; let me help
you.” If he is blind, she says, ‘Give me
your hand ; I will lead and
guide you.” If
disappointed, chafed and despondent, she
eries out cheerily to him, ‘‘Cheer up, friend,

God never

made such a beingas you to de-

If suspicious,

exclaims,
yourself?

bitter and cruel, she

“Why do you make a devil of
You were not created te hate

and hurt men,

but ‘to assist and 'bless

them.” If one is getting cross and heavy
in his tendencies and tastes ;if his mind is.
being polluted and his nature soiled ; if appetite is Shing the mastery over reason,
she plants herself squarely before him, and
shouts, “Why do you make a brute of yourself? Are you not ashamedto go into the
gutter with swine? Come, wash, and be
more clearly, and live as one of your make
should live,” This is the way religion
helps a man. It helps him as a pruning
knife in a skillful hand helps a tree—lop

ping off the dead, soggy
pruuing
80, it

away

helps

branches, and

the excrescences;not only

him affirmatively

as

well

as

negatively. Where avice had grown it ingerts a virtue; where a thorn had protruded a blossom appears. The man thus
gains in a double sense. He loses what
_tends toward death, and gains what adds.
to the development of his higher life. Piety is expansion. It does not cramp and
fetter the nature. It enlarges'and liberalizes it; shoots it out in all manner of new

pene

activities,

and widens

it with

a thousand

generous impulses. A small, mean man
cannot represent Christianity any more
than a dwarf pear tree can represent a forest. You must have some girth and altitude to you, if you would advertise religion.
The

church

is not

a treadmill,

as some

seen to regard it, where sad-featured men

and women toil and tramp continually between set limits, longing to break loose and
dash ‘out, but are unable. Itis a gymnasium

rather,

in which

are vast appliances

with which to exercise and develop the
soul, and thereby add unto your nature a

new vigor, a moral flexibility, a spiritual

EN

elasticity, in order that in the end (to continue the figure) when your grossness has
been sweated off, and every power and
faculty trained to the last degree ofits capacity, you may be able, with death for
your spring-board, to vault joyfully above

Many a

to be leveled, many a system of

he may be, may,
recover himself,

by the grace of God, yet

‘and go

to the

grave with

a hope in him that shall eause the portals
~ ofit to glow ‘like the illuminated gateway

of a palace when the king returns from bat-

ge, preceded by news of a glorious vic-

ory.
Let no one dare to preach, under the
name of religion, a set of dry, juiceless
dogmas to this generation, when men long
to hear the glad news of human progress

AND

if the be-

TO

7

let the future, when the earth shall be full

of the glory of the Lord, blow its perfumed
breezes into your nostrils. Look and behold, breaking through and scattering the
mist

of

to-day,

the

effulgence

which

streams upon you from to-morrow.

Dr,

Watts’s

Hymns.

In this day, when ‘every man hath a
psalm,” and the language
of many of
Watts's hymns comes up among our sarliest memories, itis hard to realize the effect

produced upon the England of our ancestors by the ‘putting forth of a peoples
hymn-book, and the introduction of hymnody into public worship. It was as if the
Lord had made a new thing on the earth.
| Here were hymns for the vulgar as well
as for the learned ; hymns for the fireside
and the closet; hymns in which men could
pray and think, and feel, and hope, and
tremble,

in words

so simple

that

all

felt

that they might have been their own.
Christians were no longer compelled to
‘wrap up the shining glories of the Redeemer” in shadowy language of types and
figures, but came to God in praise, as they
had long come to Him in prayer, by a new
and living way, with the name of the Lord

Jesus on theif lips.
Watts's hymns provided the Independents with a metrical liturgy from which
the pulpit could not remain long in dissonance, the family with household hymns,
infancy with its earliest lispings of religfous truth, the sick and sorrowful with
consolation, the dying
saint with his last

utterances of faith and trust. In ten years
from their
publication, six large editions
were published and sold; and even before
the poet's death,

his ‘‘ Psalms and Hymns"

were not only the ¢‘use” of numberless
Dissenting chapels, but were finding their
way into congregations in the Establishment, and so the reproach which had rested

on

the

Reformation

Christianity

England for two hundred

qf

years at last was

rolled away.

At the present time it would be difficult
to find a hymn-book in the English tongue
which is not indebted to Watts.
No sect,
or section of a sect, has been able to frame

a shibboleth which can exclude
In addition to the exclusive
hymn-book

in

some

his hymus.
use of his

churches,’
the New

Congregational Hymn-book has retained
391; tothe Wesleyan Hymn-book he centributes half of the number contributed by
others than Wesley, to the English Presbyterian Hymn-book, one fourth; to the
authorized collection of the American
Episcopal.

Church,

one-fourth;

and about

a Bale of the whole hymnody of the United
States. Thé church of Scotland has included eleven of his hymns among her socalled ¢* paraphrases,” and the Free Church,
which closes the door against hymns and
the spiritual influences which they bring,
accepts the same,

though,

with

three

ex-

ceptions, they are among the least evangelical and least poetical of his produc| “tions. The United Presbyterian Church,
which recently opened her arms wide to
hymns good and bad, has included sixtythree in her selection. The innumerable
collections

England
Kemble's,

in

use

in

are largely

parish

churches

indebted

which is now used

to

in

Watts.

in one thou-

sand churches, has 127 of his hymns; in
that deservedly popular and tasteful volume,

modern,” put

and

‘‘ Hymns, ancient

forward by the Anglican sectien of the
English Church, Watts finds a place beside

St. Bernard, Venantius Fortun tus, Thom-

as Aquinas, and Keble; and the ‘‘ People’s
the Ritualistio
Hymnal,” accredited by
among insection, has placed Ay Ms
vocations to the saints and the Virgin, adorations of the Real Presence,

hymns

pro-

The Bible against Dancing.
The Rev. Dr. Patton

of

New

Haven has

carefully examined every text in the Old
and New Testaments in which the word occurs, and is led to the following conclusions:

1." That dancing was
among idolators as well

a

,
religious

EUROPEAN

S. 8. Superintendents.
families described by Job, the daughter of liéver has learned of Christ, he finds if his
highest ambition to walk worthily of him. | Catalogueof New Sunday School Books just | ~~

Herodias, and the ‘‘vain fellows.” ' either
of these had any tendency to promote pie-

ty.

In his school, where God the Spirit is the

a

8. That the Bible farnishes not the slight-

lishment,

est wisdom maygbe honoredin becoming a
Neithipr will life: weaken
disciple.
| nor

est sanction for promiscuous dancing as an
amusement,as practised at thie present time.

death efface his"Wlessed lessons.

|

They may

idgconflict, but they will be
The dancing professor of religion must not be commenced
deceive himself with the im ression that carried ont joy, and completed in the beae tific vision forever and ever.
.
he is justified by the Word.of God.
What, then, though the battle rages on
still holds on to the practice, let him find
his justification from other sources, and say every side, and without. afe fightings, -and |
within
are fears; shame bq #8 the craven
heart that deserts the banneMof
his crucified
Master. The lips that utter the words are’
the lips of an apostle, but the’Spirit dictat-

frankly, ¢ I love to dance, and am determined to practise it, Bible or no Bible.”

Watching for Souls.

ing them is the Sis
e,stand fast in the

A leading Sunday school superintendent

those who ‘*watch for souls.” He illustrated the matter on this wise: How intently
and eagerly we} watch our business, our

persons

SE

Sabrina

Hackett,

coeees

seevssesvense

ee'saesl

BO

Aunt Mattieseececocccasscssacescsscencesl

bl

Rainy

Day

at

School,eeeessees

eee

Jrs.

Child’s

Bright

if they

We

» 10

see if the houris up; orthe superintendent,
or each other, to discover wherewith ve

of $150. for the best original manumay find fault with somebody’s shortcom- script for a Sabbath School Question
ings; but for these souls committed to our Book that shall meet the following concharge, infinitely more precious than the
baubles the multitude so eagerly pursue. ditions :
The Lord make you to become fishers] of
1. It must contain matter sufficient
men !
to make not less than 144 pages of a
book whose full pages shall contain 34

Might Have Been.

.
Series.

being restored to health: by its use who
were supposed to be in incurable
tion,

—

—

If it be true, then,

that

the

hope

of

the

world lies in its cradle—not only that our
life may go on at all, but that it may “constantly reach upward toward nobler and
better things—in

what relation do we,

who |

are now responsible for this new life, stand

lines of 35 letters each ; or, pages like
those of ¢ Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year.”
| 2. It must be adapted to the use of
adult classes in: our “Sabbath Schools

and to follow in regular gradation the
do we deal with it? And in saying this, I book above referred to.
must call attention to the outcry that is
3. It must treat in a clear and sysraised on all sides of us about the danger

to it? and as it is entrusted to our care, how

that is now threatening this nation, through

things in our life, when I say that

ever
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sin may

hide

itself,
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concise manner the Life and Teachings
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since then lifted up

of the world! I

could wish no worse hell for my worst enemy, ifI should ever take to bad wishing,

than that one should haunt him in eternity
who might have comeand poured mighty
treasure into the commonwealth
of the
world but for that sin.— Robert Collyer.
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able University I venture, though

it be but
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all things should be regarded; for that other world will be no abrupt transition, no
dislocated commencement

of a

new
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temporal life ig"tn its blessing; the inherit.

ance of eternal life is bound up in its promise. Our relation towards Christ is there.
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lace.
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the lacings: of any creed man ever devised.
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| spirit of God, but also in part of the spirit was performedby the *‘vain fellows.” ass
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edge, and be filled with all the fullness of
God.”
i
’
Wonderful words! Can we realize and
enjoy what is here expressed ? Undoubtedly. But not by one sudden birth, one sin-
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GEORGE T. DAY,
GEORGE H. BALL,

MORNING

gle act of spiritual recreation. When once
born, we must grow to it; when once in the
school of Christ, we must study, strive, hunger, bear burdens, accept discipline, exer-

¢ EDITORS.

A= All communications designed for publication
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addressed to the Publisher.

cise our

faculties,

work

out our salvation,

while the Great Teacher works in and with
us. We must devote years and years to
this

endeavor,

our

pupilage will

become

more and more fruitful, as we proceed, our

The Meeting at Portsmouth.

growth

A

The meeting of the Education Society,
held last week at Portsmouth, was well at-

more

and

more

rapid,

our

lives

more and more assimilated to Christ's.

The

conditions of progress are the same

as with

tended by the members of the Society and other students,—faith in the skill of the
by other friends of education. The pro- Teacher to impart and in our ability to receedings were marked by a spirit of deep | ceive, persistent study of his character, atand
practical earnestness.
The action tention to his teachings, and the use of our
taken was important, though not final. faenlties under his direction, in the great
Another meeting will be held two or three work of human redemption. Thus we shall
increase in wisdom, grace, stréngth and
when our policyin respect
hence,

months

to theological education is likely to be
positively fixed.
The large attendance laid a heavy burden upon the hospitality of our noble little

largeness

of

heart,

and

experience

the

blessedness of having ¢‘Christ formed within-us the hope of glory.” Blessed are they
whoreceive Him.

church at Portsmouth, but that burden was

accepted and borne by
both pastor
people in a spirit of rare cheerfulness
overflowing good, will.
They have
thanks of all who attended, and they
not fail of the Great Master’s blessing.

Receive

and
and
the
will

Impressions that Last.
The more durable a surface the

upon it. Nothing material is permanent.
The wood decays and the granite crumbles; the only

Christ.

-one retains

i

longer

will an impression remain which is made
difference

its structure

being

that

the

longer

than

the

other.
This was early noticed by the anThe gospel urges this; pardon, life,
cients, and whatever chronicles they wished
can
How
it,.
upon
depend
glory
and
peace
to preserve were committed to the surface
we do it? What is meant by it? By what
process is it effected ? - The Scriptures that would retain them the longest. They
wrote and engraved upon the rocks. When
speak of ** Christ in you, the hope of glory ;"
¢t Christ formed in you;” having ‘his Moses received the Law from God, he gave
". abode” with and in the saints; of their be- it to the rocks to keep, and from the stony
ing * partakers of the divine nature.” tablets it could be known and read of all
What can all this mean?
It is more men. The Pyramids in the desert and
than to have him for our ‘Leader, King or broken columns in ruined temples still reRuler ; more thin to accept his doctrine and tain what was committed to their charge.
Cities have fallen, and the sand has blown
believe his promises. It is a reception of
over and huried them; races of men have
the personal qualities of his heart; his love
perished and crumbled to dust with the
becomes our love ; the moral ‘impulses of his
soul, so rich,

come

generous, noble and true, be-

our impulses; his

tastes, loves, motives,

spirit,

purposes,

aspirations,

become

our own, incorporated into our personal
being, our every-day experiences and life
currents; his righteousness becomes ours,
not by imputation merely, but by infusion,
incorporation, by being made actually, personally ours, properties of our being, qualities of our characters, endowments of our
lives.
Is this impossible ?

Is

it unreasonable,

tombs that

time has

contained

them;

the

hand

of

pulled in pieces the proudest fab-

rics that art could produce, but those marks
in the rocks it has not yet effaced.
They

were traced with instruments that made no
mere
surface
mark,
but
which
left
lines that the years have not worn away.
With their gravers of flint and of stone,
the old chroniclers wrought upon the most
durable surfaces that could be found, and
after years of change and decay, their inscriptions still remain.
In our later civilization we apply the
same principles, only that the diamond and

unphilosophical? In principle, it is occurring all around us. There is an ignorant,
green boy, looking up with wonder and “steel take the place of the brittle flint, and
admiration to a full-grown, richly endow- plates of metal are substituted for tablets
edgwise and noble man, and timidly saying, of stone. There is no material upon which
«1 would be like him.” The generous man man may not, if he(will, imprint his name
ppliances are such
replies: *‘ You can be; you shall be; I will and his deeds.
give myself to ‘you, pour the strength and that the remotest ppsterity may witness the
wealth of my soul into yours, and make works of our hands and read the record of
them yours.” He takes him as a pupil. our lives. The most inordinate desire for
The process begins. The hunger of the fame maj be gratified, and our names-can
boy is met by the rich gifts of inspiration, be traced where they will virtually remain
strength, light and love of the man. In forever. With our chisel of steel we may
the very first interview, the boy gets a fashion the marble blocks and engrave
portion of the soul-power of his friend. upon the plate of brass, while with the
He is-* born again,” is now an infant diamond we may picture even the polished
No
scholar,. Day by day the work goes on. steel with the most delicate designs.
The teacher gives, the boy receives; it js
labor to impart, and still: mote to receive.

Bat both
vering;
from his
more of

parties are eager,laborious, perseand the boy rises, step by step,
low estate, and gains more and
the wealth and wisdom of. his

friend.

By and by, he is his equal, perhaps

his superior, in precious endowments.
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He hasreceived his teacher,

aa

as

we

compose

his beautiful

character.

Thus we shall know him, abide in him

he

inus.

Ttis sad

and

that raost Christians

know so little of Christ. Their acquaintance with himis partial ; their appreciation

ages would be consumed in the effort.
There is one thing, however, that is keener than the diamond, and that

is

a

word.

There is that upon which a word will make
an impression that will out-last the deepest cutting on marble or steel, and that is the
mind.
We can all use words, and every

Somehow, words make impressions that
never fade away.

With steel we may mark

upon marble, and with the diamond we may
write upon steel ; but the-marble will crumble,

and the steel will corrode, and

both in

sions that are made there are among the
the things which do not pass away. In whatever dark places the soul may sit, the light

that they can learn of him, and receive his
excelloncesas their own, and thus gain his

tastes, culttire
and power to understand, so
: Do bis Sompation, as well a3 a follow-

er. But thes

endowments are cer-

by

one lesson.

They

show him what 4 means

for good he has at his command.
Every
word that we speak awakes thoughts and
impressions that are imperishable, A word
is not merely so many vibrations upon the
air, whose motions cease in a moment, and
produce no lasting effects.
They rest upon
the mind, and no subsequent influences can

wholly efface

them.

Even the prayerin

the desert, with no ear but God’s

to hear it,

is not wholly lost. It will imprint itself
somewhere, and in the great future we may
be given eyes to see the effects it has produced. What we speak to-day will reach
over beyond the limits of time and, it may
be, wilt meetus in another sphere of existence. The mysterious process by which

them.

The

mind

is

immortal,

of a eeasonable word will

was given
Impres-

illumine it still,

Even when the world in which
life hegainhas grown old within
us; when its brightest ‘colors
from our vision ; when the life

our young
and around
have faded
and bustle,

the whifl and the tamult of thé busy ‘world

1870.

bership communicate together, all partici- radical change in the relations-between God
_pating, male and female, learned and un- and man, but as simply representing the

tian doctrine,

x

.

God, under the Jewish system,

made

open communion, ought to be more closely
united. It would be a source of comfort, .
strength- and usefulness to us all. Our
slight diversities would be no barrier to

large

harmonidus co-operation. Our
charity and forbearance in love.

provision for the forgiveness of sins upon
repentance expressed in the form of prescribed sacrifices. Itis not sin alone that
stands between God and man, but moral
ignorance, evil conditions and depraving
circumstances. Forgiveness in the gospel
is promised to sincere penitence

—-Yo
nation

Baxter,

and

he

was

converted,

gin.

traitor was;

he

became

wonderful congbivallies,

waterfalls,

Two squatters, Hutchins and

Lamon, have since been persistent in efforts

to secure
might tax
ure in the
ried their

The river is Jess pure four thousand

it for their own use,
visitors for every sight
whole region. They
point in California, and

that they
and pleashave
carsow Mr.

Hutchins is hard at work in Washington.
Mr. Harlam has reported a bill ceding the
best and controlling points to these men.
It will be an outrage, if it becomes

Adam before he fell—that is, a capacity for
disobedience which the first man illustrated

a

law.

Those who have visited the valley,have had
occular and several other kinds of ‘demonstration, that these men ought not to have

troubled about his own sins, terrified at in the first temptation. They recognize no
his danger, sought a long neglected Biblein change in hum in nature, except thal which
the bottom of his chest, began to pray, and hereditary influences must always exert,
now for good and now for evil, on

This

is

given in trust to the state of California for
a public park.

and - through him thousands have been years from its source than at its fountain;
but what it has lost in purity it. has gained
brought to Christ. A profane, drunken in fullnéss and strength. Man is not less
sailor, picked up a bit of paper on the dear in God’s eyes nor less worthy of bedeck of his vessel, bearing these words: ing called the divipe image than when
Unitarians be“ Give up the traitor.” The sentence Adam awoke in Paradise.
stuck to his memory; he wondered what lieve in natural depravity as it existed in.
it meant, whe the

Semite.

of mountains,

motto

forests and meadows, was some years since

and refor-

mation ; and faith in Christ, asthe holy example, is presented asthe shortest way to
“that godly sorrow which worketh repenta look, an act, often decides the destiny of ance notto be repented of.” Human naa soul. A peddler gave a little book to the turé is not legs glorious now than at its oriswearing

spirit and aim, substantially

with us and we with them.. By the way,
all these Baptist bodies; which hold to

liability to sin involved in the essential inlearned, wise and simple, the stronger will firmity of an untried and tempted moral bebecome the bond of fellowship. Those ing on whom a free will is conferred. Huwho silence the sisterhood, and discourage man nature is more ennobled by its moral
the testimony of weak Christians, suffer freedom than degraded by the sin that has
greatloss in this respect. - The confession inevitably attended its. exposed condition.

»

control:

all mor-

Why

should

*

sions, name or government, either constitutes, causes or expresses this fellowship.

life and

heart,

of outward

law are spiritual; it is

in love,

generous

diversities.

Such

emotions,

diversities

indeed have often hindered and, in some
instances, smothered, this tenant of the

heart, when sectarian zeal has rua high,
and the “leaders” have been more anxious
to preserve the integrity of a form than the
vigor of the spirit; when party was preferred to unity, and to be at the head of a
sect was esteemed.more desirable than to

serve the ‘‘one family” and live asbrethren.
.
There are notable instances of this

The

Papists supplant the spirit of religion by
their dogmas of church, priest, altar ‘and
host. They have cast out the divine spirit,
the soul of Christianity, and enthroned the
forms,

the

corporeal

garments, the

framework,

instruments, the

and

they

cherish

these as the sacred, essential features of re-

ligion.
But they are not alone in this.
Those who insist upon a special order and
succession of ministry, set forms, robes,
times and seasons, as essential; those who

insist that some one
of the

converted;

and

for

many

years

has

grand

be al-

scenes

of

i

bers one of another,” ‘‘compacted and
joined together,” with ‘‘brotherly love continuing.”
No unity of organization, forms, profesIts cause,

.was

lowed amidst those
ture?

extortion

naal beings providentially bound together by
been distinguished for his deeds of love. the laws of physical and spiritual gemeraThat was deacon Anderson, of Princeton, tion.
N. J.
—*“LoosE 'CoMMUNION
VIEWS.” The
we impart encouragement or help to anothA young lady, in western Neéw York, ofStandard,of Chicago, has a communication,
er, we cannot comprehend now.
How isit
Current Topics.
fered the wine-glass to her lover. He
reporting the organization of a Baptist
that a word of sympathy affects another ?
;
——
declined, but finally drank at her special |
church in Hillsdale, Mich., and says:
How is it that we may teach a truth to a
; ten years passed; ——ARE UNIVERSALISTS CHRISTIANS ? The
« Hillsdale is a village of some 5,000 infellow being, and have it impress itself on request. They married
change
in
the
Articles
of
Faith,
in
Mr.
he was in a drunkard’s grave; she was
his very spirit?
Whatis meant when peohabitants, on the M. S. & L. 8. R.- R. The
Beecher’s church, so as to admit UniversalFreewill Baptists have here their only colple say, as they so often do, * Just the heart-broken by years of misery and shame;
ists, has provoked general discussion in the
and,
with
her
little
family
of
paupers,
lege, so far as I know, in all the West.
word which you spoke has changed my
The. prevalent opinion
mourned the fatal crime of the proffered religious . press.
This gives them greatstrength asa denomwhole life?
[It means that our words
seems to be, that those who reject the doeare the instruments which God has given us wine-glass. A word and an act brought
ination
in
this
town.
This being so,
woe and horror
to
that noble young trine of eternal punishment are not Chris- loose communion views have been and are
to reach the hearts and minds of others.
man, remorse and misery to her own soul, tians. We can not quiteapprove of all that still greatly in the ascendancy.
But God
Among all the means at our control, these
is said on this side of the question. Disand shame to her children.
J
has reserved to himselfa ¢‘ seed,” and the
are the most effective. They paint them¢¢ One sinner destroyeth much good;” so belief in. everlasting punishment may be
little Baptist interest is having quite a flatselves within the soul’s inner chamber, and
does one sin. We ought not to risk even hurtful, and tend to make men careless tering commencement.
We trust it may
there the pictures remain for her to look
a little sin. Itmay reach some sou! trem- about their relations to God ; but we do not survive and become * a great nation.’
upon when she will. Every day we may
bling on a pivot, and turn him to the ways of see why a person may not disbelieve in
What are ‘“loose communion views ?” The
be shaping the destiny of some immortal
‘death.
We cannot tell when we are sur- that doctrine and still most heartily believe other Baptist church in Hillsdale invites all
spirit. Fierce and passionate words will
rounded by such cases ; we may
be when we in the atonement, and the necessity of re- real Christians to the Supper, and none
leave it sadly defaced, and God will hold us
least suspect it. If a Christian
word is generation in order to salvation. Christian
accountable for the manner in which we then spoken, aloving, pure spirit expressed, character depends upon faith in Christ, as others. Why should any church be tighter
have used them. Kind and instructive and the exposed soul drawn to Christ, there Lord and Master; and men may have this thanthat? By what authority are we to
exclude the sons of God from the family
words will help to fashion it for the Father's is joy in heaven; and there will be more
faith who are full of error on other doc- table? Does not close communion censure
acceptance, and he will bless us for our
joy when we see that our little actor word trines. The apostles predicated salvation the wide charity of Christ, which fellow-.
faithful service. If we would make imupon this personal, practical acceptance of ships and communes with every child in
saved a soul from death.
:
pressions that shall outlast the works of our
Thousands are barely saved when al- Christ as the Saviour, and that is undoubt- the family ?
hands, and be witnesses for us in the great
most lost ; and other thousands lost when edly the only essential test of Christian charday, let us speak good words, and press
almost
saved. We were in a minister’s fam- acter. It is not faith in doctrine so much
them home with good deeds.
A DisCLAIMER AND A CoMPLAINT.
We
ily at the morning meal; a shriek of alarm as faith in the person of Christ, and a per- have received a lengthy communication, .
came from the parlor; a flash of fire en- sonal, vital union with him, which decides sent by the Camberland Q. M. Ministers’
Fellowship.
veloped a dear child sitting before the grate ; the case with us. It is difficult to see why Conference, in review of an article that apthere was a rush, a rescue. She was just a belief that God, by his sovereign grace,
peared some time side in our columns, enThis is a mellow, pleasant word. Its saved, that's all. A second more, and will regenerate and save all men, should
titled
“Two Pictures from Life.”
= We do
mere utterance awakens generous emo- mourning,crushed hearts and a burned, dead be any more adverse to piety and salva.
not
see
any
sufficient
reason
for
publishtions, and suggests the sacredness of child would have desolated that home. tion, than a bélief that, by that sovereign
Christian brotherhood.
It is peculiar to the Barely saved! Had it been barely lost, grace, he régenerates and saves a part and ing this communication in the form in .
which it is sent. But it is proper to state
Christian life. There is no true fellowship how terrible!
But many sinners are almost leaves the rest without any possibility of
that
the article which is reviewed, is comwhere selfishness is the controlling spirit; saved, yet wholly lost. A little thing did being saved.
plained of for its sentiments and spirit, and
love is the only bond which gives it vitali- it. A little neglect, a little folly, a little
ty. The Holy Spirit delights in this fea- excuse ; an accident, a trivial inflaence, did ——CHURCH AND STATE. The Independ- especially for its manifest but yet indireot
ture of the new life, and speaks of Chris- the deed, decided ‘the case for eternity. ent deals telling blows against Protestants thrusts at one of the members of the Conference in question,—for the real injustice
tians as ‘‘one family,” ‘‘one body,” ‘‘mem-

tender feelings, sympathies, that it ‘‘lives
and moves and has its being,” and often
possesses the greatest vigor in the midst

ed, than an “every-day

preciated friend, They look upon him with
admiration and awe, not daring. to believe

if it be exposed to the shn-

No agency but time can’ efface the -marks
that may be made with it, and even of that,

time will cease to retain what

and ap-

diamond, which,

28,

light and then quickly
enclosed
in a
dark case, years afterwards, on removing
the case that contains it, will sparkle
forth, bright
and
beautiful. It is: so
with the influenceof a good word.
The" of a child, or of the weakest saint, does
soul retains it. Sin may successfully oppose them good, and blesses those who hear
it fora while, but it will be like the light in ‘them, if the heart is right.
Si
the diamond. It will only await a favorable opportunity, to flash upon the memory
Little Things.
and guide wandering feet back to the path
of duty.
:
It is not for us to say how much good or
These facts.can teach the Christian but
how much evil we will do. A single word,

in the

very limited. He is to them more like an
occasional visitor, or one occasionally visitcompanion

We close where we began. Life becomes
a magic ring. Itis like the light in the

surface is hard enough to resist its point.

are to receive Christ. The process is at
once natural and divine. Our Teacher has brother-man has a mind upon which they
divine skill to impart; he uses the Holy may act. God will hold us accountable for
Spirit to promote the work of transferring all the means of usefulness which he has
his nature to us, photographing his image given us, but above'all for this power of
upon our hearts, and working his moral influencing our féllow beings. We cannot
tastes and excellences into the very texture estimate the significance of a word. Costand life-currents of our souls. But we are ing us no effort, as’ may often be the case, it
not passive recipients ; this grace is not fed will make a lasting impression :upon him
to us as infants are nurtured.
We have a to whom it is spoken, andthe remembrance
student's work to do; we must ¢‘ follow on of it may often be the. only thing to turn
to know the Lord,” ‘hunger and thirst after bim to the right or to keep hin: from erring.
righteousness,” ‘run the race, looking un- The lives of all. of us. have been made
to Jesus,” be disciples, learners indeed. brighter by such words, and his experience
Our conversion is but the begirning; by is far from complete who has not many -of
that we enter the sehool, and the first in- them to remember
and cherish. How
stallment of Christis then giventous. But many days there are in our past lives
we are merely babes, to whom the Teacher of which we can recall nothing at all
saith: ** My little children, of whom Itrav- but the kind word which some friend may
ail in birth again, until Christ be formed have spoken.
It may stand alone and
in you.” As pupils with eager souls, or as have nothing around it that is pleasant, but
Paul has it, * with open face,” looking with still our thoughts love to go back and dwell
earnest gaze to the Teacher, we are to upon it, just as we never tire of visiting the
grow to the stature of perfect men in Christ; homes where our mothers live, whatever
* with open face, beholding as in a glass,
may be their surroundings. It may not be
the glory of the Lord, become changed into the things said, in many cases, so much as
the same image from glory to glory, even the way of sayingit, that affects us. Tones
a8 by the Spirit of the Lord.”
and sounds have a natural meaning. They
This is what is meant by receiving Christ, are the peculiar language of the heart.
We cannot possess his omnipotence and They express emotion, and hence awaken
wisdom, but we can receive his spirit of emotion in others.
The Winddis oes the
meekness, love, generosity, patience, pity, tablet, and upon it we may picture what
trust, hope and joy,—all the moral graces we will.

. which

a

just

STAR: FEBRUARY

church,

or

peculiar organization
service

in singing, or

forms of receiving members,—as that the
the psalms of David only shall be sung,
that members shall be received by laying
on of hands, that a particular creed or sym-

bol of faith shall be adopted, as indispensable; those who set up any rite, human or
divine, as Laving precedence, or in any
other way restricting the freedom of Christian fellowship, are guilty of the same offense.
The Scriptures al ways give precedence to
the higher law, the rights and privileges of
the spiritual life. Jesussays: “The Sabbath was made for man and not man for
the Sabbath ;” the charge to Peter was,—

Let the Christian watch,and let his words be | in

The steady drift of much of the speculative thought of the Unitarian clergy toward
the absolute rationalism of Germany and
the simple theism

of science,

has

exhibit-

up, in a series of nine not

very

but be so used as to

promoteit,
The forms of worship, order
of government, everything external, should

of yesterday and to-day move us not; there be subordinateto the internal and spirit
come to us in our solitude the tones of well- ‘ual.
hei
remembered voices; we live in the Fellowshipis promotedby social inter| past, and the words. that were spoken course, ‘‘speaking often ome to another”

| then, again sound in-our ears. And so the, about Chrig, our hopes wad purposes. So‘aid | extremes of, life meet., The impressions cial prayer, exhortation, singing and broth:
Ww | probyduc
a word ed
complete the circuit | erly greetings. are outlets of brotherly
+1 and bring us hack to the starting-point, love, and cultivate it. ‘The more the mom-

have received donations

which it does to him and to the facts,—and
for the impression it is likely to give, that

the Conference endorses such sentiments
and policy as are therein exhibited.
We had no suspicion that the article in
question had any such personal aim and
bearing as is attributed to it, or it would
not have been published without proper inquiry and explanation. The columns of
the Star are not open for the admission of
unbrotherly personalities, or heated recrimination and controversy.
Hence, we
make this explanation, and suggest that local disagreements be confined to the narrowest possible limits, and adjusted, if pos-

to be stopped until they are ready to confess and

forsake

their

error.

The fact is,

we all need quickening on this matter of
receiving money for sectarian uses.
bave a great contest before us, and
sooner we prepare for it, the better.
cities are mostly controlled by Papists,

We
the
Our
and

sible, without calling public

ulation.

Bat- the Baptists ‘refused

Dmingtinl News and Nott
Home Missions.
It is impossible for this society to respond
to the requests for help, unless contributions
are largely increased. It cannot make
money, nor pay it out until it gets it into
the treasury. The feeling is deep and general that we ought to increase our efforts at
church

their

portion, asserting their historic principles,
that the church of Christ should be entirely
divorced from the state, receiving no endowments whatever from it, and yielding
to no civil dictation from the state in spirit-

ual concerns.

That testiniony was

attention to

them through the newspapers.

brief arti-} they were sold, and the proceeds divided
among aH sects, pro rata, according to pop-

cles, a statement of what he calls the theo- |
logical views of the Unitarians. Though
falling a long way short of expressing what
we hold as significant and vital in the Christian system, yet we rejoice in this interest
to escape the encroachments of an unbelieving audacity, and to hold fast to some elements of biblical truth. Dr. B's exhibit
ofthe Unitarian faith is by no means acceptable to all his brethren. ‘I'here is quite

extension;

that our

chief energies

should be turned in that direction.

Mén

and money

been

are

needed.

What

has

done, assures us that we shall not

vain.

Immense

good

has

labor

followed

in

our

evangelists ; labor among the Freedmen has
ylelded abundant
results; our mission
churches are in a prosperous condition.
We can grow rapidly if we work for it. Let

well-

timed and just; it wag of infinitely more
value to the Baptists and to the world than us work in this cause as we have in educatoo much faith to satisfy one portion, and the money
which was proffered them.
perhaps too litle to content another. por- The church of Christ in this country ought tion, and our churches will be revived ; new
tion. Others still will be puzzled by its to study these fundamental principles ; set- fields will be occupied; revivals will be
“glittering generalities.” But it hasawaken- tle them; and then it can-make successful multiplied ; young people will be gathered
into our churches ; students will flock to our
ed not a little interest, it has been widely warfare against the enemy which is growschools
; devout young men will enter the
circulated and variedly criticised,and it may ing powerful in our midst.
ministry.
- Prosperity will give new vigor
herald the period when thé two extreme
—
to
our
mfhisters,
confirm the wavering,
wings of that Body will be effectually separated by the creed line. We copy two of ——SEAMEN. Our good sister Lambert, of strengthen the weak, and add to our workto the ing forces, more than anything else.
the more important items.
The first relates San Francisco, has given her life
Our Home Mission Society must be our
to Christ; the second sets forth Dr. Bel men of the sea, and has done them imto promote this state of things. It
mense good. Through her efforts a bill agent
lows’s view of human nature :

—Unitarians believe in Jesus Christ as Son
of God and Son of Man—a supernatural
common or unclean ;” Paul declared,—*‘He ° messenger and divinely- Poointed guide
As much of
God as could be
is not a Jew who is one outwardly, but he and Saviour.
contained in human flesh and blood dwelt
is a Jew who is one inwardly.”
So that, in Christ,
He possessed special authority
when the positive rites of God conflict with to munifest and communicate God's characthe privileges of the spiritual life, the ritual ter and will. Unerring in moral and spirmust yield. The Sabbath is not as sacred itual wisdom, sinless, a perfect example,
bis words, his spirit, his’ life and death are
as man, for whom it was made, and must
made to his disciples, through faith, com-

Christian fellowship,

who

ed the necessity of having a formal statement of the main points of their theology
brought out and published. In other words, their voice in our legislative halls is bethere isa demand for a creed,—the very coming more and more potent; and if the
thing which Unitarians have often protested whole power of the state is pot soon wieldagainst and tried to ridicule. And notonly ed in the service of Rome, it will be because
have they been driven to the formation of Protestants have found solid ground for
a creed, but have.felt compelled to make their feet, and resist these encroachments
the acceptance of it a test to determine who with unquestionable logic and consistent
may and who may not properly belong to conduct.
We cannot put our own fingers
their National Conference.
:
in the pie and keep them out.
:
Besides this, the editorial management
Some years since, there was a great conof the Liberal Christian has been changed flict in Upper Canada, over the ‘‘Clergy
in the interest of a definite theology, and Reserves.”
The
church
of
England
to save it from aiding in the rationalizing
claimed exclusive title to them ; other sects
mevement.
And Dr. Bellows has drawn protested and demanded a share. Finally,

“What God has cleansed that call not thon

not be allowed to destroy him, but be used
to aid himin the struggle of life, Baptism
must not be allowed to restrict and hinder

this city,

seasoned with grace. Let the siuner con- from the state and still protest against the
sider; flee to Jesus; it is his soul which is at donations to. Papists.
The point is well
stake, and that little things may destroy.
taken and sharply pushed.
Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists are in the
same condemnation with Papists, and we
Unitarian Theology.
see no reason why every mouth ought not

munion and

sanctification

obedience, the

and

will do according to the means we give it.
If we would do a great work, we must -

brought before Cofigress provid-

ing for their protection from robbery and
abuse. Its provisions are just and much
needed.
Wa hope it may pass.

~——SINGULAR BEAUTIES,

We are assured

that a ‘‘Regular Baptist” pastor, in

make liberal

Ongness with him in faith and

| now in the field:

nearest and most practical way to oneness
with ¢*his God and our God, his Father and

our Father,”
|
—Unitarians believe in the original purity

an ad-

and uprightness of haman nature.
law of

They

by

all

ourselves,

ft CHURCH.
influence ——

sustain you.”

will

attend the Waterville, Edgecomb, Cumberland, Farmington, Otigfie'd ‘and Bowdoin

Q. M's to present this cause, and we hope
that the dear brethren and sisters will cheer
all hearts by their liberal responses.
G. H. Bar, Cor. See.

contemplate,

with the beautles of close communion,”
f

will

Rev.J. 8. Burgess, we are informed,

derness of Jesus, ‘‘which,” suid he, ‘‘we
here,

this cause,

We ought to say to the

liberal things, and we

after inviting
Joining city recently
, **all of the
same faith and order” to tarry for the Lord's

can

to

Society by our large contributions : ‘Devise

made some very appropriate and
from sin. edifying remarks touching the
love and ten-

spirit is.the

contributions

Immdiate action isnecessary. Funds must
be had at once, to relieve the. missionaries

chief means of Supper,

redemption

recognize the hereditary

has been

Ba

OF

GOD.”

Qur

brethren

"

From India.

by blood and descent, and by example, by who bear this mame, are enjoying grateful
hich go
and evil are transmitted, and
know thatthe sine and the graces of their prosperity. Their ministers are fall of -Recont letters from our missionaries
ancestord, even back to Cain and Abel and zeal, ‘traveling extensively and preaching bring
the sad intelligence that, sister CrawAdam ‘himself affect their spiritual for the word as they go, pnd may are added. ford; is: quite sick, ; Hevrdiseaseis inter
taney for ‘good or for’ evil.
The fall of unto the Lord, This gives us great joy; | wittent fever, with a bad ‘eotgh' and some
Adam they Co not regard as making any and all the more, because they are in Chris. indication ‘of 'consinption.
The doctors

*°

a

THE
have hopes that she may rally and be able tion of Conference, and
They

to'take a tour to the hill country.

MORNING

resolutions passed as

follows :'

“Revivals, &c.

T

‘hope that a residence there, for several, %- Whereas, Our beloved brother, the Rev.
Cogswell, has been suddenly
‘months, may benefit her,and that she may be -Bela
painfully bereaved, therefore

“able again to resume her labors.

case does

not look

Her labors have been very

valuable

her

But just how,

long.

“to thecause. But few in this country have
any idea of the amount of cares and toils
she has continuously

reavement,

2d.

wife.

ent

& + JELLASORE, Dec. 18, 1869.

DEAR BROTHER LIBBY : —
!
Grateful thanks for your favor of Oct. 22,
which came to cheer me on. Saturday last.
Sunday, I read your appeal iu the Star, and
part of the report of the Anniversaries. Some
seem to have done nobly there, but as usual
the few are God’s nobility, while the majority are content if they have a hope of
barely entering into heaven. They don't
care to bring in others,—don't

pastor's

LW, Ey

ie

offered in her behalf. The following is the
last letter received from her.
;

a

to

Clancy]

in the

sudden and painful death of their

blessed her labors in the conversion of many
We ask that prayer may be
dear souls.

Cor. Sec.

our sympathy

its most active and useful members

eight years. The wonder has been that
she has held out so long. God has signally

C. O. LisBY,

exterid

Aroostook Q- M.

iC

care to have

any * rise up and call them blessed” to all
eternity. -I should like to bave my thin,
bony and almost lifeless hand a-hold of
the 1095 churches who contributed nothing,

Freewill
through
to inform
the pros-

perity of the cause of-Christ Within its limits. Five churches have been added to us
during the past year, containing in the ag-

gregate one hundred and forty members. |
churches.

have

been added to the older

Rev. Joseph P. Roberts, former-

ly an ordained Calvinist Baptist
united with us

minister,

last May, and has rendered

very efficient service. Rev.John A. Bryant, formerly a licensed Methodist minister,

united

with us

in May

last, and was

ordained. Bro. John Hartt, who is a son
of the late Rev. Samuel Hartt, of New
_.and the 994 ministers who took no interest Brunswick, was licensed to preach by our
in the work. I should like to have them .Q.M. in June. These two last have lahere, and have our native converts pray and bored together very successfully, and have
labor for their conversion.
Please tell them been the means through which several of
these new churches were gathered.
this through the Star for.me, for this may
Bro. Hammond F. Bubar was licensed
possibly be the last letter I shall write you.
Soon after writing you last, just two to preach at the June session of the Q. M.
weeks ago to-day, I was taken very severe- He is thought to be.a young man of
’
3
ly ill, and have kept my bed mostly ever much promise.
It will doubtless be gratifying to the
since, This afternoon the December sun
is shining warmly, and my chill and fever friends of Zion, to learn that a very neat
fit having gone off for to-day, Tam up with and commodious house of worship has been
two blankets around me writing, as you see, built by Bro. Rufus G. Kallock, Esq., at a
to you. The worst feature of my case is a cost of about $3,000, and was dedicated to
cough, which for

a week

so racked

every

the 81st of October

dered

of Bros. A. H. Thompson, J. P. Roberts;
J. A. Bryant, F. K. Dow and John Hartt,
met at the meeting house, above mentioned,

me from

home

for two months,

evening I expect

and

to leave my

precious little flock, all my dear little ones,

and go to Midnapore.
If I do not receive
any great damage by the journey, I shall
have the greatest reason for thankfulness.
Miss Julia E. Phillips is here in charge.
She is determined
to accompany-me through

stop.

I wish

to

write

friends before going;
eo

service of God, on

last. - Rev. C. Purington preached the dedicatory sermon. The house is designed especially for the Freewill Baptists. By request, a council from the Q. M., ‘consisting

to-morrow

ip

the

nerve and muscle that I was lame and sore
from the crown of my head to the ends of my
toes. Brother Bacheler then came and remained three days with me. He has or-

a

but

lit!
cannot;

write short letters to a few.
My mind has been very peaceful thus far,
with no anxiety as to the result of this
sickness. If the Lord has a little more
work for me on earth, I am willing to do it;
still, it would be joyous to depart. In imagination I can see dear ones who have.
gone before me,standing on the other shore,
beckoning me to come.
When Jesus bids
me go over, then I shall be free to go.
Give my kindest Christian love to dear
I cannot close without
Christian friends.
saying that my missionary sisters, all who
have been able to come to me, have been
kind in the extreme, and others who could

and

organized a church of sixteen mem-

cently been

and

the

organized, one

other

in Herrick,

in

Litchfield,

Bradford

Co.

eas

ad

Union of sentiment and steadfastness of purpose prevail both among the ministry and
laity. For this we thank God and take
courage. But we are wanting as a people
in spiritudlity and deep piety. In view of
our great need in this direction, we would
earnestly pray the Lord to revive his work
among us.
The late session of the Q.

held with the Warren church,

M., which

was

Jan. 21—28,

was a season of more than usual interest
Not that we were favored with special revival influences, but the meeting was well attended and the Spirit of the Lord wasin our
midst.
The covenant meeting, Saturday,P.
M., was a blessed season. The saints of the

Lord were made to feel his presence and bless
his holy name. The different denominations of the place were well represented in
the meeting, and the well-filled seats

at the

Lord’s supper gave evidence of the oneness
of the true church, the body of Christ. It
had been previously arranged for a ministers’ meeting on Thursday evening, butthe

ued citizens professed faith in Christ, and
with his wife, who was before a member

of a church abroad, united
ization

as

members.

in the organ-

The

work

seems

likely to continue.
To God be all the
glory. Bro. John Hartt is under the pagronage

of the Q. M.,

church for a season,
warrant.

to labor

with

this

Dea. T. K. Dow.

Bowdoin Q. M.

is now
town.

the oldest
organized church in
'It originated in the .invitation of

sister Merrill, who invited the

first

F.

W.

Baptist minister to come to hold meetings
in the school house. Meetings were held,
organized,

en. Rev. D. Libbey
of the church sixteen
The last session of
blessing to the church
religious interest,

has been the pastor
years.
:
the Q. M. proved a
and community. The

then

commencing,

has

been deepenning and widening since, till a
number
have given themselves to God.
The church, lately organized at Leeds, under the postoral care of Rev. M. Gatchell,
is well united in Christian love and labor.
Occasional additions are made of good
material, promising well for the future.
South Monmouth

church

is enjoying

some

revival interest under the faithful and efficient labors of Rev. Charles Bean.
Some
backslidden ones have

returned

to J ody,

sinners have sought an ! found mercy and
the church is gaining strength.
The church at Brunswick is putting on
new strength, and having additions by
numerous conversions to God.
There are
indications of revivals in other parts of the
Q. M. May the blessed God hasten their
coming.

.

:

This Q. M. has given but little to aid the
H. M. cause during the last two years.

With forty churches, and a membership of
over 3000 Communicants, and so little done
for the great work of saving soulsin our

own country ! Many of our largest churches
of asad and trying event in our midst. And have, within the last twenty years, been
yet the ministerial gathering atthe resi- materially aided by the Home Mission Sodence of the writer on Friday afforded op- ciety. And shall these same churches,now

portunity for happy and hearty greeting,

abundantly able

and was a pleasant inauguration of the Q. M,

much is needed ? We have churches

session.

midst,

Jobn

Tillinghast,

now a

member of our Q. M., and his wife, came
nearly forty miles, and afforded us substan-

tial aid.

A Q.

M.

Ministers’ conference

' was organized, from which we trust much
gootl will come to the ministry of the, Q.

“M. in coming

years. ‘‘ Behold, how good

and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity.”
0
A
:

But death had so suddenly and painfully
cast its dark curtain over us, that it greatly

lessened the happiness of our

gathering.

Com,
:

The

beautiful

annual

General

Baptists are a free.

asking

to

aid,

and

refuse,

needing

when

so

in our

assistance;

others, both south and west are equally needy
and deserve aid, and shall qur churches
withhold? Woull it not be well for every
minister in’ our Q. M. to take a public collection, as reconfmended by the

for

this object?

each church,

An

would

Cor.

Sec.

average of $10

give the

of the Middle States.

the

Freewill

for

‘Treasurer

$400 at once. . The average should be twenty or more, to save ourselves from the dis-

pleasure of our King and Redeemer,
Let the, time, brethren, be redeemed,

in

We

Rev. N. A. Jackson and wife would return
thanks to their friends in Sugartown for a liberal
donation received on the evehing of Dec. 30; also for one at Humprey Center, Jan. 21, amoun

The $50,000

required

to start

probably be called, The

a Presbyterian

subscribed.

Interior.

It will

Rev.

Arthur

and we trust that a brighter day awaits them,
O. E. ALDRICH.

The First Synod

with the West Windsor church, on the 6th, Bro.
H. H. Clancey was set apart to the work of the
ministry.
The exercises were as follows: Sermon by A. H. Fish; Prayer by A. Lord ; Charge
by A. Daniels;
Hand of Fellowship by N.
Young; Benediction by the Candidate.

[German]

met

in

250,000

Mezny

of

the

Jews

opposed

the

President Grant on account of his
the war banishing Jews from
brew lodge in Nashville has
resolution of thanks for using
favor of the persecuted Jews

its Dec. session with

the church at St. Albans, Dec. 17—19.
The nex}
session will be held with the Knosburg church,
commencing March 4tb,at 1 o'clock, P. M.
Each
church is expected to represent itself by delegate
and letter.
. J. RUSSELL, Clerk.
HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Held its last session
in Storer College chapel, Feb. 12th, and 13th.
Churches,
except Staunton; all reported by letter and
delegates. All reported
gains during
the last quarter.
The session was one of great
interest to all the friends of the cause.
Bro.
Thomas Brown, of Winchester, was licensed-to
preach for one year. Bro. Ward Mitchell, of
South Fairfield, Maine, was ordained to the
work of the gospel ministry.
Exercises of ordination as follows :—~Sermon
by Rev. N. C.
Brackett; Ordaining
prayer
by Rev. Daniel
Ames; Charge by Rev.J. W. Dunjee; Hand of
Fellowship by Rev. Beverly Kirk.
|
Collection for Home Missions, $35,10.
Foreign Missions, $2,50.
Tie

Clerk.

MISCELLANY.

GENERAL.
The Baptists in England are very prosperous
and doing a great work for Christ. The religious
education and habits of the people are serious
obstacles to their prosperity, but their energy,
abundant labors, and generous spirit as exhibit-.
ed in their open communion, give them success
under God.
They have’ 2,447 churches, 2,000
ministers, 281,606 members, and gave $800,000 to
L missions lust year.

insteadof UH " Mig on bifie ud fo
the spirit land. ; A memorial sermon; was
preached on Saturday, P. M., by the direc-

collection

at Brunswick,

a good

taken for Home Missions, anda

good revival in progress? +.
Lewiston, Me.

J. 8.B.

Britain gave

: Foreign Missions,
Mrs Hannah Hobson, Island Pond,Vt
Erwin Center, N Y. per J Borden
i ebanon & Smyrna ch. NY. perJ W Barr
i.isbon Q M. N H. per J Spooner
Winthrop, Mass. per E N Fernald
Albany, Vt. per A J Dutton
Hillsdale, Mich. per C Jordan
Prof C Jordan. Hillsdale, Mich
Diamond Bluff, Wis. per R Poston
Gemima Ridge, Waynesville, O
Nelson, O. per J Short
Parsonsfield Q M. Me
\
Rev 8 Poindéxter, Cornishville, Me
2
York Co Q VM. Me. per P Smith
1st Pittsfleld ch. Me. per J Cook
.

say, but

Some

Otsego Q M. N Y. to con Rev EC Hodge L M. per

try

is quite

us: but that no

famili-s

Liniment,

use nothing

Our

United

and

States.

cases

but,

Some

injurious, others are

of them

good and

The Unitarian Year Book reports 8:5 Societies,

rill Hunt

conia.
dith F.

among the Swedes.

of these most aré engaged in other business, and

but28' who count themselves as still in the active

The. We chia
eflector pull attontion to
‘the fact atthe phe Ea logy in Bos-

wid from’ the
to its

sometimes

things.

THE

merely,

of Kingtield.
At Willoughby

the old melodeon, which he

is glad

to

In Groton,

that has the same

number

Special
AX

ENGES.

The Messrs. Smith also make and sell the ordinary

This is

inviied to address the sub-criber, with a stamp. emclosed, staung their circumstances.
8
EV. 8. C. KiMBALL, Kennebunk, Me.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

WILTON

Requires immediate attention, as neg

will most mvariably give instant relief
CATARRH,

NORTHWOOD

CONSUMPTIVE

Northwood

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the voice.

SrRIsG

BOARD

CANAAN

LR

It is prepared by Rev. Walter Clarke, of Minot, Me.,
who was formerly a medical practitioner in England,

TUITION.

tubes.

No deduction for absence less than four weeks. No.
scholar admitted for less than half a term,
J.D. WEEKS, See.
Canaan, Feb. 1, 1870.

BowDOIN Q. M. will hold its March ecesfon with the

over the Portland and Kennebec RR.
)
i
A. A. SMITH, Clerk,
Post

, Parties
dress

3m42

A

Received,

Elizabefh Alltson—W Andrews—A Batehelder—LBoyce

AD krinker—H G Brooks—dJ E Backus- G W Butler—N
Rrooks—Anna L Barbar—L A Burgess—J D Couillard—E
L Crevelana it 8 poaverly 4 ir
Cowal} A
Campbell)
hy
ne
olburnamVA) UR
Datis
Dog} RB Davis—R Deering—M
C Dexter—Mrs W J Epps~E B Falrfield—G W Gould—D
Graffam—J B Srigshy.- W C Gritith—J Grant—J W Hills
—J B Higgins—~E ©
Hodge—J Hutehinson—I Hall--A H

~0'8 Jaguith—K Knowlton-L Knlght—1, Lewis—Mrs A
Mabhs<I,

Lee—KF N

M_Mansur~N

0m)

‘average16 thembotwedem, |

loodon alan

THe report
6 He Whtel' Wiieet' Mission’ for
gives

314

as the

number
of meetings held,

~H

|

having

grove a blessing.

the prescription
will please adRev, EDWARDA. WILSON,

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

GREAT

OFFER! !

Books Forwarded.

York, ~

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, an! ORGANS of six first class makers, at EX.
TREMELY, LOW PRICFS, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $26 monthly until
parIf
paid: the same to let, and rent moncy an!
ve,
Shiaseq. Chickering pianos are included
offer.

M

W Thurber-¢ Thomas—J D Vandoren—L
H Watson—A
er
heb
A
a
K Webber—J @ hittemor:~
P Wood—E Winslow—8
Wyman—8 Walkup—J W Winsor—A i
Woodruff—Lizzy
A ouny M Young—A Young
Wilson—-W. 1 V Abba
~N Youhg—8 B Young
-B F Zell.
'

that they may remain one peo.

after

Horace Waters, 481 Broadway, New

Mower—

Miner—J

wishing

B. WESTERMANN & CO,
Broadway,
New York,

Havé just published a new

matter of a uniform ritual, which shall preserve

1869

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy,

suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure,
To all who desire it, he will send a cGpy of the prescription used (free of charge), with thé @irections for
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afilicted, and spread incost them nothing, and may

Rev. 8. Blakeley, Stockwell, Tipp. Co., Ind,
% J..D. Waldron, No. Lawrence, N.Y.

TD H Medbury—R

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in

formation which he conceives to be invaluable ; and’
he hopes every sufferer will try®his remedy, aw it will

Office Addresses.

Letters

English, 5,00.
Higher English, 5,60.
Languages, 6,00.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

church fm Brunswick Village,
commencing Tuesday
March 1, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
Free return tickets have
been secured tor all who may come to the meeting

York have appointed committees to conferon tie

pies. "Thé’ ‘churches

A. 7,

Common

471

‘have phstors or ‘stated’

LEAVITT,

and

WESTERN R. I. Q. M. wi'l hold its next session with
the Westford church, March 2 and 3, commencing at
10 o'clock; A. M.
Meetings will continue through the
week and hold over the ~abbathi.
Mivistering brethren will come prepared to work for ged, acd some,
»t least, to remain through the meeting.
Ministers
Conference, March 1, at 2, P. M,
G. E: H., Clerk.

the first anion meeting

ACADEMY.

consumption and has the reputation of being a very
reliable cure of diseases of the lungs and bronchial

Notices and Appointments,

3 Swedish church-

UNION

{' Board and Rooms may be obtained on application
to J. M. Barber, Dr. Morgan, or M. H. Milton.

1tis one of the few proprietary medicines extensively

the influence of the

and

’
.
Teacher in Music.

PRING
TERM
of 11 weeks
will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 22d, under the instruction of

We call the attention of our readers to Clarke's European Cough Remedy advertised in another column.

of coughs

Principal.

Math matics.
Miss E. G. COGSWELL,

:

treatment

OF INSTRUCTORS.

Miss ELIZA L. RAND, Preceptress.
N. W. COGSWELL, Teacher in Book-Keeping

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6m44

used by physicians ia tbe

of 11 weeks,begins first Wednes-

REV. E. C. COGSWELL,

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for’ nothing: Be sure to
BROWN’S

TERM

ACADEMY.
Centre, N. H.

day in March,

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

OBTAIN the true

SEMINARY.

Commences its SPRING TERM, Feb. 28.
Tuition, 5 50.
Incidentals, 1.50,
Extrabranches,,75 each. Musical Inst. 10.00.
0. E. BAKER, dgent,

lect often results in an incurable Lung

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

called to the Gospel ministry, but una-

ble to obtain the requisite education for the work,are

The Orthodox Jewish congregations of New

Hebrew prayers,

Ihave suffered years from the worst Piles,

Young men

the

*

will get the best known rame-

Young Men Calied to the Ministry.

five stop double-reed instruments for $125, excellent
of their kind, and as good as those of any other

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

Andon

I USED ‘EVERYTHING TO NO PURPOSE, until I found
the Lozenges; in less than a month I was cured, and
have only to resort to them when costiveness RBTURNS, and always find instant relief. 8. 0. NEAL,
For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E, A.
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for €0 cents.
2m7

an-

BROWNS

Notices.

THE WORST PILES CURED.
I wish to
spread abroad the great benefit I have derived from
the use of DR. HARRISON'S PERISTALTIC LOZ-

Bos-

Disease.

BE.

Rev. W. Andrews,

your druggist for HOMADI'S PERSIAN

W2SH,

ber is absurd.

oy

Mr.

dy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured only by B. F.
Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H. Price $1.00 per botyfe.
6m5

swer is not far to seek. To say that any instrumcnt
having two sets of reeds is therefore the equal of atother and vastly improved one with the same num-

maker, but they are not to be confounded with
AMERICAN ORGAN.
*

and Miss Sarah

Mr. Josiah B. Curtis of N., and Miss Harriet M.Task-

as a

the

Maine,

3
Me., Jan. 18, hy

er of Monroe.

sell at $125,

of reeds,

Ct., Feb.12 by Rev. Wm. A. Smith,

Baldwin of G.
In Newburgh,

ton charge $225 for a certain style of the AMERICAN
OReAN

3
Lake House ia Westmore, Vt , Jan.

John R. Buker, of Bath,

AMERICAN

why Messrs. 8. D. & H. W. Smith, of

both of La-

26; bv Rev. W.
L. Noyes, Mr. Elias A. Bemis of Vt.
and Mis» Diana E. Cobleigh, of Burke.

services

adopted

Miss M. Louise Maxfield,

In New Portlan/i, Me., Jan. 31 by Rev. E. Winslow,
Mr. David H. Cowan and Miss Rachel R. Abbot, both

trademark, but is an instrument with specifically
new features, and possessing the capacity at once
tor a grander fore and for a more delicate pianissimo
than can be attained in any competing organ.
When
therefore, a maker ot reed organs upon the plan of

es in Galesburg, Ill.,—viz., Methodist, General
Council, and General Synod Lutheran—united in

ganized.

01306 ministers, of whom 160 are unse(tled; and

are

and

M. Ezra Maxfield of Laconia, and Mrs, JuSmith of Guilford. Mr. Albeit M. King of

In Canton, Me.. Feb 12, by Rev. D. Allen, Mr.
Frank 0. Proctor and Miss Olive 8. Bearce, both of

RECOMMENDED
by Physicians and Scientific Men.
For Lungs and Throat.
The Vegetable Pulmonary
Balsam.
Getthe genuine.
Prices, $1 and 50 cents.
Names

Treasurer.

Guilford and Miss Josephine P. Whitten of Laconia.
Mr. Geo. Elliot, of Worcester, Mass., and Mrs. Liszie M. Leavitt of Manchester.
Mr. Josiah C. Philbrook of Tilton, and Mrs. Sophie Noble of Laconia.

the New

Dr. Hayes’

0, 0. LIBBY,

1

{'}
In Lake Village,by Rev.M .C. Henderson, Mr. Mor-

$100,000,

why

}

I

for the next year.

The American Home Missionary Society during
December commisioned 16 new missionaries and
recommissioned 35 others. About $25,000 were
received by the Society in December.

being 20: more than last yeur, though21, were or-

87 have no settled pastor. The names are given

to more than

suspect, is the reason
secured

50
18,26
5,00
3,26
3,75
100

Maric

the only one at fault,

the observances.

There are 26 churehes in Boston, and

already amounted

r

bene-

of the kind in the world, and have given

York publishers have

The Montreal Presbytery of the Canada Presbyterian Church has been discussing the case of
a church which uses
instrumental music. It
was proved that quite a number have introduced
the innovation, and it was finally voted that it
would be injadicious to press the motion of censure, as “‘it would tend to bring this Church
into ridicule,” and the accused church was not

During the Week of Prayer

J

Dover.N.H.

are

the author imperishable renown. The profits of these
have

6,50
80
= 2.50

A)

has become very distinguished as-an author as well
as a practitioner.
His * SCIENCE OF LIFE” and
¢“ PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN ” are said to be the best

and this, we

21.68
o%

Doctor, however,

travagant compensation, but we have no doubt that
the publishers will receive large profits, as Dr. Hayes

publications

| 4,00
5,00
5,50
13,00
9,00
5,00
7,00
5,00
3,00
5,00
2,00
23,26
10,00
4,60
2,00

D M Miller
5
gel hy Della E Moulton, Coaticook, P Q
rien
.
Otter Creek, Iowa, per F' P Newell
Rev F P Newell
;
>
Mrs Lovisa Ladd J nosbars Falls, Vt. per H Ladd
Dea D Pugsley $3: Charlotte Pugsiey $2; Rev MW
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DR. A. H. HAYES, OF BOSTON UNDER $20,000
BonDs.—We understand that an extensive and well
known publishing house in New York has made an

There are in Ireland 10,000 Primitive Methodists, who have no ecclesiastical connection with
the Primitive
Methodists of England.
Their
ministers observe the early rule of Wesley,which
prohibited them from assuming the privileges of
the clergy in administering the sacraments. But
the disestablishment of the Irish Church disturbs
their relation to its clergy; and there is quite a
discussion whether they shall connect themselves
with the Episcopalians or the Wesleyans.

Church from those who sent their children to the
national model schools 1s generally disregarded.

lecture

worthless

The Presbyterian committee to which was en-

ers? Is it natural for men to do ‘such things? The
power of Christ, the love which he bears for

vebetved” $78,000

should be made in the same form, only Education Society
should be inserted in the place of Home Mission Society.
.
8. CURTIS, Treas.

ficial. Old Dr.Partons invented the best anti-bilious
yill we ever saw or heard of.
They are now sold
under the name of Parson’s Purgatwe Pills.

last

priests is greatly declining, and that Cardinal
Cullen's threatof withholding the rites of the

(In

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

_There die more than one thousand different kinds |

of pills. in“the

trusted the matter of raising a memorial fund of
$5,000,000 report that the objects should ve educational institutions in this country and in missionfields, hospitals and asylums, institutions for the
freedmen, and a fund for disabled
ministers.
Donations are to be sent to Hou. Wm. E. Dodge,
New York, with directions how they shall be
appropriated.

in Ireland

inp

‘Concord, N. H.

says alittle ipicac, to produce vomiting would be an
advantage.

Con

What moved them to this? What great impulse
develops such benevolence for the good of oth-

state, appointed Prof. Atkin.on to

Juhngon’s Anodyne

The last Congregational Quarterly
reported
the organization of 25 churches, the ordination

' Itis said that

“ton; whitch hid’

3

engraved

We understand that the whooping-cough
have proved fatal.

the lines.
A Helately sent him a
his good offices in
in west Russia.

gregational Union reports aid during the
3 months for the erection of 16 churches.

-

dence (if in cities, the street and number). The following
worm of attestation will answer for every
state in the. un=
fon: “signed, sealed. published and declared by the sald

publishes the revela-

prevalent in the towns around

during

The

:

The Will should be attested by three witnesses,

Cough, Weak Lungs, or Kidney Troubles.

election of

order

20th, that sister wherein we have fallen bebind our duty. ministry are without employment. The oldest or- iple and of one language.
13051
of, HingBunice Cogswell, wifeof Rev, Bela Cogs ‘(God requires sacrifices at our’ hands, to exs dained minister is Joseph;Of Richardson;
.
|
179
s,
gntion
Emigration so weakens the charrchesin Maine
the congre
ordained in 1806,
18
well, was laid low inthe grave. We had, tend his most ‘glorious’ Kingdomon earth, ham,
are Magaachusefts, No other state but New that thie Baptists have been.compelied to. drop 7
but a few days previous, Ya
her in Shall not all dur chrghes
ove
wpdpomdon) churches, and but half of their 263 churches
be able to report, Yorkbas8 overs.
at our next session

Tribune

Pur NOT YOUR TRUST in what others

bap-

$7,478,430 to various missionary efforts, last year.

1t was on Thursday, Jan,

regard to meeting with us it Whiren, but

and Purposes.

some states three are required, in’ others only two), w
should write against their names, their places of resh

for yourself and see if White Pine Compound is mot
the article you need when troubled with a Cold,

:

of 38 ministers, and the déath of 17.

pn

ecutive Committee of that Society to its charitabl@ uses

h. J

Reformed

tized members.

:

Tais is the power

y
able, shall act as Treasurer of the iregwill Raptist
Home
e Legislature of Now :

as a Wkeness of Christ ‘“‘from one cut in an emerald by command of Tiberigs Caesar,” etc., is an
actual portrait.
The only religious services advertised in the Tribune are Mormon and Episcopal.
-

Philadelphia

ministers, 1,200 congregations, and

N. YOUNG, Chm. of, Council.

which must save the world.

was ac-

Both parties have ap-

party, and that the picture sometimes

123 years ago, composed of 31 ministers and elders, representing a few thousand souls.
Now
the Synod has 200 delegates, representing 550

Ordination,

Quarterly Meetings.

of the

Church of North America

At the last session of the Gibson Q. M., held

sinners, moves his disciples.

woman,

tions made to the apostles of the reform Mormon
party by Joseph Smith, the apostle James, and
from Jesus. © We learn nothing new from them,
except that they are in sympathy with this

wonders

of Chicago, are elected as his associates.

An English papersays that the King of Bur6, as follows: Reading of Scriptures and prayer
mah intendsto present each of the 750 Fathers of
by E. H. Maxon; Sermon by .the writer; Dedi- |
the Council with a pastoral cross enriched with
catory Prayer by E. H. Maxon; Charge to the
Church by T; H. Batcheler.
The attendance gems. That of the Pope is reported to be an
Oriental masterpiece. The crosses will be transwas large, and everything passed off pleasantly.
mitted through the Propaganda, which is daily
The church is free from debt;a burden which
expecting their arrival.
has formerly greatly retarded their prosperity,

Great

to a Protestant

Mormon

books

Swazey is the principal editor; and Rev. W. E.
McLaren, of Detroit, and Rev. J. C. Matthews,

Dedication.

Evangelical Christians in

All Legacies to this Society should be made in the fol

the courts by the Bishop of Concep-

ORGAN is not an appellation

paper in Chicago has béen

:

&

lowing form;

who married a dying

;

The

its

tor.

EXPRESS,

P. 8. - Bequests to the F. W. Baptist Education Bociety

portions

The Chicago Evening Post reports, on the
authority of a leading physician of the city, that
Bishop Duggan, of that Roman Catholic diocese,
|.
isnot insane; but has been removed and putin
confinement, as an ecclesiastical penalty for gross
mismanagement. As a bishop cannot be deposed,
the present acting bishop has the title of coadju-

Rev. L. Dewy and wife gratefully acknowledge a donation from their friends in Varysburgh, N. Y., Feb. 9, amounting to $145.

RELIGIOUS

x

alone, 1,050" wisits to vessels and boardinghouses, and 30 seamen who sign the pledge, hesides Bibles
and books distributed. Another
mission church is needed on North River, above
Canal Street.
:

pract ces.

hear of the United

:

Martin J Corliss, 8t Albans, Vt

(A. B.),as his last will and testament, in the
presence of
ue, who at the request. of the sald A.B. and in his presence, and in the presence of each: other, have hereunto
ubscribed our names as witnesses.

Baptists,

scattered

§

The New York Port Society réports 6 mission:
aries and 3 ordained preachers in constant employ, and an average work for each week of 25
meetings, with an attendance of 1,000 “seamen

communion

Association in Indiana, which reported at
late meeting 34 churches, an increase of 5.

Rev. O. Blake and wife gratefully acknowledge
a donation, recently, from their friends in Chester Cross Roads, O., amounting to $100.

BrRACKETT,

Union,

pealed.

ex-

which no-

NY

Springviile, Erie Co. NY

Rev LI B Potter, Lansing, Mich
. RTComistock, Parduville,
Wis
Rev W Russell, Ea Meredith,
NY

expired the last day

primanded and pay costs.

building: of Otterbein

body. disconnected from

ant and Bunnell’s Corner.

N.C.

Act

arrangement with Dr. Hayes, of Boston, to travel in
subject of the ¢ irre gularities” in the Book ConEurope after July next, and write upon medical topcern to the public. One of them, Mr. Vernon,
ics, gathering his material from the principal cities,at
is satisfied that the committee did not take the
the enormous salary of $12.000 a year and expenses,
time it ought for the investigation, nor give it~ and has come under the above named bonds to carry
the formal character that was necessary.
the same into effect. This would seem to be an ex:

Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Noyes gratefully acknowledge a donation from their friends in Sut-

ENOSBURG Q. M.—Held

TR

cion of violation of law. The bishop wished the

Two of the members of the Methodist Book
Committee have given their impressions on the

The F. Baptist church in Clay, Jones Co.,
Iowa, was dedicated to the service of God, Feb.

Dexter, Me., Jan. 4.

Christian

cused before

the students.

© The name of Rev. Seth Sawyer, a member in
good standing in the 2d F. B.church at Alton,
was omitted from the Register through mistake.

Y

Clergy

man in Chile

United Brethren, was burned January 26th; no
doubt the work of an incendiary.
Many books
were destroyed,and the loss above insurance wil!
be $20,000, and very hard for its friends to beur.
There is a pervasive revival in progress among

first Sabbath of this month.

:

CM

Mr. Swaney, the missionary of the Am. and

College, Westerville, O., under the charge of the

and ether fixtures,
worship in it the

ing to $105,37.

matter
-.
)

body believes.
We see an opinion frequently expressed by British, though seldom by American,
Presbyterians that vheir Standards are * cum| brous” aud need cutting down.

ind D, Street forten thousand dollars.

Donations,

The

says there are points of the Catecliism

that the young church at South Bos-

.

The

Foreign

Rev. Geo. Gilfillan, of Dundee, has lately been

ton, Mass., has purchased the Methodist hous of
They have with it the organ
and the church commenced

the

stirring up the United Presbyterians of Scotland
by denying his belief of all the Catechism, He is
threatened with gn ecclesiagtical trial.
But he

Ministers and Churches.

worship

ante)

NSamuel
A Jackson,
Ellicottville,
D stevens,

.

in 1869, and was not renewed. An attempt was
D Lothrop & Co. 38 & 40 Co
%
made to have any church aided from public
Rev Bl Bi = Hefacn, Philadelphin, Neon
08
ol;
umbus,.
Hum-~
funds that would assume the evangelizing of
PR EO
ay Ma, sare of Hudson,
needy districts; but the voluntary churches rofused to accept the money.
The clergymen, FORM OF BEQUESTS TO THE F. W. B., HOME MISSION
however, retain their present salaries for life.
:
BOCIETY.

perse of this work is about $26,500.

The new and

as circumstances may

Rev. A. H. THOMPSON,

meeting was delayed till Friday by reason

Rev.

1,839 destitute of the Bible.

We have been hold-

church is revived, backsliders are being
reclaimed,
and some sinners have been

We learn

signed the temperance

There is no longer an established church in
Jamaica.

The American Tract Society reports that 57 of
its.colporters during the last quarter labored in
the aggregate 112 months, made 16,781 Christian
family visits, held 1,065 public religious meetings,
found 2,809 families habitually n-glecting attendance upon religious worship, 2,661 families destitute of all religious books except the Bible, and

ing meetings every night for nearly five
weeks past and the Lord is with us. The

sides scores in other churches and in heav-

We are still trying to do something in this

manifest

spirit which

converted. Many are inquiring what they
shall do to be saved. The work is still going on. To God be all the glory.
. .
J.D. VANDOREN.

to enlighten the

ignorance of the rest of the world on
of the true Sabbath.
:

Rev. W. Parker and wife acknowledge a donation of $64,85 from their friends at Lake Pleas-

and it now numbers some 150 persons, be-

portion of the field for the upbuilding of the
cause of Christ. Two churches have re-

Society evinces a determination

of the

the chureh will never go down. They have:
afine situation, and with a little better
house, they may become one of the leading
societies among the colored people.
A.B. B.
Wis.

Baptists

and Milton, Wisconsin.
The imperfect character
of the statistics renders itimpossible to give the
number of members.
The report of their Tract

actuates them in their meetings of worship,

FAR WATER,

Day

strongest are in

with the exception of one, who is a Very
promising young man. Previous to the
organization of this church, Bros. Hartt
and Roberts visited the people at their
homes, and a spirit of revival was the result of their labors. One of their most val-

souls were converted, a church

Owego Q. M.

the same

of the Seventh

but almost identical in their faith and

four miles from the center of business, and

leave things in such shape that Bro. B.
oan make out the bills easily.
Farewell, and may God bless you.
Yours Affectionately,
I.. CRAWFORD,

in their daily lives

minutes

76 churches, of which the

Their churches are found

look for my

I will

church are in earnest, and if they

man took his child to

Hopkinton, Mass. ; Westerly and Paweatuck, R.
I.; Alfred and Brookfield, N. Y.; and Albion

church,

members

when the

on

646

pledge,
= to TrTEE

a Jewess, res

ton, Vt., amounting to $105.

not come would have been just as kind.
May the Lord reward them. You will not
but if spared,

The

fused to proceed;

was

took his
priest,

bers, nine of whom are heads of families,—

South Lewiston church entertained this
Q. M. at its last session, very acceptably.
The church is in a good locality, some.

report,

Patt.

The

godmother

The

nine of them receiving baptism at the hands
Bro.

recently

baptism.

learning that the

show

PROVIDENCE, R. I. The Pond Stfeet F.
B. church in this ejty is enjoying a good
degree of prosperity. On a recent Sabof Rev.

Hungary,

and

she gave; The burgomaster regi-tered the bap- penalty to be gonfiscation of goods and banishtism as legal, and the people are anxiously await- ment on pain of death. The Judge decided
ing the decision of the archbishop.
against Mr. Swaney. and that he should be:re-

:

bath fourteen were admitted to the

for

godmother's arms, asking her blessing, which

Thus

Meeting with some mercy drops.

in Erlau,.

the holy basin,and with great solemnity and ina
loud voice baptized it himself and gave it into the

N. Youna.

As no report of the Aroostook
Baptist Q. M. comes tothe public
the Register, we deem it our
dfaty
| our brethren of its doings and of

sixty

A man

child to church

the Lord is favoring the Gibson Quarterly

AA

About

allowed.

and it is spreading among other

laborsof A. H. Fish and "A. Lord.

in ridicule of

er a defense of those same doctrines would be

churches. There have also been some
J conversions in West Windsor, under the

£3

rose for prayer

length

worthy of the nineteenth century.” It askswheth-

grace of God, several others have been reclaimed and the hearts of many are quickened. There is also a glorious work of
revival in progress in Greenfield. It commence
der the labors of Rev. H. H.

the Tuscarora church, which has lost one of

for these last

borne

That we

with a total attendance of 25,000, and says that 873|

verely and at considerable

accepted by a majority of the people of Massachusetts, holding them up toridicule
and reprobation
as superstitions belonging to a past age’ and un-

ty have embraced a hope in the saving

on

students on history, and dowd him to speak se-

| the-*¢ religious doctrines and practices which-are

Wrst LeNox, N. Y. The Lord has ro_vived his work in this place.. About twen-

and

Resolved. That, as a Q. M:, we tender
him and his family our heart-felt sympathy,
and earnestly pray that they may have supporting grace in this trying and sad be-

She has labored hard and

very hopeful.
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Through the World.
—r

in his place—he lay under the sod.

carried thelittle saplings up and planted
them.
My Fabian, my eldest, who was
long in the army, and at last was killed by
a falling tree, often helped me about it. If

hymn book with the money is in the pastor’s keeping, and in a public advertise-

you can come up you can see the trees.

tion.

Some hearts go hungering through the world,

|

And never find the love they seek;

Some lips with pride or scorn are curled,

/¢ And with whom ‘do you

asked. |
body.

I have nobody left in the world.

Yes, Ihave one son left, he may be in the
world, but I don’t know.”
‘ And what do you live on P”
«« [ have my pension, twenty-four thalers
a year ; but everything is so dear now.”

The hungry heart be pining still.
|

Thése know their doom, and walk their way
‘With level steps and steadfast eyes,
Nor: strive with fate, nor weep, nor pray;

‘“ But doesn’t your son

‘While others, not so sadly wide,
Are mocked by phantoms evermore,

«« He

Fair to the eye, but at the core
Holding but bitter dust and blight.

to you,

or

never learned to write, and one

I mark their sign on fading cheeks;
I hear them breathe in smothered sighs,
And note the grief that never speaks;
For them no might redresses wrong,

money.”

No eye with pity is impearled.

"For you does life’s dull desert hold
No fountain shade, no date grove fair,
No gush of waters clear and cold,
But sandy reaches, wide and bare. °

The food may fail, the soul may faint,

3

With many digressions, I heard the following story :
It might be about eighteen years before,
perhaps longer, for the old man was very
uncertain in his figures—‘¢ thirty years
ago,” he said of everything which might
have taken place only two or three years

Oh, misconstrued and suffering long,—
Oh. hearts that hunger through the world!

*#

And weigh to earth the weary frame,
¢ Yet still ye make no weak complaint,
And speak no work of grief or blame.

before—the youngest son of the keeper had
been tempted to emigrate to America, the

Oh, eager eyes, which gaze afar!

1

Oh, arms which clasp the empty air!

Not all unmarked your sorrows are,
Not all unpitied your despair.
Smile, patient lips, so proudly dumb:

When life’s frail tent at last is furled,
Your glorious recompense shall come,

°

country where, as the old man

expressed

it, there were grea}
forests which had
.| never seen an ax, to
fe cleared away before the settlers. Theyson had an inheritance from his mother,
dred thalers.

Oh, hearts that hunger through the world!

@he Family Circle,

of anything but Henry's tak
with him ; it belonged to him,
not know how much he might
spare cash over there in the strange land.
His son had to consents But on Saturday
before his departure he went to take leave
of the pastor,

Savings.

tly
fy

his old

can

only send when he has anything himself.
But he's the best fellow in the world, a
good child, a faithfal child, he left me his
whole property. But I don't touch it; it's
just as it was. Iam no spendthrift. No,
Henry, your father won't rob you of your

I see them gaze from wistful eyes;

who treated

write

send you anything?”

And lured by seemings of delight,

The Peasant’s

live now?” I

.

*. With whom? with whom?” repeated
the old man, gazing at me.
* With no-

To hide the pain they may not speak. ~~
The eye may flash; the mouth may smile,
The voice in gladdest music thrill,
And yet beneath them all the while

A peasant,

I

can’t see them very well now.”

——

father,

and got him

to

write

down

for him the number of the psalm which was
to be sung the next morning at church. In
the night he bade his father good-bye, and
his last words

were:

* Father,

when

you

king, is no less true in more humble positions, and presents an equally pitiable spec-

tacle.

No law of the state can be of any

put it there, and that's

said yesterday:

the

r

‘Father,

that

whey

you

he

sing

the psalm to-morrow, think kindly of ne.’ ”

The old

man

could not join

in the first

verse, but the second he began as if he had

the voice of his youth again.
As they came out of church all were

sa

ee
BE
hd

the son

is summoned

to receive

it,

when you are trying to do
to go out?”

ing of the'goodness and faithfulness of the
wanderer to his father.
The old man said

minds upon any particular subject, and
have lost the power of hearing, even if they
are not deprived of the external sense; they

There lay the hymn

have but one single thought, one ever-recurring theme, which they involuntarilymut-

sill, wrapped ina white cotton cloth,

The

old man took the book eut, and, to be

sure,

to various

matters;

but

I have

‘ generally found that they can not fix their

ter to themselves, frequently

prayer.

Then

they stare

persing a

vacantly’ before

them, with mouth wide open,or eyes sunken
ip dreamy vacuity,looking only to death for
deliverance. If the pastors can not be of any
assistance here, then it is the bounden

duty of each neighbor to do what he can to
encourage and cheer.
But most people
live only for themselves, and think they
have done enough as. long as they keep
themselves from positive wrong.
Few
feel it incumbent upon them to prevent mig-

doing, and to be unwearied in persistent

book

on the window-

at the psalm numbered 134, lay the hundrad
thaler note.

the foundation of great islands under the
waters of the ocean has often been told.
But how do the islands grow after their
walls rise to the water's surface? Good
Words for the young tells how this is done,
and about one of the curious helpers:
Of course the coral polyps cannot ‘build
‘above the high tide mark; but the surf
which beats upon them piles up their broken
fragments just as a sea beach is piled up,
and hammers them together with that water hammer which is heavier and stronger

.

The old man laughed, and replied at last:

‘ That's what all the people say, everybody, one’s just as wise as another, they only think of one thing. But I will not.”
“You have the best interest from the

money,

you

feed yourself

dn

the good

thought that your son is so excellent,” I answered.

* There, there !” cried the old man, ‘‘you

agreeable it is that I can now relate a pleas-

are the first person who has understood it,
You must certainly have enjoyed much
kindness from people, because you under-

ant experience which occurred to me in one

stand so well.

efforts to ameliorate the unhappy

condition

of others.

the more

Therefore

so: much

You're not stupid, I saw that

A poor old man,

with thin, gnow- white hair, was sittidg by
the wayside; he had a long, brown staff,
, out from a blackthorn, between his knees.

I sat down by him, asking. his name and
way of life, and the old man told me that he
had formerly been a forest-keeper; there

was
no rock which could be elimbed, and
pe whic
he had not over and over
“And do you see,” he

“No

one wouldedo

that.

The people

hereabout know what is in it,

and

any

of

them would rather cut off his right. hand
than

steal the

book.

those who don't know?

But

do

you

mean

People don't steal

hymn books ; this guards it better than bolts
and bars.”

~ “To think of Jesus makes the work easier.

and seeds are floated thither from far lands;

and among them
nut, which

ed by a face dull, stolid

almost always the cocoa-

Says the other man,

and groves of cocoa palms giow up from
the lonely isle. Then, perhaps trees or
.bushes are drifted thither before the trade
wind ; and entangled

“I

want

love.—S.

anda few

four-footed

beasts, nor

snakes

A

Child

know by

nor frogs, nor any animals that cannot
cross the sea.
And on some of these islands they may
live (indeed there is reason to believe they
have lived) so long, that some of them
have changed their forms, accordingte
the laws of Madame How, who sooner or
later fits each thing exactly for the place
in which it is meant tolive, till upon some
of them you, may find such strange and
unique forms as the famous cocoa-nut crab,
which learned men call Bergus lairo. A
great crab he is, and walks upon the tips
of his -toes a foot high above the ground.

and

liking

to sleep

soft.in

spite of

Shall Lead

crab, as I hope
he goes doa

on their own account, filchers,

liars.

stealers and

You think that the young men of
but the blame rests on your
You were their schoolmasters.

visiting it in

| interest; and now ‘ they do it in their own.
Now your own chickens come home to

Them.

you

roost.

shall not

summer,

when

Merchants

North

and

South

have

been raisingby the wholesale, damnable
young men without principle. And a young

the

Boston: Roberts
16mo. pp.75.

“Those who know Mr, Alger and are familiar
with his method

of treating scriptural. topics,

will not be syrprised to learn that his conclusion

respecting

the end of the world

is, that itis to

man,

if he

would

‘struction, must
the soul, both

save

cling
sure

himself

to that
and

from

de-

‘anchor of

steadfast,

which

every

night

ing what I had

done,

shape it for heaven,
the broad

step

of a

by Divine

help,

to

Literary Review.

But let the baby grow sick, and sicker,
and seem likely to die, and a gentle still-

ness steals over every thing. Every heart
in the house is a cradle for that dear little
child. Should he’ now fly away, every
heart would take grief home to itself.
How still the heavy-footed Bridget has
become! Her
curly-pated romps,
that

aforetime filled

the room

laughings,

cryings

are become

gentle,

with teasings,

and

short disputes,

and

shed’

tears.

But

children’s tears are only dew, and fot rain.
They laugh again in a minute, and bubble
over with frolic, till the shadow comes back,

and then they cry and wipe their faces hard
with their aprons. Bat how much happier
is their outlook than was ours, when Death,

in our boyish days, came to the house, and
took
away the
youngest and fairest!
There was no light, There was no one to
pilot our terror through that awful solem-

nity.

Death seemed

diffused through the

very air, and death meant—oh,

what vag-

ue and soul smiting phantasies!
wasno morning and no evening.

There
There

was a settled fear, and gloom without a sin-

gle bright

line.

Scarcely

Dante himself

could picture more horrors than our active
imagination spread through the great and
howling wilderness of the future!
The Jesus of to-day calls little children

to Him and blesses
gate of death, and

them.

He opens

the

behold, a garden!

What authority has controlled all the outlets of ordinary

life?

nounced this silence.

What

lip

has

pro-

See the little mon-

THE RIVER OF THE WEST,
Lifé sand Adventure
in the Rocky Mountains and Oregon; embracing events in the life-time of a mountain-man
-and pioneer: with the Early History of the
North-western slope, including an account of
the fur traders,
the Indian
Tribes, the over-

land immigration,

the O

n missions,

the tragic fate of Rev. Dr.

ly.

and

Whitman and

fami-

Also a description of the country, its con-

dition, prospects and resources; its soil, climate and scenery; its mountains, rivers, valleys, deserts and plains; its inland waters and
natural wonders.
With numerous engravings,

closed

house,

like

the

one

I

had

left,

and

a

teacher. Why should I not take it ?
I stopped. Their ‘eyes brightened. To
my question, ‘‘ Had they been to Sunday

:

‘““ Not to-day ; we go sometimes, ma'am.”
¢* Can you tell me something that you learn

some of ‘em, and some are solong we can't

remember ¢ em.”

:

“Do you learn about Jesus P"
“Never heard of Him,” said the tall girl,
in a cold, wiry voice.
“She don’t go to Sunday school; she

works,” replied one of the smaller ones.
“Would you not like to know something

everlasting fire.”
We are sincerely

sorry

science, if it compels

him

tures

for Mr. Alger’s
to write

as this of his theological

such

con-

carica-

opponents.

He

has learning, culture, and a genius for covering
his page“with tropical rhetoric, and mixing up
the deductions of a godless philosophy with the
sacred truths of the gospel; but he is to be pitied so long as a tyrannizing and mendacious con-

science

drives him

into

such

breaches

ninth commandment.

of the

:

A ROMAN LAWYER IN JERUSALEM: First Cen
tury.
By W. W
Story.
(Reprinted from
Blackwood.)
Boston :
. K. Loring.
Pamphlet. 18mo. pp. 32.

Here is a poem in which the theory is ingen.
ously brought forward and ‘earnestly defended,
that Judas was really the firmest believer and
the truest

saint in the brotherhood of the

apos-

tles ;—that he so honored his Lord, was so thoroughly persuaded of his divinity, and so earnest
to have him assert it so as forever to silence all
cavil and win a reverent recognition, that he
pointed him

moment

out to his foes, expecting

an attempt was

Wanted,

Young
—

Men.

Be

It is said that the market is overstocked
with men seeking employment, and yet
there is always a demand for intelligent,

reliable and energetic
men to fill places of

trust and position. But they must be members not only of the genus ** 40mo,” but of

the species *‘ vir;” for such there are always open places waiting to be filled.
Who are the men

that are needed in

this

world ? Young-men that shall bear burdens. We have enough mullen stalks, we
want oak trees! . We have enough mushrooms, we want timber. We have enough

men that are willing to do

anything for

the sake of getting along, but what are they
worth? They are bridges for men to walk

over.

They

are

like sand-paper,

tools.

to

scour

Men

with,

use

and

throw them down and trample them

foot.

them

the

man

divine

power,

put the betrayer’s name at the head of the list of
canonized souls by unanimous vote.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
THE, WESTMINSTER REVIEW for Jan. is at
hand; and among others, has papers, in its own

characteristic vein, on the Subjection of Women,
endorsing Mr. Mille,—~on the Irish Land Ques-

views of books are lengthy and thorough.

Sol

pride

ing a very fair index to the contents of this volume,
The literary work is very well done. The

style is plain, easy, readable and popular, the va| riety gweat, and the views of pioneer life, as it
| was lived twenty-five years ago in our northwestern territories, have an air of thorough naturalness and intense reality.
The rough and
more repulsive features are by no means kept
out of sight, and the writer has occasion fre-

quently to call for charity

on

the part of the

reader, and feels obliged to protest against the
recklessness, the savagery and the positive and

degrading vices that are fostered by the half
wild life, into whose freedom, energy and zest
she so heartily and sympathetically

enters.

The

central figure in the book is Joseph Meek, a Virginisn

by

birth, but

who went

off, at an

early

age, into the far west, and liged largely the life
of a hunter and trappéf. His stories, as told to
the author, figure very prominently, and are nev-

York:

soon disappear.
The book will be especially
popular with those whose love of adventure is
strong, and the descriptions of the country and.
| the slight sketches of * character will supply

pleasant reading for many classes of minds.
RANCE ANECDOTES.

Original

BANVARD’S LITTLE PILGRIM

Mr. Bungay

has been

very successful

in his

search for material; for in quantity, quality and
variety his book exhibits real "merit. The aneecdotes range all the way from the very commonplace to the exceptionally brilliant and effective.
It is a sort of thesaurus upon which temperance
speakers may draw to almost any extent, and
without a Tear of exhausting the supply.
A elas-

sert, are flung toge

Ir in a promiscuous jumble,

. Wood's Text-books on Botany have long stood
at the very head of works belonging to the same

class. - They have given high satisfaction both to

teachers and pupils, and have effectually superseded all other works over large portions of the
country. But by the thorough revision, the careful condensation, and the avoidance of repetitions which used space without answering any
important ends, the present volume is made the
completest exhibition of the science, the’ main
facts and striking phenomena of vegetable life,

that ha¥yet appeared in anything Jike the limits
within which

they are

here

crowded.

Nearly

4000 different species of flowering and fern-like
plants
are here classified, and tolerably defined
in descriptive language. Whether as a text-book

for use in High Schools and Academies,.or as a
treatise and aid to the private and professional

SERIES.

No. 2.

Boston: H. A. Young & Co.——A well-prepared
little question-book for use inthe younger Sabbath school classes.
It is neat, cheap, scriptural.
A beautiful

portrait

graved on 'steel, and

of

George

printed

Peabody,

en-

on plate paper, 10

by 12 inches, has been sent us. The likeness is
said to be excellent. Itis published by B. B.
Russell & Co., Boston, and sent, post paid, at 25
cents per copy.

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Character

of Elizabeth.
—

Not from any

sym

with the views
alvin, she chose her
| party at her accession. She found hefself
compelled against her will to become the
either of Luther jn

and Se- | P! atron

lected, By
George W. Bungay.
New York:
National
Temperance Society
and Publication
House.
1870. 16mo. pp. 288,

New

L. Scott & Co.

MERRY’S MUSEUM for Feb. is out, and presents an attractive feast for the little people.
Miss Alcott serves them up many a dainty dish.
Boston: Horace B. Fuller.

er without interest and exhilaration.
It is the
faithful record of certain phases of life which
have been quite prominent on the borders of our
civilization and beyond them, but which will

of heretics

and

rebels,

in

whose

objects she had no interest, and in whose
theology
she had no belief. She resented

the ufosity

while she-submitted to it, and

her vatillations are explained by the reIuctance with which each successive step
was forced upon her, on a road which she
detested. It would have been easy fora
Protestant to be decided. It would
have
been easy for a Catholic to be decided.
To'Elizabeth the speculations of so-called
divines were but as ropes of sand and seaslime leading to the moon; and the doctrines for which they were rending each
other to pieces a dream

of fools

or enthu-

siasts. Unfortunately, her keenness of insight was not combined with any profound
concern for serious things. She
saw
through/the emptiness of the forms in
which religion presented itself to the world.
She had none the more any larger or deeper conviction of her own. She was without the intellectual emotions which give
human character its consistency and power.
One moral quality she possessed in an eminent degree: she was supremely brave.
For thirty years she was perpetually a

mark for

assassination,

and her spirits

were never affected, and she was never
frightened into cruelty, She had a proper
contempt also for idle luxury and Endals
gence.

She

lived

simply,

worked

hard,

and ruled her household
with rigid economy. But her vanity was insatiable as it
was commonplace.
No flattery was too
tawdry to find a-welcome with her, and

as she had no repugnance to false words
in others, she was equally liberal of them
herself. Her entire nature was saturated
with artifice. - Except when speaking some

round

untruth

simple.

Elizabeth

never

could

be

“Her letters and her speeches were

as fantastic as her dress, and

as involved as her policy.

her meaning

She was unnat-

ural even in her prayers, and she carried
her affectations Into the presence of the

Almighty.
whether

She might doubt legitimately

she ought

to assist

an

Earl

of

student, it is 3very way admirable, and can hard- | Murray or a Prince of Orange when in
ly fail of a wide and grateful appréciation. It 1s arms against their Sovereign ; but her scrualmost sure to he therstandard text-book for ples extended only to the fulfillment of her

then ‘many years
to come,

° i

i

AMATEUR

CuLTIVATOR'S

GUIDE to

the

Flower

and Kitchen Garden.
Boston: Washburn &
that has
Co. 1870. 12mo. pp. 180.
not power to resist the cup when it is preThe information given in thie catalogue Is
sented to him—what is he but a poor miserable washcloth, tut a rag, dishonored, abundant, well-classified, practical and valuable,
and the descriptions are very much aided by the
and put tothe viles’ uses? Who cares for numero®® and well-executed illustrations. One
him, or mourns over him, but some Chrig- hazdly need to fail, with this Guide in hipshands,
tiafgmother«r Christ'an min‘ster? But a of learning what is needful to give
own

a young

his assailants with

and openly disclose the Godhead which the
blinded eyes of men had failed to discern. He
finds evidence of this in the return of the money,
the open confession of guilt, and the moral in-

We have quoted this full title-page as contain-

By Mrs. Frances Fuller Victor.

under

A young man that does not know

how to-say ‘“ No;”

smite

that,

promises of support, when she had herself
tempted them into insurrection, Obliga-

tions of honor were not only occasionally

forgotten by her, but she did not seem to
understand what honor meant.— Froude's
History of England.
.

Until the year 1770 this law was in force

in England: — ¢ Whoever shall entice into
bonds of matrimony any male subject of

Her Majesty's by means of rouge, white
young man that knows how to say, * No:» flower-plots the highest: beauty, or of making his
sint, Spanish Cotton, steel corsets, crino“ You say you work, and never go to that knows how to resist evil; tow to give garden render the very best service.
ine, high-heeled shoes, or false Dips, shall
———
Sunday school?” I continued, * When you buffet for temptation—isnot he hardening
be prosecuted for witchoraft, an
0
marTHR END OF THE WORLD, AND THE DA
riage declared null and void.” Isn't it’
work, you sometines think how muchyo . himself? Is not hé making his bones JUDGME
NT, A Discourses preached % the about time for this Jawto be re enacted?

gence in the face.

~

made to arrest him, he

subscription. Hartford, Conn., & Toledo, Ohio:
R. W.
Bliss & Co. 1870. Octavo. pp. 602.

ion of the American
Union.
By Alphonso
Wood, A. M., author of the Class-Book of
Botany, ete.
New York & Chicago: A. 8.
Danes & Co. 1870.
12mo. pp. 172, 802.—

~

I saw

without

divinity: therefore, come, ye blessed, inheritm
kingdom.”
To the heretl
, on his left, he w
say,~‘ You may have been
pure and kind,~
sought the truth, self-sacrificingly served your
fellow men, fulfilled every duty in your power,—
but you have not believed in me, in my deity
and my blood : therefore, depart, ye cursed, into

tion, in which it agrees with {tself,~on Prostitution, which
it discusses with candor, and of
which it tells many terrible things,—and on
American Claims on England, which is, in the
main, intelligent, kind and admirable.
Its re-

lifts its urfeathered ‘wing, but- cannot fly,
so our little bird of paradiseis waiting only. THE AMERICAN BOTANIST AND FLORIST: includ
lessons in the structure,
life, and
for a little: more strength of wing, and then
growth of Plants;
ther with a Simple Anit shall fly away and be at rest!— Henry
alytical Flora, descriptive of the native and
cultivated plants growing in the Atlantic divisWard Beecher,
:

when, looking up to

four little girls.
More children ! How they throng our
path ! - How ‘they ‘invite wus to effort to
benefit and bless them.
These were children not as daintily clad,
not as comfortable, not as bright-looking
as mine. It was a little class, not at all

hated your ngighvor, rolled in vice

and crime,~but you have believed in me, in my

sarflty that carried him to the gallows when he
found that his Master was really to be crucified
without resistance. The theory is not a new one,
and it will not; probably, induce Christendomto

bi

into a rebellion of titter and laughter.

tles in the low bifh near the ground, and

I was on my way from my Sanday school
ones, yesterday, thinking of their future, and wonder-

lied, cheated,

enforced silence, which now and then breaks |

to

My Street Class.

able:’
nr d
The Judge will say to the “orthodox on his
right,~**You may have been impure and cruel ,~

would

around it. The * irresistible might of its
weakness” subdues all hearts. It is king
have his bath’and moisten his gills, and so
and we are all subjects. How long he lin- sification of the material would have added to
lives happy all his days, and gets so fat in
gers, since evidently summoned! It is the value of the volume, and indicated a sense of
his old age that he carries about his body
called, but cannot fly. Like some little literary fitness in the author such as his friends
would be disposed to claim for him, but such as
nearly a quart of pure oil.
bird half fledged, that hears its parent’s this volume does not illustrate. It
is a good and’
call from out of the trees above, and nes- generous feast, but the dishes, from soup to dessea

make this exposition’ of the views of evangeli-

cal Christians, as being as true as it is unreason-

all the romping tribe to silence. For in
entereth into that within the veil.” Nothsummer all manner of sounds come in from
ing else can insure him safety.—Philadelwithout, and at midnight your acute ear phia Lutheran Observer.
listens for sounds; and on Sunday it is an

on its mother’s lap? That little dying
And being also a clean arch
boy it is which revolves the satellite house
are a clean little boy,

nut matting of it.

is no

and, for the sake of monetary profit, cajole customers. And when, by-and-by,
these young men grow up, they become

They are;
shoulders.

How still—how still the house is! The
noises from the street come up into it with
unwonted
distinctness. Is it a solitary
house? Are there no people here? I hear
meat of the cocoa-nut, and so puts his din- soft footsteps. The latch is shut
Messages
are
whispered. Every
ner into his mouth with his hind feet. And
We mdet
even the cocoa-nut husk he does not waste ; seems as if walking in his sleep.
as’Shadows,
and
talk
as
we
speak
in
dream):
for he lives in deep burrows which he
No
house
is
so
solitary
as
a
house
full of
makes, like a rabbit, and being a luxurious
silent people.
*
:

his hard shell, he lines them with a quantity of c¢ocoa-nut-fiber, picked out clean and
fine, just as if he was going to make cocoa-

there

gents of it, as moral principle. And yet
‘merchants wilt teach” young men to lie;

nor on Sunday, when the mother has hushed

nor lizards,

Why,

as greedily as they are! There is nothing
80 much needed in business in all depart-

family are all away ; nor by walking through
it at night, when the children are all asleep;

sea, finds shelter in the cocoa-groves; and
so a little new world is set up; in which
(you must remember always) there are no

York.

timber inthe market that is gathered up

8. Times.

How still a house may be

two, caughtin a storm and blown away to

needed in New

| You taught them to lie and cheat in your
|.

butterflies and*beetles set up for themselves
upon the new land. And then
a bird or

get a million bid

Men are the things that are most

of His this generation are corrupt and worthless.

in their roots are the

and so a few flowers

on him!

meaningless,

to be beautiful under the teachings

seeds of other plants, and eggs or eocoons
of insects;

and

up at auction, and I will

a face that brightened in listening to the
story of -the Cross, a face that would grow

loves to grow by the sea-shore,

of Him?" And beginning, I went through
with the little history.
‘““1t's pretty, isn't it?” and the stolid
The old man went back with me a part of
the way to the place where I had first met look softened ; there was a ray of intelli-

bim. Then we bade each other a friendly
good-bye.When I was in the Hartz mountains

on earth.”

himself; that he will not. steal, and has a
prejudice against stealing ; let it be known
that he has been tried and that there is in‘ward principle in him, and let us pu him

to find a school P” one said,—

steal it, as might easily be done, hie answered, smiling—and the smilelighted his withered face wonderfully :

¢ Yes, ma'am.”

be cajoled; that he will not lie even for

a little valley along a narrow path which

led to the mountain side.

that I could

because you work, and have so little time

openly, whether he was not afraid that there P?
2
7
some one might break a pane of glass and
“0, yes; we know the commandments,

The old man was quite happy

a man

to learn of Him. Won't it be pleasant to
think of Him as your friend—as some one
to love you, care for you, and protect you
from danger and from harm”
*“ Will He do this? Will He care for ‘me ?"
‘He will love you, and He will care for
you, if you will but love Him.”
“I can love Him.
1 used to love moththan any you have ever seen in a smith’s er,~and”—
:
forge.
And then, as is the fashion of lime,
This child that I had thought so stolid
the whole mass sets and becomes hard, as
you may see mortar set; and so you have was actually crying. The tears were run.
ning over my own face. I had said enough
a low island a few feet above the sea. Then
for one lesson, perhaps, and with an ejacsea birds come to it, and rest and build;
ulatory prayer I turned away, to be haunt-

directly.”

man as shrewd as himself. And when I
asked why he left the hook lying there so

find

a lignum-vit® man; send him to me:”
Let it once be known that a man cannot

of my recent excursions.
It was. a beautiful, warm, summer afternoon among the Hartz mountains. I was

going to the Brocken, and loitered through

:

price if I could

Jesus loves you, and all the more, perhaps,

¢ Why haven't you put it out at interest ?” class of bright, happy little

I asked.

your best, so as

Music Hall Society, by their minister, the Rev.

William Rounseville Alger.
‘Brothers. 1870. Pamphlet.

trust.” Says theman whom he addresses, have no end, but that ‘‘ the world is to last, and
¢ Jt isn't much I gets a chance,
only « I know an impracticable sort of a fellow, our race to flourish on it virtually forever;” nor
that he should say of the. day ofgjudgment,~* to
‘How Coral Islands Grow.
Sundays.
If Icould, I'd like it.”
T think might suit you. He will stick to each being it thust be the entire career of that be—t———
“Then you can work and think of some- what he thinks is right at all hazards. ing.” But they may be a little surprised to find
The story of the - little builders who lay thing else P”
Led
You cannot turn him from it by any power him saying that he * feels bound in conscience to

crab,

talk-

not a word ; he only pressed the hymn book
so firmly under his arm, that it hurt him,
but this he scarcely noticed.
‘I have the
money still. I haven't touched it, and it
still lies in the same place where he put it.”
So said the old man, and I had to go to. the
village with him and into his little house.

attention
a

=
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his kingdom among his daughters, who
treat him harshly, and want to change his
habits and mode of life. It is King Lear.
And what is here represented in regard to a

help here; itis the heart that is in the
question.
In my journeyings I have often sat down
by the side of such lonely old peasants. I
have tried to cheer them up, and direct their

ee

“Yes, indeed, ma’am ;” and the face bg- that are sought after in business.
A man
Jgan to look beautiful.
says, ¢ Here is a difficult apartment in my
“Don’t you work a great deal easier establishment, and I Wwdhld pay almost any
otherwise both will fall to the nearest rela-’

ment

harshest sing the psalm to-morrow in church, think
day saw’ kindly of me.” _ .
In the night, the old man, who was now
out of a
alone, got up several times; it seemed to
inquired him that he heard his son moving about in
the sitting-room, but no one was there. He
he.
“I'm whittling a trough,” replied the had certainly forgotten something, thought And because he has often nothingto eat
boy, ¢ for youto eat out of when you get the old man, and now his spirit is coming but cocoa-nuts, or at least they are the best
to find it and take it away. The old man things hecan find, cocoa-nuts he has learnold.”
\
The father was about to give him a smart is not free from superstition, and it would ed to eat, and after a fashion which it
box on the ear, but some invisible influence certainly be no kindness to convert him. would puzzle youto imitate. The sailors
restrained his hand. He saw how justa On the window sill, where rosemary and used to say that he climbed up the stems
retribution that would be for his conduct pinks were blooming, a bunch of which of the cocoa-nut trees, and pulled the fruit
towards his own fathe¥, and he became the wanderer had stuck in his hat, lay the down himself; but that, it seems, is not
gentle and considerate, therefore securing a old man’s’¥ymn book, wrapped up, 8s his quite true. What he really doesis this;
blessing upon his own heart, and that also wife had always kept it, in a piece of white when he finds a fallen cocoa-nut, he begins
tearing away the thick husk and fiber with
cotton ; on this cotton, the moonlight, shinof his father and of his child.
Yes, the manner in which those peasants ing down from the mountains, played so his strong claws; and he knows perfectly
live,
who have given up their property to strangely, and the old man laid his hand well which end to tear it from, namely,
their children and are too old to labor, is on it, as it gave him something to grasp. from the end where the three eye-holes, are,
which you call the monkey's face, out of
.
often of the most revolting description. At last he went back to bed.
one of which you know, the young cocoaIn the - morning, when the bells were
. However exactly everything may be set
down in the documents drawn up when ringing, the old man went to church with nut gree would burst forth. And when he
he did not has got to the eye-holes he hammers
their propertyis handed over, no stamped his hymn book under his a
paper can furnish any compensation for the take it out of the cover ai he was in through one of them with the point of his
r of the heavy claw.
So far so good; but how is
absence of love and kind attentions, and church ; then looked at the nu
there is fo helpful remedy to be found by psalm which was hung up, and began to our friend to get the meat out? He can
goingto law. - Where the heart is wanting turn over the leaves slowly with his moist- not put his claw in. He has no proboscis
allis wanting. The great poet, Shakspeare, ened finger. But suddenly he cried out, so like a butterfly to insert and suck with.
has depicted in the most pathellc manner that every one in" church started, and his He is as far off from his dinner as the fox
a feast in
the life and mournful end of one who had exclamation sounded above the prelude on was when the stork offered him
‘‘Henry, what have you done ?” the long-necked jar. What then do you
thus turned himself out of house and lands. the organ:
The man whom he brings upin his drama There lay the hundred thaler note of the think he does? He turns himself round,
cannot make his complaint to the legal au- wanderer, and it washis whole property— he puts in a pair of his hind pincers, which
there it lay between the leaves.
/* Henry are very thin, and with them scoops the
thorities, for he is a king who has divided
who could ro longer work, in the
and most penurious manner, one
his little son scooping a trough
block of wood.
‘ What are you making there ?”

eT

would like to go out into the pure, free air; todghnpartioalunly his backbones? He is
how happy the people look in the streets?” becoming columnar. And'it is such as he

But his

—_——_—

| Potry,

the earth cling closer to the rocks; then I

Shuma
§

”

¢
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cle in shape.

Yet it is not

rules the ‘It is developed

wonders in the vast globe which
to see the startling

vertically, and more of an ellipse than a cir-

hd

ing 806 many

Astrenomers have Beh reve

planetary scheme, that we

gave him the album and the unblotted thing. Fine dressing makes a
at hole
manuseript of ‘‘Jocelyn.” The
poet was. B poor people’s means.—John Ploughman’s
.
so deeply touched that he took a pen and
.

top of a blacking-box clapped to the side of
the head would be. Ne; it is a longish ear

Solar ‘Wonders,

résults of their research-

Into a consistent whole.
es co-ordinated
On every hand new marvels are brought to

ear.

begets.confidence,

as an honest ear,

and

wrote

the

three

dedicatory strophes to|

onthe

first page

of that work.—Hours at

Maria Anna Eliza, which are to be found

equally in all directions,

impresses you favorably

cannot yet hope

a narrow

28, 1870.

deserves it. Such

is retained the comforting assurance, that,
the redeemed on high, she now lives a yet —

and far more glorious life.

1st, aged 77 years and 8 months. The. subject of
this notice professed religion about forty-five
ears
ago, and gave
good evidence to surviving

Sieges of Jerusalem.

Probably no capital city of equal consequence was -ever taken and re-taken so
many times as Jerusalem. We have no
)
—
us by exhibiting the amazing velocities with
record of the date of its foundation; yet
to
opulence.
Over
and
over
again
I
have
Near-sightedness,
though
unquestionably
blazwhich the solar storms rage across the
subsequent history is-one of continual
looked at the ears of men of wealth, and in in numerous cases an inherited defect, is [its
At another,
ing surface of our luminary.
restorations;
and it is no doubt owing to
the energetic astronomer who presides over but a single instance, that of a gentleman in the majority rather an acquired habit. these changes that the ground of the modin
Baltimore,
who
is
said
to
be
worth
Our
sight,
like
our
other
senses,
is
capable
water
of
us
tells
tory
Observa
the Roman
ern city is in.many plates thirty feet above
within the fierce tumult of the solar spots. $3,000,000, all of his own making, have I' of cultivation, In watch-making, and oth- the level of the old, and-that the valleys
found
the
rule
to
fail.
For
more
than
twenty
influer
trades
requiring
the
manipulation
of
strange
the
The Kew observers track
which formerly intersected its divisions are
years I have prosecuted my. researches into minute objects, the operator acquires the now filled to their summits with soil and
ences of the planets on the solar atmosphere,
"watching not only the great tide of spots this new and ‘interesting department of— power of discerning articles too small for debris. The following are the principal
which sweeps in the ten year period over physiognomy, shall I call it? and each an untrained eye to distinguish, but the sieges and conquests which the metropolis
A sailor will of Palestine, has undergone, not including,
the solar storm-zones, and then leaves our year and every ear has added to the certi- vision becomes cramped.
sun clear from speck or staii}, but also the tude of my ¢ notion.” I have talked it perceive a .distant sail, or an object float- | however, various brief capitulations during
which come in over to hundreds of people, have verified ing far away on the ocean, while a lands- the Maccabean and later Syrian disturbripples of spot-formation
shorter periods,and seem inextricably blend- its correctness while in the actrof broaching man sees nothing but sea and sky, while for anees
\ §
ed,vo ordinary observers, with the great it, (some rich man happening to pass by ordinary distance the sailor’s sight would
Joshua,
1425 B. ©.
:
eriodic disturbances. Lastly, Lockyer, at thetime,) and have met but with one probably be nowise superior.
- David.
1048.
«
the same
. So persons, accustoming themselves to
uggins, Zollner, and Secchi, describe the human being who ever entertained
Shishak.
074 «+:
magic changes of form which pass over opinion. or how long he had held it, he read, sew, or otherwise exercise the sight,
Joash.
839
¢
tongues,of flame, projecting thousands of could not tell: He was a money making may-acquire a habit of near-sightedness by
Assyrians.
.
771:
miles from the solar surface. It seems to man himself, had the money making ear, holding books or work too near the eyes.
Pharoah-Neceo.
610" ¢*
ral prop- Reading or sewing at dusk, or with insuffius that, when we consider the real dimen- believed firmly in the numunN
Nebuchadnezzar.
~ BBY
¢¢
sions of the solar globe, we appreciate more erty of the large, longish, fleshy ear, and I cient light, or when the eyes are wearied,
Ptolemy Soter.
320
fully the wonderful nature of those process- think told me the truth. Still, I have every will tend either to strain ‘the eye-sight or
Antiochus Epiphanes.
170.
right to claim the discovery as my own, and to make the person bring his eyes nearer
es of action indicated by recent researches,
Pompey.
z
68: «
the object, and so induce near-sightedness.
than when we regard these without direct do claim it.
Crassus.
54
«¢
Now, it is the easiet matter in the world to In very young children the defect may be
reference to the sun’s magnitude.
- Herod.
37
by the practice of nurses holding
How many of us really appreciate the ascertain the value of this claim of mine. induced
Titus Vespasian,
40 AvDy
enormous volume of the sun? We read cer- A wider observation may prove it tobe all toys very near their eyes to attract their
Adrian,
185
+s
nonsense.
Well,
I
want
it
put
to
that
test.
attention.
.
tain figuresin books of astronomy; hut do
Chosroes.
614 ¢¢
I
have
already
given
an
exception;
let
us
In
many
schools
near-sightedness
is
foswe grasp their full significance? There is,
Heraclius.
628
«=
however, a simple way of viewing the mat- -seeif there really be a rule in the matter. tered by the unnatural construction of
Omar (Saracens)
637 «
ter, which at once opens our eyes to_the Help me. Ifyou live in New York, there furniture. Even when the desks do not
Seljouk Turks (Tutus)
1078: #
vastness of the solar globe. If we rem¥-’ are Vanderbilt, Stewart, Drew, Claflin, et make it necesssry togdo so, children at
Godfrey of Bouillon.
1009 ¢
school are too apt fe bend over their
ber that the earth on which we move, the als. Ask them to -allow you to examine
Salah-ed-din.
1187...
their
ears.
Do
it
any
way,
whether
-they
books,
bringing
their
eyes
nearer
to
them
‘scene of all those interests which we deem
Turks.
1217
allow
it
or
not.
The
Astor
boys
won't
thap isrequisite. The prevention of near80 important, bears so minute a proportion
Crusaders.
1229
<¢
It is sightedness will in most éases be accomto the sun, that, if he were represented by serve; they didn’t make their money.
Turks.
1244
¢¢
plished by guarding against these faults.
a two-feet globe, the earth would, on the provable, however, that they have inherited
Selim.
1517
¢¢
arge ears. If you live in Boston—but I Some years ago a gentleman observed that
same scale, appear no larger thana cherryBonaparte.
1799, ©
stone, we see what wonderful processes of don’t know any rich man in Boston; nqr, the children of a certain district where
Mahomet Ali.
1832.
¢¢
action those must be which are at work for the matter of that, in Philadelphia, Chi- school was held but a few months of the
Turks.
1840
¢¢
year,
were,
toward
the
close
of
eachgterm,
cago,
San
Francisco,
or
elsewhere.
But
upon the solar surface. We recognize in
At the
our hurricanes the action of nature in ‘her there are plenty of them, I dare say, in troubled with near-sightedness.
fiercest moods,
but the solar hurricanes each of these cities, and you know them, if beginning of the-term this was not the
would in an instant destroy the whole globe I do not; look at their ears. I have never case. Upon examination it was observed
on which we live. We wonder at the vol- seen George Peabody, but I will wager tha; the hight of the desks was such that
cano which lays a whole city in ashes, but my reputation, or anything else.of positive the faces of the smaller childfen were
our earth would be swept away like a mote worth, that he has the ear in question. I brought very close to their books and
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituabefore the rush of a solar volcano. We'see, saw W. W. Corcoran last summer at the slates. Thus a habit was superinduced
lastly, in the earthquake which upheaves a White Sulphur Springs in Virginia, and he which would have become fixed but for ries published the Morning Star, who do not
ear, had it beautifully; the long vacations, in which books were patronize it, must accompany them with cash
continent, the most ‘energetic of all the had the identical
laid aside and the eyes used for looking at equal to five cent a line, to insure an insertion.
forces at work upon our earth, butthe least and I would submit his to a candid world
objects at various distances.
of the throes which convulse the solar sur- as the typical rich man’s ear.
Brevity is specially important. -. Not more than a
Even when near-sightedness has become single square can well be afforded to any single
©
face would toss a globe like ours as the
a confirmed habit, it may in most cases be obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
waves of ocean toss the lightest sea-drift.—
cured, at least in young persons, by re* Spectator.
O’Connell’s Oratory.
versing the influence which induced it.
LAURA B., wife of Rev. Josiah Wetherbee, deThis has been frequently verified. Leta
book be held directlyin front of the face, parted this life, Dec. 26; 1869,in hope of a better
Wendell Phillips, recently describing the
Wo Lee and his Kinsfolk.
Her, disease was a cancer.
She
at as great a distance as it can be com- inheritance.
eloquence of the great Irish agitator, Dan—
Go
was a great sufferer for a year and a half, but I
fortably read, and let the distance be in- trust she has gone where there is no pain nor sorLooking out from my car window when iel O'Connell, spoke thus:
creased as the eye gains power. We ven- TOW.
J. WETHERBEE.
we stopped .at Promontory, on our way to
I have listened to the impressive solem- ture to say that few eyes are so old that in
California, I saw this sign: ‘Wo Lee, nity of Webster, been delighted with the a short time they will not be able toread a
CARRIE N. LiBBY died of consumption, in
Washing and Ironing.” It was
painted on grace of Everett, dazzled with the rhetoric book in medium print extended the length Scarboro’, Me.. Dec. 24, 1869. She became a
Christian
in 1867, and had no fears of the pale
cloth, and nailed over the door of the fourth of Choate; I know the iron strength of the of the arm.
.
messenger when he came to summon her away.
house from the western end of Main Street, logic of Calhoun; I have been beneath the
The relatives and friends that she has left hope
though, truth to tell that Promontory has magnetism of Henry Clay; it has been my
’| to meet her in heaven.
J. S. POTTER.
but a single street, and isn't one on which fortune to sit at the feet of the great speakAmerican Extravagance,
‘
Mgrs.
A.
WHITNEY
died
at
Bridgewater,
Me.,
a man need be proud to live. Every second ers of the English tongue on the other side
—hr p—
Jan. 20. aged 84 years. She experienced relig-.
house is a gambling shop and drinking sa- of the water; but I think O'Connell, lavishly
We are a young nation, but are suffer-, ion many years ago, and, with her husband,
loon, and in most of the others gamblin
united with the 1st F. B. church,in Bridgewater.
gifted by nature, blended .into one harmoand drinking seemed to be the chief busi- nious whole the solemnity of Webster, the ing from some of the worst vices that the She was industrious and frugal, but always ready
While Franceis to entertain the needy and help the poor. She
ness. I didn't see Mr. Wo Lee, but I've grace of Everett, the logic of Calhoun, and 01d World has outgrown.
making a new study of social economy, and suffered much near the close of her life, but kind
no doubt he is fitter for the kingdom of the magnetism of Clay.
Nature seemed to
heaven than the majority of his fellow- have intended him for the Demosthenes of the art of living is more and more based friends did all that was possible to allay her pain.
She is with the angels now.
Funeral service by
townsmen. His dwelling betrayed no aris- our epoch. She gifted him with everything upon positive science, and to live be- the
writer. °
J. PIKE.
yond the income is thought folly as much
tocratic tastes; it was made of undressed
that goes to make up the consummate trib- as wrong, we are rushing on pell-mell inZ1PPORAH WIGGIN died in Amherst, July 3,
lumber, and had a canvass roof; it showed une of the people. In the first place, he
to extravagance, and bringing up our chil- 1869, aged 61 years. She sought Christ while
but one window, and for the door there had a magnificent presenee, impressive
young.
and was baptized by Rev. J. Rowe. Her
dren like princes. Shortly after returning
was a hasp and staple fastening.
bearing—massive, like that of Jupiter— home, I chanced to walk up our Fifth Ave- life was ever a bright light, directing the sinner
On the whole, it was as modest and un- Webster himself hardly outdid him in the
the Lamb of God.
During her latter years of
nue on a pleasant day, and was startled tocontinued
pretending a domicile as the law ever in- majesty of his proportions.
sickness, the image of Jesus was reby
the
splendor
of
equipages,
and
especialflected with increasing brightness, affording a
vested with the dignity of a castle. ‘‘ Wo
There was something majestic in his
consolation to mourning relatives.
A
Lee, Washing and Ironing.” I found my presence before he spoke, and he added to ly the excessive dress of the ladies on foot. lasting
short
time before death, she said, * Here are
eyes and thoughts ru. ing down to that it what Webster had not—what Clay might What did it mean? for it looked like a Elizabeth
and Sarah, and, better than all, here is
sign over and over again while we waited have lent—grace. Lithe as a boy at seven- grand parade, such as would have brought Jesus.” Her last prayer was, ‘ Come, Lord
Paris
into
the
streets
in
admiration.
But
forthe railroad folks to make up the train ty, perfect in attitude, every gesture a pictJesus, come quickly.”
= H.8. K.
for Sicramento. The name was the first ure, so natural, asif no effort, no art, noth- no. It was only the usual show. All that
ELIZABETH P. YOUNG died in Mercer, Me.,
array
of
feathers
and
lace,
velvet,
satin,
thing from China that we saw on the jour- ing but nature spoke all over him. Then he
and cashmere—all that marvelous work Nov. 11, 1869, aged 91 years and 6 months. She
ney, and I noted that the man was one of had a voice that covered the whole gamut.
converted at the early age of fourteen
years,
upon the hair, and perhaps upon the face, was
the few\in town who appeared to be trying He could endow the nation with the majesbaptized soon after by Rev. Winthrop
Young,
—it
was
nothing
unusual,
but
an
everyday
united
with
the
F.
B.
church
in
Canterbury,
N.
to make an honest living. They told me ty of Burke. As I heard him once say, “1
married to Reuben Page and removed to
he did his work well; ¢ charges two dol- send mgvoice across the Atlantic, career- affair. I confess to thinking that our H.,
New Sharon, Me., and united %ith the 2d F. B.
lars a dozen, and collars not counted.” ing like the thunder-storm against the American ladies are the handsomest on church
in that town.
Her first husband died in
I should charge mere than that if I had to breeze, to tell the slaveholder of the Caro- earth, and I have no quarrel with beauty or the triumphs of faith, Sept. 15, 1815. About
live at Promontory and take in washing. linas that God reigns and his thunderbolts with any other gift of God, but I am sure eleven years afterwards, she was married to
Mr. Lee is one of the pioneers of his peo- are hot, and to remind the bondman that that they would be none the less dear to Joshua Young, of Mercer, with whom she lived
years.
After the death of her second
le in their movement to the East, though the morning of his redemption is already men if their habits were less expensive.— twenty
husband she lived and died with her daughter,
itisn't likely that he thinks of himself in breaking.” Then with the slightest possi- Rev. Dr. Osgood.
Mrs. Burden, of Mercer, Me. Sister Young was
an eminently devoted Christian, a kind mother
that light ; and the fact that a single China- ble Irish brogue—which is the pleasure of
and a faithful wife. Her son, Rev, E. G. Page,
man is dwelling in Promontory renders it it—he would tell a story that would put
of Richmond, said to me that he rejoiced that he
Spending and Saving.
possible that the place may some time be 5000 men into merriment, and the moment
had a mother that bad lived a life of prayer for
a decent and respectable town.
more than seventy-seven years.
And
he with
after he would melt the whole of Exeter
We stopped a day at Truckee, over in Hall into tears... And all the while he
To earn money is easy compared with his pious brother and sister may rejoice in the
Nevada, asd got up an appetite for break- seemed to be only breathing as effortless as spending it well ; anybody may dig up po- hope of meeting heron the happy shore of a
fast by taking a loug stroll through the ever woodland nook sent violets up to tatoes, but it is not one woman in ten that blessed immortality. Funeral services hy the
writer.
’
J. E.
Chinese section of ‘that wild and bustling paint them blue, ~
can cook them.
Men do not become rich
village.
We found the Lee family largely
~~
by what they get, but by what they save.
EUNICE, wife of Rev. Bela Cogswell, died in
represented ; Hop Lee did washing and
As soon as the spendthrilt gets his estate, it Tuscarora,Pa.,Jan. 18,in the 54th year of her age.
; ironing, and 80 did Tae Lee; Quomg Lee
goes like a lump of butterin a greyhound’s Sister Cogswell as a wife was faithful and true;
a mother.Kind and affectionate ;and as a neighThe Wife of Lamartine.
had a lottery shop.on one side of the street,
mouth. All his days are the first of April; asbor,she
was highly respected by reason of-her uniand Sim Lee had a similar shop on the oth—
E—
he would buy aun elephant at. a bargain, or form kindness and respect for others. She beer side;
Ah Lee kept a rice store on one
Lamartine is well known to’h1go
made thatch his house with pancakes; nothing is came a Christian in early life, and has ever been
block, Yang Lee dealt in tea and dried fish
too foolish to tickle his fancy; his money uniform in her Christian course. In regard to
a fortunate marriage, and 0 h.ve received
on the next block;
while Guy Lee and
burns holes in his pocket, and he must her domestic life she has, from choice, been a
very
great
aid
in
his
literary
undertakings
‘‘ cumbered with much serving,” and yet
Angel Lee were rivals in the medical prosquander
it, always boasting that his motto Martha
from his admirable wife, who died May
happy in her domestic relations.
As a member
fession; and How Lee sat sedate and seis,
*
Spend,
and
God
will
send.”
He.
nev-|
of the church, she was faithful and devoted to
21, 1863.
A more lovely character [ never
rious oa a cobbler’s bench at an open door.
interests.
She sacredly regarded her covemet. She devoted: herself wholly to him;” er spares at the brim, but he means, he says, its
indeed, they were
, The Lee women—if,
Times never were nant vows, and was constant and happy ‘in the
attending mioutely to every household de- to save atthe bottom.
improvement
of her church privileges,
As a
Lees—didn't appear to be wholly desirable
good to lazy prodigals; if they were good
members of the community, and one of tail. She—herself so gifted, so brilliant to them, they would be'bad for all the world minister’s wife, shy was a helpmeet to her husband.
She often accompanied him
to public
the doctors had such an air as [ fancy be- a writer, and so admirable a painter— besides.
meetings, and in the absence of her husband she
longs to adepts in the black art; but other- magnanimously and contentedly watched
kept
up
the
family.
altar.
She
has
well
and faithThere are more asses than those with
and waited upon the intellect of her huswise the Lees and their neighbors looked
four legs. I am sorry to say they are found fully done her work on earth and passed on beband.
Her
goodness
of
heart
was
most
fore us to the other shore, God grant that when
like worthy and industrious persons, —takShe had always a gentle among working men as well as fine gentle- lite is ended, kindred and friends may meet her
ing down their shu'ters, sweepiag out their remarkable.
men.
Fellows
who
have
no
estate
but
their
forever.
shops and stores, putting things to rights word, to let down softly the disappointed . labor, and no family arms except those they in the heavenly land, there to dwellJ. W.
HiLrs.
on the sidewalks, and generally going young authors, who sent trashy verses for work with, will yet spend their little earnher
husband's
inspection.
In
her
own
about their business as though they meant
HORATIO, son of Levi and Achsa Andrews,
ings at the beer-shop or in waste. . Drinkhome she was always gracious and charmbusin-ss.
ing water neither makes a man sick nor in died in Pleasant Ridge Plantation, Me., Jan. 31st,
aged
46 years and 6 months.. Bro. Andrews exI asked one of them where he was at ing; for idle people she had always amusements in the garden, aud lively convers i- debt, nor his wife a widow, and yet some perienced religion in 1842 and was baptized and
work. - * Where me workee?" he answermen
hardly
know
the
flavor
of
it;
but
beer,
with-the F. Baptist church on Pleasant
ed, repeating the question, as is the China- tion. With deep. thinkers--she could quite guzzled down as itis by many a working united
Ridge: He lived a worthy Christian until death.
man's habit when he speaks bat little En- as readily engage in philosophical discus- man, is nothing better than brown ruin. He was 4 kind husband, an affectionate father
gli.
“Yes, where do you work? what sions. The very type of activity, she also Some families are merry as mice in malt on and a friend to all who knew him. He was a
into garvets, and visited hospitals,
faithful supporter of the gospel, and good to the
0 you do?” «Me cuttee,—~chopp:e—outs climbed
and
.carried
and food wherever very small wages, and others are as wretch- poor. He leaves a Christian wife and three chiltea.” said he, pointing toward the forest most needed, medicine
ed
as
rats
in
a
trap
on
double
the
amount.
dren, afather and mother, three brothers and one
by means of a secret dispenacross the river. *“ What wages do you
Those who wear the shoe know best where
sister, and a large circle of kind, friends, who
get,—how much money do they pay you sary which she had established. It ap- i pinches, but economy is a fine thing, and deeply mourn their loss. Bro. Andrews’s death

light, - At one time, Mr. Lockyer
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indrea, and those who knew him best, that he
kept the faith till the conflicts of life were ended.

He seemed to be

impressed in’ the commence--,

ment of his last illness, that he

was

soon
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THE GREATEST
MEDICAL

BLESSING

as

going

the way of all the earth, and spoke kind words to

Of the Age!

his companion and son, about his departure. The
writer visited his home at different times, and
always found that prayer was desirable around

the family altar, 18 well as by the bed of affliction

and death, The deceased was a kind husband, a
tender father, an affectionate brother, a worthy
citizen, and a peaceable member of the Household of Faith. Many of our fathers in the gospel
who have gone to the better land, will remember
his kind hospitalities, and rejoice with him in
heavenly recognition.
We were requested to attend his funeral, and spoke to a large company
of relatives and friends, who" are left to mourn
their loss. May his aged widow, son, family, and
only sister, find grace to help in time of need.

DR,

CLARA, wife of Rufus J.. Richardson, died at
her father’s house in Martinsburg, N. Y., on the
13th day of Dec., 1869, aged 22 years.

Her

only

buried only one week before her own death.

She

child,an infant son of about ten

days’

age, was

was converted several years ago, and lad always maintained a consistent and devoted Christian life since that time.
Naturally of a religions
turn of mind, her experience
was deep and
thorough.
By her winning manners ard amiable disposition, she had endeared
herself (0 a
large circle of friends, who feel«themselves sorely afflicted.
She was conscious that her end was
approaching and relied on her Saviour for support+in her dying hour.
The last day of her life
was spent in religious conversation and prayer,
and the testimony she left behind her is strong:
and undeniable in favor of the Christian religion.
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READE,
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AND
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)
ut I mean every word
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have béen there.
When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or siti
in a chair, you must

sit and

suffer, in

the

mo:

:

When you have the

NEURALGIA,
every nerve in your being is like the sting of

When

es_that can afflict our poor human

nature;

When you have the
LUMBAGO,
Lying and withering in agonv and pain, unable

te

turn youreelfin bed, and every movement will go to
your heart like a knife ; now tell me if a relief and a

cure of any of these diseases in a few days
is not the
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what isl,
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
~You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in.& few days every

be dia

solved and pass ot by the kidneys.
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Wholesale

a

wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
of madness :
a
‘When you have the
.
SCIATICA,
(that I have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most sirengih-degiioying mo
spirit-breaking and mind-weakening of all t e diseas-

particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will

At

i

wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was

morning;

J. L. PIERCE.

land ; Joseph Balch
all druggists.

Son, Providence.

Af retail by
:

Price $1.50 per bottle.

2152

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schoolsat as low

rates

beught elsewhere

in

as they

New

can be’

England.

In addition to the publications of others, we| offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books |
of their class.

In another column, see

SWAMSOO
Machine

A LIBERAL

DISCOUNT

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

You Must Cultivate it

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

GRAY HAIR
18 a certain indication

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY

of decay at the roots.

AND

Portable

New Style.
Important Change.
A BEAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

Combined in One Bottle,

Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
is
_ and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
£51
.. Gas Works,
(¢h.
to Sep. 12, 09)
ANTED—AGENTS—$75
to
$200
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to in.

{t is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' COM-

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embreider in a

Mra. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, snofher
preparation: for the Hair ; clear and tyanspavens,
without sediment. It is very simple and often produces

most

victim of early

amount

indisore

nervous debility, premature decay
in vain every advertized remedy,
simple means of self-cure, which

CRNST
METIO
© havea positive a
Te
ders ofthe throat and lungs, and
CA

offer immediate

x

benefit,

.

hold ourselves responsible tor worthless Machines
sold by other parties, and shall prosecute all

either selling or using Machines under this name to
the full extent of the law, unless snch Machines were
obtained from us or our Agents.
Do not be imposed

OEY
CET ING (CHING

See

we do not afford positive

All who would be

Fo Family use—simple,chéap, reliable, Knits ory ting.

"AGENTS WANTED.
Circular and sample stocking FREE.
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO, Bath, Me.

AND LEXPENSuS

orl76 Broadway, New York,

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch

The

alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE

ING

MAOHINE

Boston
A

CO,,

No.

656

WILSON

SEW.

Washington

street,

Mass.

1y48

VALUABLE

FITCH'S

GIFT,—80

‘DOMESTIC

pages,

TAMILY

Dr,

8,

8S,

PHYSICIAN”

describes all Diseases and there !2emedies, Sent by
mail, free,
Address DR 8. o. VITCH,
9m17
714 Broadwav
New York’
FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
in all departments, and in any desired quantity,on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill,
Boston,

BOST
TIPE ON
FOUNDRY,
ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs
And its large varieties of

FACES.

Address orders to
JOHN

EK.

85

ROGERS,

Yater

Street,

:

PosTaGE.—The postage on a single cope

livery.

EAP

Am

J

Ne—Wantod,l.a

XN

J

atid

begins

with

the

BOOK

STORE

BOSTON,

The most Complete Assortment and Lowest
0

do

Established in 1843,

o

is 24

And Religious Publications,

prepaid,

few: reliable, enexgetic

law,

on 8 copies,
and 8, when
a single one.
office of de-

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES

Alero

al ’ the new potatoes, &e,,

.
Sa
y sample FI
i
RICHARDS
HH.
4
P%
lphia,
Philade
St,
t
413 Chestnu

volume

"IN

Colony Nurseries and Seed

Si Kat
LY

The

FREE BAPTIST

Tene Cape
Cod Siranberry. for upland or lowland culture, $1.
Jer 100, ren
d, with directions, Priced
Satlondé 0 an
) ress, gratis; also trade list.—
ods on Commission.

B, M. WATSON, Old

new

Sample copies will be sent free on application. .:

repaid by mail. 4 1bs, Early Rosé Potato, prepaid,
be $1.00,
Conover’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;
25 per 1000. prepaid.
New hardy fragrant ever-

Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass,
4mb2

the

us for the Mrtle.

in the

25 Sorta of elther'for £1.00; [ronald by mail,

under

first number in April.
‘Orders are solicited.
:
.
No percentage is allowed on money sent

The most

and judicious assortment
Agents wanted.

Myrtle,

cents a year; and no more
or any number between one
sent to one address, than on
The postage is payable at the

Agent,

Honeysuckle,
50 ots, each,

Tue MyrrLE,” Dover, N. H.,

of the

Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
Shrub and Evorgrec Seeds, with directions

blooming Japan

was

should be sent to Li. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
:
TerMs.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

ts

Sma'l Fruits, Plants, Bulbs,

the

per of its class.
All communications in
tended for publication should be addressed

#5 The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

complete
country.

by

Establishment,

for the use of Sunday School scholars,

Boston.

for Culture, prepaid by mail.

published

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

.

TYPE.

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

semi-monthly,

ents each,—payable in all cases in and
vance.
:
:

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
JOB

Myrtle.

- All orders and remittances for the paper

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

AND

This

1247

Freewill Baptist Printing

to‘

First Letter Foundry in New England.

BOOK

Address SECOMB & C0,

under the same name as ours, unless they
can show
a Certificate of Agency signed by us.
'e shall not

CURE

A YEAR

can be made.

can
out
without Mearing
yer month
which twice that

PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOSTON, MASS., or ST,
S
B
.
LOUTH:
Beware of all Agents selling Machines

/" can receive a sample of our medicine free.
Address, SAYRE & CO., 210 Broadway, New York.

$2000

only ‘$18.

upon by parties who copy our advertisement and cir.
culars and offer worthless Machines at a less price,
46
:

all disor-

and
ent rellef in all instances,
ci Pininig)
$1,000 will

given by us for any case in which

Price

soem thin ou, 1 mites he pesky

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on recent, of
a stampto pay postage.
Address J, H. REEVF
78 Nassau St., New
York.
1y24

1s curable!

manner.

Lock Stitch.
very
gecend 8
still the cloth onan be pulled a
it. We pay Agents from $75to
8, or & commission from

ALL DRUGGISTS.

Go., Wholesale Druggists,
New-York.

1ys
QUACKS.—A

superior

Fully warranted for five years.
© will
pay $1000 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more Veautiful, or more elastic

Its great superiority
and

as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Powiades %
acknowledged by all not only in this c
but in
Europe. The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should nel

Adon

Mill

.

It will promote luxuriant growth.
ol
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
¢

BOLD.BY

Engi nes,

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

every

Will itestore Gray Hair to its
Nataral Life, Color and Beauty.

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer &
35 Barclay Bt. and 40 Perk

Stem

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

MRS. S.A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

be used ené with the other.

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

BEAUTIFUL HAIR, .
Nature's Crown. € -

wonderful results,

N. H.

MANUFACTURERS

schools.

tion, causing
&c., having trie
has discovereda

. . AGENT,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

ces we make
to Sunday

T

Company,

AMOS PAUL,

list, and retail prices. "From these pri-

stake.

all of Lamartine’s works, except ‘Les makes ninepence go farther than a shilling. He retained his reason until death.” When told
Some make soup out of a flint, and others by his phy~icfan that.he must die, he received it
dollar,” Then I inquired if that was enough Girondins.” All of the “copy” supplied can’t get nourishment out of gravy beef. calmly,
unmoved by the terrors of death.
Tak—if he was satisfied ; and he said he was. to the printer is in her hand; sHe kept the Some go to shop with as much wit as Samp- ing his companion and children and brothers and
poet's
own
manuscripts
as
a
precious
treasIn my six weeks on the. Pacific coast, I
sister by the hand he gave them all good counson had in both his shoulders, but no more;
didn’t meet any white man who owned that ure, which she knew posterity would value they do not buy well ; they have not sepse sel, and, bidding thom all farewell, turned to his
as
highly
as
she
did.
He
wrote
the
poem
parents, saying, * I have no words of counsel to
he was entirely satisfied with the rate at
to lay out their money to advantage.
give 80 good parents,” and died without a strugwhich
he was
getting rich.—dtlantic “Jocelyn” in a large album which he used
Buyers ought to have a hundred eyes, but gle. Funeral services attended by’ the writer,
for
an
account
book.
The
obverse
face
of
Monthly.
assisted by Rev. A. J. Buker.
8. SAvaGE.
the leaves contained the accounts of the la- these have not even half of one, and the
do not open that. Well was it said that it
| borers 'in his vineyards, the reverse was
F. WirTcHiR died in New Market, at
covered with poetry, After the poem was fools did not go to market, bad wares would theSusan
age of 52 years.
Her disease wag lung fever.
A Rich Man’s Ears.
never be sold.’ They never
get a pcnny- Her remains rest in the family burial place in
completed,
and
negotiations
with
a
pubkl
—
———
worth for their penny, and this often be- Strafford, She was haptized in New Market, in
lisher were carried to a- successful issue,
In the February number of Putnam's Mag - Lamartine, pointing to the album as he cause they are on the hunt for cheap things, 1846. by Rev. D. 8. Frost; and, at the time of her
death, was a member of the KF. Baptist church
azine, Dr. Bagly expounds a new theory mounted his horse to make one of his usual and forget that generally tho cheapest is in Great Falls, She had great strength of mind,
the dearest, and one cannot buy 4 good shil- as was matifested in advocating, and adhering
long
excursions,
asked
his
wife
to
send
it
of the human ear as related to the acquisito the printer. She opened it, and, seeing ling's worth of 4 bad article. When there's td, principles and a manner of life which she betion of wealth. , He thus, deseribes the rich at first nothing, but the accounts of the la- five ¢
for a penny, fourof them are rot- lieved correct. Hence. her Christian character
man's ear;
“i LI
DAH
borers in the vineyard, thought there must ven,’ “People ate often’ saving at the wrohg wad firm and eonsistent, commanding the re-

Ba

x

pears

:

CoM,

JONATHAN JENNESS died in Rye; N. H:, Feb.

Home.

an ear, I dare be sworn, you will find on
the head of nine out of ten, ninetéen out
of twenty—yes, forty-nine out of fifty ‘men,
who from poverty and obscurity have risen

2

en

Prices.

D. LOTHROP
Wa
38 &

!

& CO.
40 Cornhill,

reerERas Go, deve

ig Agents, 10 State street, Boston, And 37 )
dow
York,
are authorized
gE
i Supine
gipeto coutraet
Bmpr for
a fb
J

1
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Summary.

_News

speech

CONGRESS.

inations of Messrs. Strong and Bradley for the
Supreme Court were favorably reported on. In
the House, a resolution was offered apthorizing
the committee on currency to report a bill in-

creasing the circulation $50,000,000. An effort to
table it failed. Mr. Logan made a stirring speech

treaty.

The

The

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the bill giving

Wyck was declared to be entitled to his seat,
On Thursday, in the Senate, the bill admitting
YMississippl on certain fundamental conditions,
passed by a majority of five. In the House, Mr.

ces

of fine

has

revoked

imprisonment.

The

the decree by which

Emperor

by French and

of water-color

Belgian

artists was

was amended by inserting $91,000 for the mint in
A bill staying the collection of
Carson City.
from the committee on rules, proposed anew
contested elections ’
method for disposing of
which, after debate, was. adopted. There was
then some speech-making in committee of the
whole.

to induce a sleep of 8 or 10 hours.

MISCELLANEOUS.

for fraud on the governtent

is dis-

chloral.

pose of the reconstruction act,

|

It is reported that there are but two hundred |
legal voters 'in Alaska.
If Congress gives the
country a territorial government, 1t will scarcely
make offices enough to go round.
Several important changes in the statutes reg- |
ulating common schools in Maifie are proposed. |
|

The new tariff bill has no

chance of becoming | |

.a law, The chief result of its consideration will
be about

one

hundred

pages

of

dissertations, |

mostly worthless, in the Congressional Globe.
The House commiitee

congressman who
tigation was not

has

discovered

sold a cadetship.
begun

too soon.

This inves- |
It is’proposed |

to expel the guilty members.
The Executive Council

|

another |

|

of the National Union

League met in Washington last Wednesday.
A
report recommending an entire reorganization of
the institution was made.
‘Ex- Governor Newell,
of New Jersey, was elected president for the ensuing year. Resolutions of sympathy with the
Cuban revolutionists
and recommending Congress to grant them
belligerent rights were
adopted. A general celebration of the ratification of the 15th amendment was advised.
The committee on railroads has reported to the
Maine House of Representatives in favor of the
consolidation scheme.
The President, in an interview with members
of the House committee of ways and means, said

that he had come to the opinion thaithe wisest

It has cost the government over half a million
dollars in excess of revenues to take care of Alaska.
“edie
&
It is feared that the cold weather in Memphis
has destroyed the fruit crop.
The State Department will soon. send to the
Senate all important documents bearing upon
the Cuban question.
Itis thought they will fully
support the position of the administration.
The
rumor that the President has changed his opinjon on this subject is untrue.
-

'

FOREIGN.

Santa Anna has made his appearance at Havana, and has been ordered to leave the island.
. Itis announced that the Duke of Montpensier’s
visit to Madrid had no political significance.

|~

it is said, protest against the Syllabus.
Numerous arrests have been made in consequence of the discovery of an alleged plot to as-

sassinate Napoleon. M. Rochefort has failed in a

motion, by proxy, to impeach M. Ollivier’s Min-

Unlike the

One

Girl's Doings.

for three hours after the ax has divided it from
the body.
This would seem to justify the story

Now, for this liability to disease there is a remedy; and that is, to cause ‘every article in which
moisture is liable to accumulate, to be thoroughly dried. Let clothing be often exposed to the
heat of the sun, and if this is not practicable on

the cheeks blushed.

The

physicians who claim

to have made this recent diseovery demand that
some more humane mode of inflicting death be

substituted for decapitation.
One ear is sometimes less extensive than the
other in the range of its hearing.
Mr. W.F.
Barrett, of England, says that onee, when trav-

shrill snotes.

acute

ears

have

after the light ceases.

ing brand be whirled

around

If a burn.

in the air,
we see

‘not only the brand where it is at the instant, but
also the entire circle, or a part of it, will be lu-

minous, owing to the effect of the light still remainingon the retina. An explanation sugges.
ted by Mr, F. W. Barrett is that the waves of
light
set in vibration the “rods and cones”
of the
retina. Of course, when once in motion, they
cannot stop instantly with the cessation of the

|

by the fire until thoroughly dried.

‘more than a

piano:

ceases is Sboais the fiistant the hammer —.
struck it drops from i6.

| »

©

‘

{4

two latter together

oil and vinegar, stirring

till all

unceasingly,

ly resisting the action of fluids.

Denims

‘is a cause of much disease. Damp cellars, or
damp earth under the floor of back rooms, or
any accumulations of dampness in or about any
part of a dwelling,

are

contrary to the

laws of

hygiene, and are destructiveto health.+-Health
Reformer.
<

Plated Spoons

and Forks..

silyer (composed

another thick,

of nickel, copper,

Nextthe blanks are dipped into

acid and cleaned, when they are ready for plating. This latter operation is done by means
of baths filled with liquid acid, in which plates

of pure silver are suspended; the action of a bat-

tery produces a depositof silver on the blanks,
which are hung in bunches in the baths.

The

processof deposition is gradual, and each bunch
of ‘blanks is frequently weighed, to ascertain
whether or not it has received the requisite

amountof the precious metal. The time occupledin’ single-plating teaspoons
is one hour and |

twenty minutes;

are exceedingly curious.

-

00

55
ts

Superfine ....... @1 07%
FISH.
Codfish, large 6 00 @ 7 50

Macherci
ges 00 827 00
Shore. .....10.00 @27 50

20

b

@..

-

!
amily wo.o10
+...
Horning,
pi ck.hodD 00MEAL.
8700 | Pork,
Family
00 G38 00
FLO

SAVED.

—

4 76 |

Prime....

23 68 @21 0

keLb "ests

8:

It is now 22 years since I have put

PRODUCE,

choice extra. 6 60 a 7 50

Applesidzion

B.8%e

and never heard of a child dying of

Liniment was used;

14

Almonds—

Factory seeeee 168

Soft Shell..... 15@

.25|

Shelled.

Currants.
Citron...
Af.Pea Nuts.

Figs, common.
Case ae.

Vtand

.

N.Y...18

12 @ . 16 | Jacksons....
12

8.30

Lemons, ¥bx 350 @ 5 00
Oranges...... 250@ 300
Raising—
Blue¥# cask. ..
Bunch,
¥ box..

@
@

|

« «.
. ..

pew

A

4

SEED.
[Clover,Northern,14@..

15

Layer ...... 450 @ 455
Westand South. @.. 00}
RAIN,
{HerdsG-ass.. 4 25 @ 4 b0

Yellow evens: 105g

00 @ 1 14

108 |

Wheat,west'rnl

15 @

1 50 (Cassia,¥ ® gold42 @ 3N

|!

@ 1 00
@ 110
@.. 60
Shorts & ton.24 00 g25 WW
Fine Feed...28 00 g30 00
Middlings ...3200 g34 00
HAY.
-Bale hay, & ton

Country Hay,
HIDES

AND

25

@

SKINS,

Calcutta Cow,
Slaughter..... 19
Green
Salt...... 17
B
Ayres, dry...28
Rio
Grande
Western, di
.do. wet...

Dr. FLETCHER, of Missou' i, says: “I recommend
{ your BALSAM in preference to any other medicine tor
Coughs, and it gives satisfaction.”
Allen’s Lung Balsam is the remedy to cure
{| _
| all Lung ard Throat difliculties.
It should be thor-

| oughly tested before using any other Balsam.
cure

when

all others

each bottle.

GAR.

|{

¢

@ {IX

Com,ass’d12000 @13) 00
Ex, sizes. oeee
@eniee
Eng. com...80 00 @ 82560
Do. refined 85 00 § ¥¢ 00
Do. Sheet, ¥ Bb 598 . 3
Russia, Sheet,..14 9... 16
LEAD

Rendered, b..8%

J.

7

ol

P81

Pesdyour

CO.
O.

R,

I.

gives

NEW

ENGLAND

this

as

its

FARMER,

and we invite your subacriptions, believing that you
will get your money’s. worth,
TERMS : Weekly, $2.50, Monthly, $1.50
Send stamp for specimens and premium list
R. P. EATON & CO., Bosten, Mass.

IX

BERAPFORD

For

ACADEMY.

Young

Ladies.

The Trustees would announce that the next Term
of this long established institution will commence on”
Wednesday, the 30th day of March next. The new
Coarse do...20 00 g22 00
Ship stock...21 00
00
Spruce. ..... 16 00 @17 00
Oak, ¥ ton «.ceee.
.
Hemlock bdsl4 50

to

do.

to receive

Fine and

akest o primed
n
$ 1%
.
CHER
White West'rn100 @ 1 03
YelloW.......0 89 @ . 95
BEALE .vansraeees dd @ + 48
FH

Q@. 00

dations it affords

X...46 @

A

« 48

18%

EE

ments,

@ 18%
Ty

BRIGHTON

entirely

The course of study

has been

carefully

re-

vised, and is Somprebeneive, embracing both the solid and ornamental branches.
Able teachers are em-

60

50
82

ployed in their several departments, and are aided ay
the most learned lecturers in this country. The well07 known reputation of this Academy for thoroughness
38! of instruction is fully msintained. Application ma
ABBY H. JOHNSON, Principal,
8 be made to Miss
: | Bradford, Mass., or Rev. RUFUS ANDERSON, LL. D,,
Boston,
Mass.
JoBN D. KINGSBURY, Sec’y.
18
Bradford, Feb. 15, 1870,

418

SCTMADE #130 last winter.” So writes a farmerwho
bought the ‘Hunter's Guide.” Any man or boy
can have lots of fun, game and money, by buying the
only reliable book that tells how to
hunt, fish, trap,
tan furs, &c¢., &c. 27,000 already sold.
Near 1
Pages: Sent by mail to you for only 25 cents. Send
0
HUNTER & CO., Publishers,
Hinsdale N. H.

62

7

“Economy is Wealth." Franklin
Wi
will people pay $50 or more for a SEWING
MACHINE when $22 will buy one that has a etandard reputation, is double thread, complete with
Table, constructed upon entirely new and practical
rinciples, runs bY inction, und excels all others ?—
hese celebrated
Machines, FULLY LICENSED, are inand money. 89 AGENTS WANTED. Machines
to Agents and given away 10 needy families.

225 @ 2 00
0200

ve Turkeys
.
Live Chickens. bY
So
DressedTurkeys16 @ . 17

do Chickens. 14 @ . 16

RYE, 4
Western, lifts Ng

Primal

:
104

os

hs

ea. ++. 13%
WHEAT

»

+ 26
. 10 {New

TT

been

tended for poor people who want to save time, labor,

Mercers....
Percy Biows

New York......05
@ + 27

LE

its inmates, has

present term, snd it is found perfect in all its Appoint

Medium ..oee dd @ « 46
Common..... 42 @ . 44

Ohio & West..5 00 gs 30 og
Venue 330
473
oe

Vermont, ......
Old
and dam. ...6'@

for

finished and newly farnished. It is heated by steam
and lighted by gas. The school is occupying it the

>

Co, or Franklin
Boston, Mass.

| THE

dain

4s ot

ope

50

“9.7 u

|Unwashed......16 $ +18

Sheep

CATTLE

Pelts.. 1 50

[0

20%

and

Diamond

8. M. Co., Box 307,
48

QUARTERLY.

The Freewill
published,
OUND

u

WOOL.
York¥ b..45 @

sent
For

Circulars and reduced prices, address J. C. OTITIS &

FLOUR.
Clover ..... «.18% @ 18
Ex Stat¥bar
.6 00 @ 5 25 (Flax per
bu.. 2 60-@ 2

rrrouthern..
a

is nc t surpassed by any one for simi

lar purposes in this country, in the liberal accommo-

Medinm.... .46 @
Coarse
Other Western—

LARPS
© 10% aw:ON
.

Baptist
ptist

Qt
ly is1s nono longe!
longer
Quarterly

to be

AT IL AST-Watohes Superseded.—The

Dollar Time Keeper.—A
PERFECT GEM.—Klegantly cased fn Oricde of Gold, Superior Compass
rohit Eonameléd Dial, Silver and Brass works,
glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch, Will denote COR.
RECT tine, warranted FIVE years, euperb and showy
easo,en
of
+ This is ne
WOOD Compass.
Is sniluely how, Patented, 6600 sold in three wecks.
Only $1 each, three f.r ‘$2, in neat case, mailed free.
Trade sapped. Address the sole manufacturers
MAGNETIC WATCH CO., HINSDALE, N. H.

REMOVED,

The Roome of the

MARKET,

AMERICAN MISSIONARY

ASSOCIATION,

" FRRBUARY, 16, 1870,
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In the empire of Japan, one man will lead a
horse, when attached toa plow, while another
holds the plow to mark out the field, or to plow
out the ground between the rows of growing
plants. In many places in New Jersey, the
praetice is still in vogue. The man that can not

r
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Dr. LLOYD, of Ohio, Surgeon in the Army during
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from three to five cents per pound.
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{ the war, from exposure, contracted con-umption.—
| He says: “I have no hesitancy in stating that it was
by the nse of your LUNG BALSAM that I am now alive

Crushed... cove
.“" |
Powdered..0 00 @ 14% |
Coffee crush 12 @ 13% |
TALLOW,
|

Swedish—

——

Phos

48

Sole Proprietors,
;
Nos.13tol7..11% @ 18% |||
@ 19% | Nos.18to 20.13) @** 14 |
CINCINNATI,
|
§..~18 |Cuba Muscovado—
@.. 20 |Fair to g'd retlC @ 10%
Sold by all Druggists.
@.. 28 NewOrleans......
++ +
PERRY
DAVIS § SON,
@ . 21 [Portland .....
.
@.. 12 [Refined

Goat Skins,
Madras.......65 @ 75.
Patnas...... 40 @ 50
ON.

Every family should provide a barrel or box
for receiving chicken bones, fish bones, and bits
of beef bones which accumulate in the kitchen.
A hundred pounds may be saved in a few weeks.
Such bones are more valuable
for grass-land, and
for burying around all kinds of fruit trees and
grape-vines, than Peruvian guano,whieh is worth

Ammoniated ~ Soluble

York.

ALLENS LUNG BALSAM,

|Cloves.coaanrsss 6 ¢ 2h
Ginger vvane Nk @.. 12
[Mace .sssraness 125 @.1 30
|INUtMEZS. serves 9% gl
[Pepper
203 @ 26
[Pimento
. 18% @.. 19
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Mumps, Cholie, Diarrhea,

Read the following and learn the value of

SPICES

1 35 [lavana.

ALL

COUGH

Canaryeeeeees 4269520

¥ 100 tha ..i 40 @ 1 50 |

Straw,100s..1

Swellings,

Mis. M. C. LEGGETT, Hoboken, N. J.
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Corn, ¥ 56 bs
Re” Top.¥bag,3 00 @ 8 &
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WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by a simple
remedy, and will eend the receipt free.

2 |
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|Poultryeeoesees 18 @.- 8)
Egga.yseesseses 28°@..
29

Liniment,

state if it was $10

Depot, 10 Park Place, New
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Croup when

Dytentery,Spasms, Old Sores and Pains in the Limbs,
Back, and Chest.
No one once tries it who is ever
without it. 1tis warranted perfectly safe to take inSold by
ternally.
Full directions with every bottle.
the Druggists and Storekeepers in the United States,

8
17% |

55 @..

¥b....17

Sore Throat,
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tle they would not be without it. Besides whieh, it is
a certain cure for Cuts, Burns, Headache, Toothache,
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.. @.. .. |Beans,
¥ bush.
862
[Smallandex, 2009275
800 ¢
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Corn Meal....5 00 g 5 00
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Pulled, extra...35 @ .
‘ Why, my son?” asked the father.
Superfine
....35 @°.
Clapbo:
‘‘ Because,” replied Eustace, *“ rabbits will not |
do. Spruce 16 00
California......18@ .
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0.
fight back again. They lie right down and die, Shingles Dine 225
do.combing.. 65 @ .
and look so pitiful and beseeching, and seem to
Buenos Agree. 18 @ .
say, ¢ I forgive you!”
CapeG
ope @ .
do.
African, wash... @ .
** How do you feel, my son, when you kill
Unwashed
..16 g@.,
woodchucks?” asked the father.
“ Oh, they get angry, and bite, and fight back
again,
They look fierce and savage, and try to
NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES,
keep me from killing them.
That makes me anFor the week ending, Feb. 16, 1870,
gry, and then I can kill them.
I never feel bad
APPLES,
MAPLE SUGAR
for killing woodchucks.”
Dried
susssesss 10 @ 11
Er
En 10 &.
This tells the whole story.
Children are cut Green Winter4 00 @ 5 00
TS.
- BARLEY,
New York......00 @ .
to the heart when they get angry with others,
State & Can... 00 @ 0 CO Western... ......66 @ ,
and try to quarrel, and find that they will not get
BEA 8,
O
(0) N
veeses 232 Q@
65 White........ 5 00 @ 6
angry, nor fight back again. Never to fight back
Ex
Medium..2009
275
is the way to conquer
!— Youth’s Companion.
BEEF.
Canada «oeveel 00 ¢
ExMess ¥bbl10 00 g17 00 Marrow......170 @
Country do..16 00 @18 00
BUTT
Items.
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45 @ . 48 Prim

the usual wages
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bat hundreds of cures have been

reported to me, and many

o sliced.
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medium do. 0
choice do....0
Southern,sup .
“EXIrAS.eneees 5060
choice Balt.
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January

HOUSANDS OF CHILDREN DIE ANNUALLY
of Croup. Now, Mothers, you would spend 50
cents, and always have a bottle of Dr. Tobiav Venetian Lirithentin the house, you never need fear losing
your little one when attacked with this complaint.—

50 @

Canada,super 0 00 @ 0 00
com.extras..0 00 @ 0 00.|

Rabbits.

“ Father,” said Eustace, * Ido not like
kill rabbits as well as I do woodchucks.”

* “Your

saved me $20 that was already sealed
,the N. Y. swindler.”
Thus writes

building, which

Woodchucks and

CO. H. DITSON & CO.,

Children’s Lives Saved for 50 Cents.

sup..4

Mich. and Indiana

Some sort of chang® is

al-

Hinsdale, N. H.

medium do..5 60 @ 6 25 |Lard, bbl. B..17% @ 18
choice do....6 50 @ 7 00 | Hams smokedl7} @ 18
Illinois and Ohio,
Pickled sseaeese @:choice extra, 8 (0 @ 8 50 (Hogs, dressed. 11 @.. 12

induced in the atoms, with more or less permanence.. One or two cases have been recently reported of landscape pictures becoming visibly
impressed
on glass surfaces after long exposure
in 4 bright’ sun. These statements remain yet to
be verified, but they are .not more singular than
the well-established fact that a magnetic current
sent through a coin, lying on glass, will leave a
copy of the coin on the glass.

editions have

West'rn

com.extras..4 75 @ b 25 | Li

glass

Several

St.Louis, sup... +. ¥.. .. |Extra Clear.32 00 @33 00
extra brand 550
@ 6 00 | Clear......51 00 @3200

choice extra 8 00 @ 8 50 | Mess, best.28 00 @29 (0

is
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one of the 20,000 who save their CASH by reading the
STAR SPANGLED BANNER. Another says, ‘Out
of s1x families in our town who take your paper, at
least $50 has been saved from giving to swindlers in
1869.” Remember that the “Star Spanged Banner”
exposes rascality. It exposes every attempt to swindle. Every thief and swindler in New York is “in
arms” at its fruthful exposures. It WILL save you
MONEY. It is a large 40 column paper, 8 pages
Ledger size. It give 40 columns of exposures oO
Huwbugs in 1869. Here is our standing offer: We
will send you the Banner till 1871, the superb engraving, 112 x 2 feet. GRATIS. (that alone is worth $3),
all for 76 cents. And MIND ‘THIS, we will give
back your money, if you are not PERFECTLY SATISFIED. Subscribe NOW and secure all the papers
for 1870. Only 75 cents, specimens § cents.
d
NOW to
“STAR SPANGLED BANNER,”

.
Q.. 20
@.. 8
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Alewives..... 475 8 525

Young.

Broadway, New York.
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AT HOME

ready been ordered, and the demand increases.—
Many of the Songs have been written expressly for
the work, and none of the Songs. give, old and timeworn—sung through a dozen
8, but New and
Sparkling, Adapted to all Occasions, and Alive with
the Spirit of the Times. Price 50 cts. Sent post paid.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Publichers,
277 V ashy

Boston.....2 235 @ 2 b¢
|FrenchYellow 2X
@ 8 ®
Varnishes ....1
@ 900
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GOLDEN ROBIN,

Melodies for the
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The more

subtile effects of light and magnetism upon

forks, one hour atid f)rty min- | 2,

utes; ted-knives, loss; Pogson Atpg, near

ly twice'as much time is required,

as possible.
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YOUNG

ttractive
Containing Elementary
Instructions,
Exercises and Several
Hundred Popular
ngs.
This New Book will be found Superior to All Similar Works, in many Jot essential to a popular In-struction. Book in Vocal Music and Collection of’
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THE MUSIC BOOK

‘Nou 1iveeseal 30 0 @
Neatsfooti’gall 10 e

Ginghams ....¢ 314 @ . 17|
Mous.de Laines.. @ . 20
Ca petings—

to the chemist because of this quality, flaoric acid
being the only re-agent whieh will attack it destructively.
Itisstill true, however, that much
of the glass in common use yields some of the
constituents ofits surface to solution in water,
and will
lose its polish,
Housewives
will
toil in vain to restore brightness to the inside of
decanters and tumblers which
have become
cloudy by long use.
Itisnot a deposit on the
surface which looks so much like dirtiness to the
eye of a careful mistress, but a loss of substance
which has been dissolved away.
Glass is perishable aside from being so easily broken.
It is
more easily scratched than many suppose.
The
continual use of silk in wiping spectacles will be
sure to cover the lenses with minute scratches
till they are blurred, and the troubled wearer begins to think that his eyes are growing dint. To
keep lenses from being scratched requires no
small care.
They should never be touched with
silk, butonly with linen, or chamois-skin, and

this as free

23
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with the
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Drills,brown....16
Print Cloths.. 7%
Cotton Flannec » 156
Cotton Jeans.12%
Tint8.esssveses11
Shirting Stripes 16
Ticking ceeees .+20
Cottonades
21

winter

vinegar, and thus continue alternately

A damp ear-

chinery into blanks of the dimensions of a spoon
or fork, which are rolled on grated rolls, which
make one part of the spoon or fork thin and

time

dislike to

them.
Add tothe egg very slowly, while stirring constantly, two tablespoonfuls of the oil, and
when it thickens, one teaspoonful of the mixed

pet, especially in a sleeping room, is very unhealthy.
Straw under the carpets of bed-rooms

with the exceedingly frequent vibrations which

for seme

the

hasan

NM
RSTICS
Sheetings and 8.
Heavy
4-...16 @ 17

nor is it essential. The garnishing with parsley,
etc. is merely for ornament, the surface being
frequently left without ornamentation :
“ Mix one heaping teaspoonful of pure mustard, the yolk of a fresh egg and a teaspoonful of
pure white wine or cider vinegar, into a smooth
paste, using a silver fork for the purpose.
Measure out twelve teaspoonfuls of pure salad oil and
one tablespoonful each of vinegar amd lemon-

account of. long continued rains,
let it be hung

and spelter) is rolled into strips, and cut by ma-

Itis a famillar fact that the eye perceives light

Ordinary...22%

rdi

ing it forms a rich creamy compound in which no

juice; mix

L.

FOR

@..
@.«
.@ 1
@..
@.1
J a

Do: Whae.

trace of oil is visible. ‘We have a number of recipes, but none contains the directions for making
the dressing so much in detail as that of Mr. Harrison, which we quote from his book of recipes.

.

prob-

reach them; while ths others have none so short
or tense so sensitive. .
3

is within
a few days, and an extensive conspira«cy, in which the editorsof the
Marseillaise
are
‘have been discoved by the

18 50d wiv, |

more

ably strained fibers that can vibratein unison

Four hundred arrests have been made fn Par-

{

The

«00
««
1-50
077
Refined do.... 9
American...

en

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the advantage of purchasers,
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for $ per quistel.and rents pay for it.
Address REV. L.
L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,
Residence, 14 School Street.
te

gal..l 456 @ 1.50

Linseed—

the taste of the oil itself, When properly incorporated with the other ingredients of the dress-

The lettuce is not generally to be had in

L.
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For the weekending, Feb. 16, 1870.
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MOLASSES,
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Cuba, tart...cesr. @

Chicken Salad,

nected with the name than from

She

to the grave.

when the executioner held up the
of Charlotte Corday and struck it,

simple

ed. Have ready a cold, boiled fowl, remove the
skin, bones and fat, and pull—not cut—the lean
A writer in the La Salle Union tells a pleasflesh into shreds, the size of large dice; cut into
ant little story of a young lady who, in 1862, was
morsels an equal
bulk of white, tender, crisp cela student in the Normal University of Illinois.
ery, and mix with the meat, a saltspoonful of
She was a good-natured, quiet girl, and a tolerasalt, and one-half the dressing. Cover the botble scholar; but in those studies requiring composition she failed hopelessly, and could not pass dom of an oval platt
vith the white center
leaves of well blanched lettuce, and lay the inner
an examination.
She tried it for five years, and
green leaves around the border; place the salad
she might have kept on trying had not a‘change
upon them, and pou¥ over it the remainder of the
come.
We will let the writer tell of the change
and what came of it.
:
dressing.
Garnish with a few sprigs of paren
Her parents lived in Bloomington, where her
olives, capers, and slices of hard boiled eggs,
father carried on a furniture
store. He was
neatly arranged around the border. “If celery
stricken down by disease, and after a long and
cannot be had, use white cabbage, mixed with a
lingering illness died, leaving M., the oldest girl, teaspoonful of Extract of Celery.”—Am. Ag.
her mother, a younger sister and two younger
brothers, all of them dependent upon their sister for a livelihood.
People sympathized with
Glass.
her—sympathy is so cheap—and
came to the
pn
.
following charitable conclusions:
This material is generally looked upon as large-

for $7,000, and can sell it now for $10,000.

of late has generally been regarded as a

and

mixed,and a thick,smooth,creamy paste is obtaice

guillotine retains life—that is, the sensé of pain—
which

bls promised bill for the reform of

Kingof Prussists

outside of

in ¢old and moisture.
Ninth,
Letting the work qut, as a whole,
trusting to the horesty of the contractor to doit,
without having plans or specifications properly
‘drawn, and without
any
one to oversee, or
criticise, or direct it.

It ¢prtainly will be of great value,if

figment—that
severed head

that when renewed they will be conducted in
‘Washington.
Mr. Gladstone has brought into the House of

{

to the

easy

dressing, and the ' quality of the dressing upon
that of the materials composing it. To make a
fine dressing there must especially be good oil
and plenty of-it. Many have an aversion to
olive oil, probably more from the association con-

Damp in Houses.

Inthe British Parliament, Mr. Secretary Otway has denied that the U. 8. have offered to reopen the Alabama negotiations, and has added

,

sheathing

very

Gor

:

Markets.

A'lady asks for a recipe for chicken salad.
The excellence of the salad depends upon the

that when they dry, large orifices are left to let

Turkey is again annoyed by the Servians and
Montenegrins.
cling in Norway, he noticed that the exceedingly
The proposed reduction of ocean postage is’ shrill notes of the grasshoppers were perceived
commended by the British Postmaster-General.
by him only with the right ear;, and that when
The Bavarians are diseussing the questionof this was closed he could not hear them at all.
Mr. Tyndall had pus mentioned the case
dethronement.
of his heiring the
shoppers on the Alps,
The Russians will, it 1s said, demand interest while
a companion of his could not hear their
on the delayed purchase money of Alaska,

bokizodbgs

Nailing

is a

31

4

of ventilating

A large part of the mud at the bottom of the has $30,000 in real estate, with a stock worth
$20,000 more, and dll paid up. ~
:
deep ocean consists of microscopically small
rounded particles of carbonate of lime aggregated together.
They ave ealled globerigine,
and are formed by a jelly-like animal, witheut
organs of any sort, but. which moves by thrustFrom various causes there is often accumuing out portions of its body, which act as arms or
lation of dampness in houses, and especiallyin
legs. There are also sponge spicules and flint
sleeping apartments, which proves very deleteskeletons of diatoms, which floated at the surrious to health. I recollect one season in a cerface of the water when alive. The same struc.
tain locality, that the month of July was very
ture characterizes chalk, and the mud of the seawet, and dampness so accumulated in closets
bottom dries inte a substance resembling chalk;
that many found
clothing mildewed and even
so that we may say a chalk is still forming wherevery article hanging in large and pretty. well-venever there is a temperature at the bottom of 45
tilated rooms was thus affected. The result was
degrees or more.
We also judge that the chalk
that this community, a few weeks later, was
of Europe was once at the bottom of a deep sea..
visited by a terrible
dysentery, which carried
A layer of quicksilver ore has been found in
many, especially children, to the grave.
Borneo.
It is of remarkable good quality, be-When clothing or carpets, or any fabrics, are
ing nearly pure sulphide of mercury.
The main
allowed to remain damp for any considerable
supply of quicksilver now comes from Spain and
time, the emanations from them. poison the air,
California.
.
and this poison is taken intdy the system and
accumulates there till it results in some epidemSome continental physicians have made the
ic disease, and every year carries its thousands
cheerful discovery that a head severed by the

Parliament with a speech urging the union of
North and South Germany. Count Bismark will,

~

$

means

Seventh.
Laying the floor directly on joists,
or at best layingit with culls full of knots and
shakes, which are but little better than nothing,
and as a consequence, the floor is always cold
and uncomfortable.
Eighth.
In finishing, first laying the bases,
pilasters, and casings (perhaps of green lumber),
and then lathing and plastering up to them, so-

from a valueless cider-apple tree.

There was another mob in Paris last week, but
the police dispersed it.
King William has opened the North-German

+

ho

:

should be,

Tt has been announced that a wealthy gentleFirst. That she would have a hard time of it.
man of New York has offered to give a hundred
Second.
That the best
thing she could,do
thousand dollars toward creating a fund for the
Metropolitan Art Museum, provided nine oth- | would be to get married.
Third.
That if she coulda’t do that she might
ers can be found who will each contribute a like |
amount, so as to make” up a million of dollars to | be able to teach school.
And having thus settled her case, they~left
start with, It is most devoutly to be hoped that
her to her fate.
the other nine will soon make their appearance.
Then the girl's nature asserted itself. Instead
Mr. P. E. Chase finds that Philadelphia life- | of selling off the stock which her father left for
tables show a possible life of 114 years, and an avwhat she could get, and living on it until someerage life. of 3509 years. The ratio of living
thing turned up, she hired workmen, put the
births to population is 2.8 per cent. The Quakstock to rights, and
sold it at retail.
People
ers have at the age of 12 years a maximum vipitied her, but they bought her goods.
People
tality of 20.49 per cent. above their neighbors,
sympathized with her, as if it were a dreadful
and from'20 to 60 years of age 20.49 per cent. less
thing for a girl to do what in a boy would have
of them die.
been highly commendable.
When the stock run dow, she astonished her
Josiah Hoopes, president of the Pennsylvania
friends by going to New York city and buying
Fruit Growers’ Society, has been-studying the
a larger lot of furniture than any one ever because of the. failure of many of the old favorite
fore had had the hardihood to bringto Bloomapples to produce fruit, thor:c once prolific.
He finds the proximate cause to be that the ington—and what is more, sold it. For the first
year the open sympathy and covert sneers of
blossoms, though abundant enough, have ceased
her friends were hard to bear.
to produce perfect pollen. . The bees do not pass
She succeeded, of course.
The other day we
from tree to tree, bringing pollen from those
saw her, after seven years of hard work.
The
which are better supplied; and so the frujt fails
same old tashioned, quiet, good-natured manner,
of fertilization.
He says that careful cultivation
the same M., unpretentious, obliging, demure.
will sometimes so increase the vitality of the
And yet she owns a store worth $18,000, in
tree as to restore its power,of producing pollen.
but
‘Where this is not the case, there would seem the upper story of which she began her labors,
to be no remedy but to cut down thetree, or to which is filled from cellarto garret with her
dust its branches with a branch of blossoms
goods.
She purchased a house some time ago

policy in the present condition of public affairs is
to reduce taxation,
and suggested that the internal revenue tax estimates be reduced to the extent of $30,000.000, and the estimates for custom
receipts $20,000,000.

.

of silver-ware

IN

The

gent and experienced skill.— Exchange.

paint and cement.

pronerlv ysed; but can no doubt be abused, as
has so often been the case with laudanum and
chloroform.
Chloral—or, rather, its hydrate—
is a white ralt,
of a pleasant, pungent odor, a
strong, pungent taste, and deliquesces on exposure to the air.

The judiciary committee of the U. 8S. Senate
finds the complexities and subtilties of the Georgia business very difficult of solution. Much
fault is found with General Terry for doing what
was essential in the accomplishment of the pur- |

Providing

PERUVIAN

160 Front street, New York.

$732

labor, and the unwearied supervision of intelli-

so

the studding, and clapboards (or siding) close
to the outside of that, leaving small or no airchambers between them j.and, as in nine cases
out of ten, green materials for each covering have
been used, they shrink and rot, soon making a
honeycomb of the shell, though plastered with

inhalation of -<hloroform, it does not produce
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has refused - anaesthesia, and the patient awakes at the slightest disturbance, but sinks to sleep again.
Sleep
the writ of error in the case of Dr. Schoeppe.
is not always quiet, as in some acute diseases the
* Mr. Seward will visit Hayti and San Domingo.
patient may be agitated with cries and groans.
Two instances of the sale of cadetships have
Still the sleep is generally quite natural, and is
been already brought to light by the .investigatfollowed by ‘no nausea, such as occurs after the
ing committee.
:
inhalation of chloroform.
It is not yet satisfacFoster Blodgett, one of the U. 8. senators retorily’ decided whether the alkali of the blood
cently elected from Georgia, has written a letter
decomposes chloral into chloroform and formic
to Governor Bullock, requesting that his certifiacid.
Certainly itis not ‘all so decomposed, as
cate of election be withheld until the indictment
the patient’s breath.shows the distinct smell of

against him
posed of.

doors

ing, cooking, and fermentation asit is rarified,
rises to the top of the room, and there remains
to breed discomfort, disease, and death.
;

at

The great medical novelty and sensation is chloral. All experiments prove that it is the very
best means of compelling sleep yet discovered—
at least, by means of the stomach.
The stibcutaneous injection of morphine is more speedy;
but any preparation of opiumis more likely to
produce nausea than ‘is chloral. The dose required is from 15 to 75 grains. The smaller dose
is often sufficient in the case of feeble women

debts payable under the recent Supreme Court
decision in coin was introduced. Mr. Garfield,

and

1

Made by one Agent, selling SILVER'S PATENT,/ELASTIC
Broom.
Over 50,000 now in use, Recommended by Hon.
Horace Greeley and American Agricwlturist, One count,
reserved for each Agent, C, A. CLEGG & CO., 38 Corti.
Sty N. Y., or 126 Washington 8t., Chicago, Ill.
4t8—v8

business; but, on the contrary,it is one which
involves
a large amount of delicate snd careful

TOONS, save by open doors or windows; hence
all the impure air which is generated by breath-

Snedecor’s gallery, in Broadway, last week.
Among the collection are works by artists whose
fiames are not familiar on this side of the Atlantic. There are pieces by the French
painter
Constantine—one representing a market in Rouen, and, the other a fishing station in Bretagne.
There is a fine sketch by Itherbach, of Rotterdam, called * The -Duel.” Alexander de Bar is
represented by a “ View near Cairo.”

i
bill

windows

,

Fifth,

pictures

opened

Arranging

open.

he assumed

Paragraphs.
collection

ure

:

the house, even though the whole

Sixth.

A very fine

Sengte, Mr. Spencer made

lengths of useless stove-

so placing them that no fresh air can get through

country,

a speech in favor of the eight hour law. The bi 1
for aiding an Oregon railroad was debated and

.

Fourth.

No.

6t8—p8

from the foregoing wouldbe that the manufact-

by guess,so that

that one opens against the other, dr:in the very
spot to be occupied by a piece of furniture, or

government, if it doc, not accept the interpella-

On Friday, in the Senate, the pt posed world’s
appro

the appropriation

and

GUANOHN

room, where every piece is carefully examined,
F With the purpose of discovering if the burnish-

pipe, or else place his stove in the most incon-

tion relative, to the domestic condition of the

fair was discussed, and in the Flouse, the
priation bill.
.

In the House,

one has to have a dozen

authority to send to penitentiary colonies political agitators.
The party of the left cent, thyeat.
ens to vote with the extreme qn against the

_ Collom made a speech on his bill for the govern.
ment of Utah, and the appropriation bill ws% debated in committee of the whole:

Building chimneys

venient locations.

senten-

scratch:brush-

subjected to a second rigid inspection, before being packed for shipment.
The natural inference

session of the North German Parliament

Several Paris journalists have received

step is

Second. Making no calculations as to the size
of rooms or the location of furniture.

Third,

liberal reforms

next

ing has been thorough, Thence they go to the
buffing-room, to undergo~a course of ragwheels and rouge, which impart the finish; and,
lastly,to the wash-room, where they are washed and dried. In the packing-room they are

Secretary favors the can-

was opened Moiiday., King Wilham made a
speech,in which he gave promise of civil reforms
and of the preservation of peace.

>

passed.

Home

plating, the

The American RBuilder enumerates these
faults in planning and erecting houses: .
|
First, Cramping
a house down to the smallest’ possible space, so as to make more “yard
room,” which will never be used.

content.

the House, the resolution calling for information
concerning the Fenians imprisoned in England,
was adopted; the Greene-Van Wyck contested
election case was discussed, but no vote was take

On Saturday, in the

Russian

on account of the manifestations of popular dis-

In

artificial limbs to disabled soldiers, and the Mississippi bill, were discussed without result. In
the House, a bill was reported to prevent and
punish polygamy; a resolution was introduced
and referred, looking to the recognition of the
belligerent rights of Cuba; Mr. Charles H. Van

Faults in Building.

.

celing of some recently granted

After

ing the spoons and forks with a wire brush, preGround Bones, Dis:
uano.
paratory to burnishing them. The burnishing | BOlved Boues, Standar Soperphosphate,Crude Phosphates, Soda Potash, Plaster, Fish, Sulphate of Am.
is done by a steel burnjsher wet in cream of ‘monia, Ol of Vitroil, &c., & C.
tartar, The goods next pass to the inspectionGEO. E. WHITE,

—p

The dissensions in the Ecumenical Council ap
pear to be widening instead of closing up. Nov
all the American bishops favor the Pope’s pretensions,
:
:
r

On Tuesday, in the Senate, the billto abolish
the franking privilege and the bill to admit Mis»

sissippl were debated, but without result,

| Rural wy Domestic,

anxious to.
Gis
;
It is authoritatively denied that France has
complained of the non-fulfillment of the Prague

in behalf of Cuba.

en,

German Par-

it all. means the people do not know, but are

On Monday, the Senate discussed the bill for
the admission of Mississippi.
The debate consisted chiefly of a rehearsal of the speeches in
In éxecutive session the nomthe Georgia case,

~

at the open‘ng of the North

liament had a threatening tone.
.
The Duke of Montpensier hasbeen in Madrid
and Prim had a long interview with him. What
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